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PREFACE

Ihis report was prepared for the Safety and Survivability Technical Area of
the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate, U.S. Army Aviation Research and
Technology Activity (AVSCOM), Fort Eustis, Virginia, by Simula Inc. under
Contract DAAJ02-86-C-0028, initiated in September 1986. This guide is a
revision of USARTL Technical Report 79-22, Aircraft Crash Survival Design
Guide, published in 1980.

A major portion of the data contained herein was taken from U.S. Army-
sponsored research in aircraft crash resistance conducted from 1960 to 1987.
Acknowledgment is extended to the U.S. Air Force, the Federal Aviation Admini-
stration, NASA, and the U.S. Navy for their research in crash survival.
Appreciation is extended to the following organizations for providing acci-
dent case histories leading to the establishment of the impact conditions in
aircraft accidents:

* U.S. Army Safety Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama.

0 U.S. Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia.

I U.S. Air Force Inspection and Safety Center, Norton Air Force Base,
California.

Information wps also provided by the Civil Aeronautics Board, which is no
longer in existence.

Additional credit is due the many authors, individual companies, and
organizations listed in the bibliographies for their contributions to the
field. Th, contributions of the following authors to previous editions of
the Aircraft Crash Survival Design Guide are most noteworthy:

D. F. Carroll, R. L. Cook, S. P. Desjardins, J. K. Drummond, J. L. Haley,
Jr ; A; D. Harper, H. G; C. Henneberger, N. B. Johnson, G. Kourouklis,
D. H. Laananen, W. H. Reedy S. H. Robertson, J. Shefrin, L. M. Shaw,
G. T. Singley, III, A. E. Tanner, Dr. J. W. lurnbow, and L. W. T.
Weinberg.

This volume was prepared by Richard E. Zimmermann, James C. Warrick,
Alan D. Lane, and Norman A. Merritt of Simula Inc., and Akif 0. Bolukbasi of
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. Technical review and comments were provided
by S. P. Desjardins of Simula Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years, emphasis in military aircraft accident investigation was
placed on determining the cause of the accident. Very little effort was
expended on the crash survival aspects of aviation safety. However, it
became apparent through detailed studies of accident investigation reports
that significant improvements in crash survival could be made if consider-
ation were given in the initial aircraft design to the following factors that
influence survivability:

1. Crash Resistance of Aircraft Structure - The ability of the aircraft
structure to maintain living space for occupants throughout a crash.

2. Tiedown Strength - The strength of the linkage preventing occupant,
cargo, or equipment from breaking free and becoming missiles during
a crash sequence.

3. Occupant Acceleration During Crash Impact - The intensity and
duration of accelerations experienced by occupants (with tiedown
assumed intact) during a crash.

4. Occupant Crash Impact Hazards - Barriers, projections, and loose
equipment in the immediate vicinity of the occupant that may cause
contact injuries.

5. Postcrash Hazards - The threat to occupant survival posed by fire,
drowning, entrapment, exposure, etc., following the impact sequence.

Early in 1960, the U.S. Army Transportation Research Command* initiated a
long-range program to study all aspects of aircraft safety and survivabilty.
Through a series nf contracts with the Aviation Safety Engineering and Re-
search (AvSER) Division of the Flight Safety Foundation, Inc., the problems
associated with occupant survival in aircraft crashes were studied to deter-
mine specific relationships among crash forces, structural failures, crash
firce, and injuries, A series of reports coverinq this effort was prepared
and distributed by the U.S. Army, beginning in 1960. In October 1965, a
special project initiated by the U.S. Army consolidated the design criteria
presented in these reports into onp technical document suitable for use as a
designer's guide by aircraft design engineers and other interested person-
nel. The document was to be a summary of the current state of the art in
crash survival design, using not only data generated under Army contracts
but also information collected from other agencies and organizations. The
Crash Survival Design Guide, IR 67-22, published in 1967, realized this goal.

Since its initial publication, the Design Guide has been revised and expanded
four times to incorporate the results of continuing research in crash resis-
tance technology. The third edition, published in 1971, was the basis for

*Now the Aviation Applied lechnology Directorate, Aviation Research and
Technology Activity of the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM).
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the criteria contained in the original version of the Army's military stan-
dard II!_-STD-1290 (Reference I). The fourth edition, published in 1980,
entitled Aircraft Crash Survival Desiqn Guide, expanded the document to five
volumes, which have been updated by the current edition to include
information and changes developed from 1980 to 1987.

This current edition, the fifth, contains the most comprehensive treatment of
all aspects of aircraft crash survival now documented. It can be used as a
general text to establish a basic understanding of crash impact conditions
and the techniques that can be employed to improve chances for survival. It
also contains design criteria and checklists or, many aspects of crash sur-
vival and thus can be used as a source of design requirements.

The current edition of the Aircraft Crash Survival Design Guide is also pub-
1;shed in five volumes. Volume titles and general subjects included in each
volume are as follows:

Volume I - Desiqn Criteria and Checklists

Pertinent criteria extracted from Volumes II through V, presented in the
same order in which they appear in those volumcs.

Volume II - Aircraft Design Crash Impact ConditiQns and Human Tolerance

Crash impact conditions, human tolerance to impact, military anthropo-
metric data, occupant environment, test dummies, acrident informationo.
retrieval.

Volume III - Aircraft Structural Crash Resistance

Crash load estimation, structural response, fuselage and landing gear
requirements, rotor requirements, ancillary equipment, cargo restraints,
structural modeling.

Volume IV - Aircraft Seats _,Restraints. Litters, and Cockpit/Cabin Delethali-
.Zation

Operational and crash impact conditions, energy absorption, seat design,
litter requirements, restraint system design, occupant/restraint system/
seat modeling, delethalization of cockpit and cabin interiors.

Volume V - AircrAfLfPostcrash Survival

Postcrash fire, ditching, emergency escape, crash loc•,tor beacons.

This volume (Volume III) contains information on aircraft structural crash
resistance. Following a general discussion of aircraft crash resistance in
Chapter 1, a number of terms commonly used in discussing crash impact con-
ditions and aircraft structures are defined in Chapter 2. Although Volme II
discusses crash impact conditions in detail, Chapter 3 summarizes crash im-
pact information pertinent to aircraft structural design. Chapter 4 presents
performance requirements for airframe crash resistance; retention of ancil-
lary equipment, occupant, and cargo; and special tilt-rotor considerations.
Mission constraints and general configuration design considerations are
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die-ussed in Chapter 5. Design of the fuselage, landing gear, and other
ex rnal subsystems is covered in Chapter 6. Analytical techniques for evalu-
ating structural crash resistance ere presented in Chapter 7, while Chapter 8
concludes this volume with a discussion of full-scale and scale-model
testing.

The units of measurement shown in the Design Guide vary depending upon the
units used in the referenced sources of information, but are mostly USA
units. in some cases the corresponding metric units are shown in parentheses
following the USA units. For the convenience of the reader a conversion
table of some commoniy used units follows:

USA Unit Abbr. or..r ymbol Metric EQuivalent Abbr. orb Symbor

Weliht

Ounce oz. 28.35 grams g
Pound lb or I 0.454 kilogram kg

Capacity

WU.S. liquid)

Fluidounce fl oz 29.57 milliliters m l
Pint pt 0.473 liter 1

Quart qt 0.946 '1 i,".ý 1

Gallon gal 3.785 liters

Inch in. 2.54 centimeters cm
Foot ft 30.48 centimeters cm
Yard yd 0.9144 meter m
Mile ml 1.609 kilometers km

Square Inch sq in. or In.? 6.452 square sq cm or cmr

cent ineters
Square Foot sq ft or ft 2  0.093 square meter sq m or n,2

*3 3
Cubic Inch cu in. or In. 16.39 cubic cu cm or cm

cent imeters
Cubic Foot cu it of ft3 0.028 cubic meter Cu in or m3

Pound lb 4-448 newtons
4.448 x 105 dynes
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1. BACKGROUND QISCU$SION

The overall objective of designing for crash resistance is to eliminate in-
juries and fatalities in relatively mild impacts and mir.imize them in severe
but survivable mishaps. A crash-resistant aircraft will also reduce aircraft
crash impact damage. By minimizing personnel and material losses due to
crash impact, crash resistance conserves resources, is a positive morale
factor, and improves the effectiveness of the fleet both in peacetime and in
war. Results from analyses and research during the past several years have
shown that the relatively small cost in dollars and weight of including crash
resistance features is a wise investment (References 2 through 13). Conse-
quently, naw generation Army rotary-wing aircraft are being procured to
stringent, yet practical, requirements for crash resistance.

It might seem sufficient to simply specify human tolerance requirements and
an array of vehicle crash impact conditions and then develop the aircraft
with the necessary crash-resistant features. However, available structural
and human tolerance analytical techniques are not sufficient to support such
an approach; neither is it practical to test complete aircraft sufficiently
early in the development cycle to permit evaluation of system concepts.
Therefore, specific performance criteria have been established to assure
adequate system performance.

Current crash resistance criteria for U.S. Army light fixed- and rotary-winy
aircraft are stated in MIL-STD-1290 (Reference 1). These criteria and their
origins are described in Volume II. Testing requirements are based on ensur-
ing compliance with the strength and deformation requirements of these
criteria.

To provide as mich occupant protection as possible, a systems approach to
crash resistanct: must be followed. This means that the landing gear, air-
craft structure, and occupant seats must all be designed to work together- to
absorb kinetic energy and slow the occupants to rest without injurious
loading, as shown in Figure I (Reference 14). In addition, the occupants
must be restrained in a prntartive structural shell. Weapon sights. con-
trols, instrument panels, and other objects must be delethalized if they lie
within the strike envelope of the occupant. Postcrash hazards, such as fire,
drowning, entrapment, emergency egress, and rescue must also be considered in
an effective crash-resistant design. In addition to a system requirement,
minimum criteria are also specified for a number of crash-critical compon-
ents. For example, minimum crash energy-absorption requirements for landing
gear are specified.

The systems approach dictates that the designer consider probable crash condi-
tions wherein some subsystems do not perform their desired functions. For
example, the landing gear may not absorb its share of the impact energy
because of aircraft attitude. The composition of the earth's surface being
impacted must also be considered early in the design phase, when decisions
concerning the relative energy-absorption of the landing gear, structure, and
seats are made. When impacting on relatively hard surfaces, landing gear
with high energy-absorbing capacity can protect the fuselage from damage
during low-velocity impacts and help provide occupant protection during
higher-velocity impacts. However, during impacts with soft surfaces, such as
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_ f LARGE MASSES SLOWED
DOWN BY GEAR AND
FUSELAGE

SEAT
OCCUPANT SLOWED DOWN

FUSELAGE / BY GEAR, FUSELAGE,S~AND SEAT

LANDING GEAR - AN. SEA

FIGURE 1. ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. (FROM REFERENCE 14)

water or marshy ground, or uneven surfaces caused by rocks, trees, etc., the
force acting on the landing gear may not be great enough to activate its
energy-absorption function, and it will contribute little to occupant protec-
tion. Thus it is usually not practical to design a system that relies only
on one or two of the three energy absorption features available (landing
gear, structure, and seats).

Although more difficult to design, an energy-absorbing fuselage structure is
as important as the cther components in the system. In addition, the intro-
duction of composite primary structure into modern aircraft presents special
problems for the designer dealing with crash resistance. The brittle failure
modes of many composites makes the design of energy-absorbing crushable struc-
tures more difficult, but not impossible.

Although crash resistance can be most efficiently achieved during the develop-
ment of new aircraft, the crash resistance of existing aircraft may be signi-
ficantly improved by retrofitting them with crash-resistant components. This
may even be achieved while expanding the combat effectiveness of the air-
craft. An example of this is the successful program to retrofit all U.S.
Army helicopters with a crash-resistant fuel system that was also self-
sealing (Reference 15).
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While the definition of an adequate crash-resistant structure may appear rela-
tively simple, many parameters must be considered for an optimum design. A
complete systems approach (as summarized in Figure 2) should be employed to
include all parameters influencing design, manufacture, performance, and
cost. Trade-offs may be required in order to arrive at a final design that
most closely meets specifications. Each type of aircraft may require a dif-
ferent emphasis in the parameter mix. Table 1 summarizes major crash-
resistance criteria that should be considered during the preliminary design
phase.

I!

Analytical method Structure 1 [Occupant evrnnt

to determine Ouptresponse Ysresponse Ye

structure andeoccupant responses •Criteria I ! <Criteria __ :Reducewegh

No No Yes

[Input ._ _Li'New s tructure

Require- • load-deformation
t -esult I -tic.

Probable Crash -
Environment Linear and Occupant Incremental

Takeoff iCharacteristics Acceleration weight change
Landng CaracerisicsDuration

Landing Fuselage Volume change

cruise Delethalization NO AcceptableGear weight and
stall Engine e s psace change
Collision Wing Structure
with ground Tail Load

impact surface Lent Acceptable Design
Collision wit Cpability Deflection Impact Conditions
obstacle Bending Deformation *Translation and

Terrain type Shear Failure mode rotational velocities
- (Less severe environmenttude

I.Terrain type and slope

FIGURE 2. PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL DESIGNS
WITH RESPECT TO CRASH RESISTANCE.
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TABLE 1. CRASH-RESISTANCE CRITERIA FOR THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROCESS

Posturash
Crash Scenarios Primary Structure Energy Absorption. Requirements

* MIL-STO-1290 a Support cf large e Landing gear a Emergency egress

defines predom- mass items
inant impact e Controlled struc- - Occupant release
conditions e Support of sys- tural collapse from seats

tems
* Single axis and a Crash-resista;it - Door/exit

combination of: a Occupant support energy-absorbing opening
and protection seats

- Accessibility

- Vertical impact a Cargo contain- * Shedding of large and illumination
ment and tiedown mass items: of exits

- Longitudinal
impact a Support of land- - Engines a Minimization of

ing gear loads postcrash fire

- Lateral impact - External stores hazards
a Space consistent

- Post impact with occupant - Tail boom - Fuel containment
Rollover strike envelope
Pitchover (Shed items muist - Oil and hydraulic

Nose plowing a Emergency exit not impact occu- fluid containment

structure pied areas)
- Fuel modification

a Controlled

displacement of: - Ignition source

control
- Transmissions

a Reduced material
- Rotor heads flammability,

SmK --

a Impacted surface toxicity

(soft ground etc.)



2. DuFINITIONS

2.1 AIRCRAFT COORINATE SYSTEMS AND AHITUDE P..A._ s

* Aircraft Coordinates

Positive directions for velocity, acceleration, and force components
and for pitch, roll, and yaw are illustrated in Figure 3. When re-
ferring to an aircraft in any flight attitude, it is standard prac-
tice to use a basic set of orthogonal axes as shown in Figure 3,
with x, y, and z referring to the longitudinal, lateral, and verti-
cal directions, respectively.

YAW

PITCH

+X ROLL. X

NOTE: RIGHT-HAND RULE DOES NOT APPLY.

FIGURE 3. AIRCRAFT COORDINATES AND ATTITUDE DIRECTIONS.
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However, care must be exercised when analyzing ground impact cases
where structural failure occurs, aircraft geometry changes, and reac-
tion loading at the ground plane takes place. In the simulation of
such Impacts, it is often necessary to use more than one .,et of
reference axes, including the earth-fixed system shown in Figure 3
as X, Y, Z.

# Flight Path Anqle

The angle between the aircraft flight path and the horizoiital at the
moment of impact.

.Terrain Anml

The angle between the impact surface and the horizontal, measured in
a vertical plane. The algebraic sign of the Terrain Angle is posi-
tive when the direction of flight is uphill, and negative when the
direction of flight is downhill.

* I c ALngle

The angle between the flight path and the terrain, measured in a
vertical plane. The impact angle is the algebraic sum of the flight
path angle plus the terrain angle.

UPHILL FLIGHT

LIHTPATH TER

A HORIZO NTAL

ANGLE

DOWNHILL FLIGHT

FGP

IMPACT

AN'MANLE'CL

FLIGHT_



0 Attitude at Impact

The aircraft attitude with respect to the aircraft coordinate sys-
tem, in degrees at the moment of initial impact. The attitude at
impact is stated in degrees of pitch, yaw, and roll (see Figure 3).

2.2 ACCELERATION-RELATED TERMS

e Acceleration

The rate of change of velocity. An acceleration is required to pro-
duce any velocity change, whether in magnitude or in direction.
Acceleration may produce either an increase or a decrease in velo-
city. There are two basic types of acceleration: linear, which
changes translational velocity, and angular (or rotational), which
changes angular (or rotational) velocity. With respect to crash im-
pact conditions, unless otherwise specified, all acceleration values
are those at a point approximately at the center of the floor of the
fuselage or at the center of gravity of the aircraft

* Deceleration

Acceleration in a direction to cause a decrease in velocity.

* Abrupt Accelerations

Accelerations of short duration primarily associated with crash
impacts, ejection seat shocks, capsule impacts, etc. One second is
generally accepted as the dividing point between abrupt and pro-
longed accelerations. Within the extremely short duration range of
abrupt accelerations (0.2 sec and below), the effects on the human
body are limited to mechanical overloading (skeletal and soft tissue
stresses), there being insufficient time for functional disturbances
due to fluid shifts.

* The Term G

The ratio of a particular acceleration (a) to the acceleratio•
(g) due to 2gravitational attraction at sea level (32.2 ft/sec or
9.81 m/sec ); G = a/g. In accordance with common practice, this
report will refer to accelerations measured in G. To illustrate, it
is customarily understood that 5 G represents an acceleration of
5 x 32.2, or 161 ft/sec

2.3 VELOCITY-RELATED TERMS

0 Velocity Change in Major ImpactJ16v)

The decrease in velocity of the airframe during the major impact,
expressed in feet per second. The major impact is the one in which
the highest forces are incurred, not necessarily the initial impact.
For the acceleration pulse shown in Figure 4, the major impact
should be considered ended at time t2 . Elastic recovery in the
structure will tend to reverse the direction of the aircraft
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FIGURE 4. TYPICAL AIRCRAFT FLOOR ACCELERATION PULSE.

velocity prior to t 2 . Should the velocity actually reverse, its
direction must be considered in computing the velocity change. For
example, an aircraft impacting downward with a vertical velocity com-
ponent of 30 ft/sec and rebounding with an upward component of
5 ft/sec should be considered to experience a velocity change

Av - 30 - (-5) - 35 ft/sec

during the major impact. The velocity change during impact is
further explained in Section 7.2.

* Longitudinal Velocity Change

The decrease in velocity during the major impact measured along the
longitudinal (roll) axis of the aircraft. The velocity may or may
not reach zero during the major impact. For example, an aircraft
impacting the ground at a forward velocity of 100 ft/sec and slowing
to 35 ft/sec would experience a longitudinal velocity change of
65 ft/sec during this impact.
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0 Vertical Velocity Change

The decrease in velocity during the major impact meastred along the
vertical (yaw) axis of an aircraft. The vertical velocity generally
reaches zero during the major impact and may reverse if rebound
occurs.

a Lateral Velocity Change

The decrease in velocity during the major impact measured along the
lateral (pitch) axis of the aircraft.

2.4 FORCE TERMS

Loid Factor

A crash force can be expressed as a multiple of the weight of an
object being accelerated. A load factor, when multiplied by a
weight, produces a force which can be used to establish static
strength (see Static Strength). Load factor is expressed in units
of G. Crash load factors are ultimate load factors.

* Forwat ad

Loading in a direction toward the nose of the aircraft, pz allel to
the aircraft longitudinal (roll) axis.

* Aftward Load

Loading in a direction toward the tail of the aircraft, parallel to
the aircraft longitudinal (roll) axis.

a Downward Load

Loading in P downward direction parallel to the vertical (yaw) axis
of the aircraft.

A Upward Lead

Loading in an upward direction parallel to the vertical (yaw) axis
of the aircraft.

S Lateral Load

Loading in a direction parallel to the lateral (pitch) axis of the
aircraft.

* Combined Load

Loading consisting of components in more than one of the directions
described in Section 2.1.
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* Crash Force Resultant

The geometric sum of horizontal and vertical crash forces: horizon-
tal and vertical velocity components at impact, and horizontal and
vertical stopping distances. The Crash Force Resultant is fully
defined by determination of both its magnitude and its direction.
The algebraic sign of the resultant crash force angle is positive
when the line of action of the resultant is above the horizontal,
and negative if the line of action is below the horizontal.

RESULTANT
CRASH FORCE

G, VERTICAL

E SULTANT CRASH FORCE
ESULANGLE I

Gh

HORIZONTAL

CRASH FORCE

* Crash Force Angle

The angle between the resultant crash force and the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft. For impacts with little lateral component of
for, thn crah forc nnlIe Is +he agh r s im nf the rash force
resultant angle plus the aircraft pitch angle.

AIRCRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS

HORIZONTALpAIRCRAFT / '-.

PITCH ANGLE -

CRASH I-ORCE "

ANGLE CRASH FORCE ANGLE=
RESULTANT ANGLE +"PITCH ANGLE

RESULTANT GVERTICAL

CRASH FORCE

R RESULTANT ANGLE

GHORIZONTAL

2.5 DYNAMICS TERMS

0 Rebound

Rapid return toward the original position upon reiease or rapid
reduction of the deforming load, usually associated with elastic
deformation.
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* DYna.ic Overshoot

The amplification of decelerative force on cargo or personnel above
the floor input decelerative force (ratio of output to input). This
amplification is a result of the dynamic response of the system.

9 Transmissibility

The amplification of a steady-state vibrational input amplitude
(ratio of output to input). Transmissibilities maximize at resonant
frequencies and may increase acceleration amplitude similar to
dynamic overshoot.

2.6 CRASH SURVIVABILITY TERMS

* Survivable Accident

An accident in which the forces transmitted to the occupant through
the seat and restraint system do not exceed the limits of human
tolerance to abrupt accelerations and in which -the structure in the
occupant's immediate environment remains substantially intact to the
extent that a livable volume is provided for the occupants through-
out the crash sequence.

a Surviva! Envelone

The range of impact conditions, including magnitude and direction of
pulses and duration of forces occurring in an aircraft accident,
wherein the occupiable area of the aircraft remains substantially
intact, both during and following the impact, and the forces trans-
mitted to the occupants do not exceed the limits of human tolerance
when current state-of-the-art restraint systems are used.

It should be noted that, where the occupiable volume is altered
appreciably through elastic deformation during the impact phase, sur-
vivable conditions may riot have existed in an accident that (from
postcrash inspection) outwardly appeared to be survivable.

2.7 OCCUPANT-RELATED TERMS

0 Human Body Coordinates

In order to minimize the confusion sometimes created by the termi-
nology used to describe the directions of forces applied to the
body, a group of NATO scientists compiled the accelerative termi-
nology table of equivalents shown in Figure 5 (Reference 16). Ter-
minology used throughout this guide is compatible with the NATO
terms as illustrated.
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Headward
(+G Z) Direction of

accelerative force

vertical

Back to chest Headward - Eyeballs-downchestTailward - Eyeballs-up
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Y)X) (+G) Transverse
Y Lateral right - Eyeballs-

left
Lateral left - Eyeballs-right

Back to chest - Eyeballs-
in

Lateral left Chest Chest to back Eyeballs-
toa out(-G) to back

Y (spineward) Note:

Tailward (-G,) The accelerative force on
(-Gz) the body acts in the same

Z direction as the arrows.
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Anthropomorphic Dummx

A device designed and fabricated to represent not only the appear-
ance of humans but also the mass distribution, joint locations, mo-
tions, geometrical similarities such as flesh thickness and load/
deflection properties, and relevant skeletal configurations such as
iliac crests, ischial tuberosities, rib cages, etc. Attempts are
a-so made to shimulate human response of major structural assemblages

such as thorax, spinal column, neck, etc. The dummy is strapped
into seats or litters and used to simulate a human occupant in
dynamic tests.

Human lolera*

For the purposes of this document, human tolerance is defined as a
selected array of parameters that describe a condition of deceler-
ative loading for which it is believed there is a reasonable proba-
bility for survival without major injury. As used in this volume,
designing for the limits of human tolerance refers to providing
design features that will maintain these conditions at or below
their tolerable levels to enable the occupant to survive the given
crash impact conditions.
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Obviously, the tolerance of the human body to crash impact condi-
tions is a function of many variables including the unique charac-
teristics of the individual person as well as the loading variables.
The loads applied to the body include decelerative loads imposed by
seats and restraint systems as well as localized forces due to
impact with surrounding structures. Tolerable magnitudes of the
decelerative loads depend on the direction of the load, the orien-
tation of the body, and the means of applying the load. For
example, the critical nature of loads parallel to the occupant's
spine manifests itself in any of a number of spinal fractures, but
typically the fracture is an anterior wedge, or compressive failure
of the front part of a vertebra. Forces perpendicular to the
occupant's spine can produce spinal fracture through shear failures
or from hyperflexion resulting, for example, from jackknife bending
over a lap-belt-only restraint. The lap belt might inflict injuries
to the internal organs if it is not retained on the pelvic girdle
but is allowed to exert its force above the iliac crests in the soft
stomach region. Excessive rotational or linear acceleration of the
head can produce concussion. Further, skull fracture can result
from localized impact with surrounding structure. Therefore, toler-
ance is a function of the method of occupant restraint as well as
the characteristics of the specific occupant. ReFer to Chapter 5 of
Volume II for a more detailed discussion of human tolerance.

2.8 STRUTURAL TRMS

0 Airframe SJructural Crash Resistance

The ability of an airframe structure to maintain a protective shell
around occupants during a crash and to minimize accelerations ap-
plied to the occupiable portion of the aircraft during crash im-
pacts.

* Sjtrgtural Integrity

The ability of a structure to sustain crash loads without collapse,
failure, or defnrmatinn nf c,,ffirient mannit•nfId n rt•o c injury trM

personnel.

The maximum or ultimate static load that can be sustained without
structural failure, often expressed in terms of ultimate static load
factor.

The ratio of change in length to the original length of a loaded
component.

Deformation or fracture of structure to the point of loss of useful
load-carrying ability or useful volume.
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0 £FaJiure

Loss of functional capability or collapse.

* Limit LLL

In a structure, limit load refers to the load the structure will
carry before yielding. Similarly, in an energy-absorbing device, it
represents the load at which the device deforms in performing its
function.

!• E l1mate- Lod

The maximum load restrained by a structure progressively loaded
until fracture or collapse occurs.

* Load Limiter. Load-Limiting Device., or Engrgy Absorbe.

These are Interchangeable names of devices used to limit the load in
a structure to a preselected value. These devices absorb energy by
providing a resistive force applied over a deformation distance
without significant elastic rebound and without failure.

0* L•,IfiA_• y_6orbgd (SEA)

The energy absorbed by an energy-absorbing device or structure
divided by its weight.

With respect to energy-absorbing structure, bottoming is a condition
in which the deforming structure or material becomes compacted and
the load increases rapidly with little further deformation.

0 BulkhIa

A structural partition extending upward from the floor and dividing
the aircraft into separate compartments. Seats can be mounted on
bulkheads instead of the floor.
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3. CRASH IMPACT CONDITIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section describes general impact conditions, failure modes of aircraft
structure in a crash impact, and resulting injury mechanisms. It also
describes the energy present at and after impact and possible ways that it
may be dissipated.

hel-icopters are often used in areas where fixed-wing aircraft cannot function
and, of necessity, spend time maneuvering at low forward velocities. Under
such conditions, Dower failure at low altitude results in a predominantly
vertical impact. However, t 3de or fuselage impact with ground obstacles,
such as overhead wires, trees, or buildings, can generate aircraft rotation.
Fixed-wing aircraft can impact with high vertical velocity if a stall occurs
at low altitude.

Impacts with a predominantly longitudinal velocity vector occur when aircraft
are flown into inclined surfaces, mountains, ground obstacles, or when ground
impact occurs with the aircraft in an extreme nose-down diving attitude.
When an impact occurs with an obstacle located near the ground, i.e.,
overhead wires, trees, or buildings, the subsequent rotational motions can
result in ground impact occurring at almost any attitude.

AllhouUh the iudjur ipdut . ............pr uuuc the niiost severe h for occu-
pants, additional hazards can be encountered during the remainder of the
crash sequence. Items such as rotor blades, transmission assemblies,
engines, and external stores may become detached from the aircraft and impact
occupied sections or cause the release of flammable fluids. External objects
such as trees and ground equipment may also penetrate occupied aircraft sec-
tions and present a hazard.

3.2 STRUCTURAL DAMAGE IHAT FREQUENTLY RESULTS INOCUPANT IN._B.X

Although the distribution of accident types may vary considerably for fixed-
wing conventional aircraft and vertical takeoff and landinq aircraft, they
tend to experience similar structural loading for similar impact conditions.
Therefore, the structural damage that produces occupant injury is generally
the same for both.

Usually, the structure that. first contacts the impact surface is the first to
deform. As decelerative forces increase, deformation continues and more
structure becomes involved. Eventually, buckling may occur throughout the
aircraft. The protective shell is then compressed between the impact surface
and masses aft or above the protective shell. If parts of the aircraft, such
as wings and tail sections of fixed-wing air'craft, break free from the cabin
section during the impact, this may limit cabin deformation; however, it may
also produce a higher acceleration level within the cabin.

The following subsections describe frequently occurring impact conditions and
injury-causing events. The aircraft involved were not designed to be crash-
resistant in accordance with current specifications.
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3.2.1 Longitudinal (Crushing) Loads Sn cockpit Structure

During an impazt with high longitudinal velocity on soft earth, the aircraft
nose structure is sometimes deformed so that it scoops earth as it slides
along the ground. This produces high forces that may collapse the forward
cockpit structure and cause entrapment of occupants and/or injury to their
lower extremities. In addition, the high forces produce high aircraft accel-
erations, resulting in high loads on personnel and cargo restraint systems.
A similar effect may be experienced on water.

A combination of nose structure crushing and friction between the structure
and the terrain (particularly in "long-nose" aircraft) may cause the forward
structure to be pulled beneath the rest of the aircraft. This type of damage
causes rupture of the cockpit floor and higher longitudinal acc( eration than
would be experienced if a smooth "skid" were maintained under the nose.

Longitudinal crushing also occurs if a high angle of attack exists between
the aircraft and the obstacle against which it crashes. This can result from
a shallow-angle impact with terrain features such as a hillock or bank, from
a steep-flight angle impact with respect to relatively flat terrain, or from
a nose-on impact into vertical walls, such as revetmcnts. The resulting
crushing may be sufficient to destroy occupied areas of the cockpit or cabin
and reduce chances for occupant survival.

3.2.2 VerticjaslJ(rtshiq•_Joads on Fuselage Shell

Collapse of the protective shell due to vertical loading often occurs in
high-sink-rate accidents or rollover accidents. The collapse is often
aggravated by the large masses above the fuselage structure such as engines,
transmissions, and rotor mechanisms in rotary-wing aircraft and high wings in
fixed-wing aircraft. This damage also results in loss of occupiable volume.

Also, if the underfloor structure collapses without absorbing sufficient
energy, the energy-absorbing capacity of stroking seats may be exceeded in
the impact. The seat will then bottom out, and high loads transmitted to the
occupant may then cause spinal injury.

3.2.3 kL.•CrLfrushinQ) Loads on Fuselage Shell

Lateral impact of utility helicopters occurs frequently. A 1971 study showed
that over half of severe utility helicopter crashes result in rollover or
side impact (Reference 17). Eyewitnesses of side impact crashes in which
landing or hovering helicopters caught rotor blades on trees or other obsta-
cles report that the helicopters tend to flip on their sides and may rise to
a height of approximately 15 ft before crashing.

If the sides of the fuselage are riot designed for crash protection, severe in-
juries can result from relatively minor accidents. Occupants are placed
close to the sides of the fuselage, and often their restraint systems, such
as lap belts used alone or with gunner tethers, are not adequate to restrain
the occupants laterally. On occasions, the doors have been removed previous-
ly or are lost during the crash. The occupant is then exposed to a variety
of additional hazards.
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3.2.4 Transverse (Bendinq) Loads on Fuselage Shell.

Rupture or collapse of the protective shell often occurs due to the high bend-
ing loads during rapid pitch change associated with longitudinal crashes at
moderate-to-high impact angles. Rupture of the protective shell exposes
occupants to injury through direct contact with the impact surface, contact
with jagged metal, and loss of restraint. Miscellaneous equipment also may
strike occupants after breakup of the aircraft.

3.2.5 Def rmation (Bucklinog) f Floor Structure

In most aircraft, occupant and cargo restraint depends heavily upon the in-
tegrity of the floor structure. When this structure fails, restraint is
lost. Often floor failure is caused by crushing and warping of underfloor
supporting structure. Localized damage is frequently caused when fuselage-
mounted landing gear are driven into the floor structure.

3.2.6 Landing Gear Penetration of Fuselage Shell

Landing gear failures often result in personnel injuries, either directly (as
mentioned above) or indirectly, through fire exposure caused by rupture of
flammable fluid lines and tanks.

3.2.7 Helicopter Lateral Rollover
In helicopter accidents, rollover invariably causes the main rotor blades to

strike the ground. This contact involves two potential hazards: displace-
ment of the transmission and intrusion of blades into occupied areas.

Transmission displacement is controlled basically by the strength of the
mounts. In aircraft with fully articulated main rotor hubs, the blades tend
to destroy themselves without transferring excessively high loads to the
transmission. For rotor craft with a high inertia main rotor, blade impact
loads will be transferred to the transmission mounts. However, a high
inertia main rotor may afford some additional margin during an autorotation,
the~reby reuin 40UUI. frqec and sevrit of accidents.II

The UH-60A Black Hawk mishap experience and that of other helicopters with
similar transmission/rotor and engine retention strengths have shown that the
high-mass-item retention strengths required by MIL-STD-1290 effectively
prevent separation of the transmission.
3.2.8 Rupturg of Flammale Fluid -sntainer:

Rupture of structure surrounding flammable fluid containers or transfer lines
is often an indirect cause of occupant injury as a result of postcrash fire.
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3.3 ENEIGY CONTENT OF AIRCRAFT AT IMPACT

The total energy which the complete aircraft system possesses immediately
prior to impact is dissipated in the crash sequence. This energy includes
the following:

* Translational kinetic energy, (K.E.)T.

* Rotational kinetic energy, (K.E.)R.

* Potential energy, P.E.

* Strain energy, S.E.

The total energy input during the crash sequence, T.E., is

T.E. = (K.E.)T + (K.E.)R + P.E. + S.E. (1)

3.3.1 Translational Kinetic Energy, (K.EL)T

This energy component is a direct function of the aircraft mass and the vel-
ocity of the mass center at impact.

If vG = resultant velocity of mass center

xG = longitudinal component of velocity

YG - lateral component of velocity

zG = vertical component of velocity

Then:

1 m 2
(K.E. )T 2 ½vG2

m 2 *2
S(G2 +YG +" ZG ) (2)

The total K.E. of the aircraft is the summation for all mass elements of the

aircraft.

3.3.2 Rotational Kinetic Energy, (K.E.)R

Rotational kinetic energy may be associated with the total aircraft and with
aircraft elements such as engines or rotor systems. In a helicopter, major
sources of rotational energy are the rotor head system and the rotating
machinery elements, such as engines and transmissions. During a crash, the
rotating element may impact external agents and/or t!'e helicopter structure.
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However, if, for example, gas turbine engines are not severely damaged, it is
likely that there will be no appreciable change in the angular velocity of
the rotational elements during the crash and no structural deformation.

Selective assessment of rotational kinetic energy contributions to the crash
energy balance must be made.

Basically, (K. E. -~ .1 2 + .1 2 11 ~2

where 8 = angular velocity component in x-z plane (pitch)

= angular velocity component in y-z plane (roll)

- angular velocity component in x-y plane (yaw).

and I#, It, I , are the mass moments of inertia of the vehicle with
respect tb pitch, roll, and yaw axes, respectively, at its mass center.

3.3.3 Potential Energy. (P.E.1

For the crash sequence, the total potential energy input into the system
equals the summation of the vertical displacement, AZ, contribution of
each mass from the time of impact until the time of completion.

P.E. ý J(mgAZ) (4)

The large mass items, such as transmissions and engines, are major contribu-
tors to the energy balance.

3.3.4 Strain Eneray. (S.E.)

Structural strain energy may exist due to in-flight loading. In addition,
pressurized systems may have stored energy. However, such energy is usually
insignificant.

3.4 POSTIMPACT ENERGY DISSIPATION

After initial impact, there are several ways of absorbing energy to bring the
vehicle to a stop while providing survivable conditions for the occupants.
Possible major contributors in the energy-absorption process are the fol-
lowing:

1. Energv-Absorbing Landinq Gear - The landing gear may provide a high
level of energy absorption, depending on design criteria for the
aircraft and the impact surface.
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2. Structural Deformation - Structural deformation can provide another
major means of energy absorption. Compression, tension, bending,
torsion, and shear from low levels up to ultimate conditions all
contribute to energy absorption. Vertical loads may be limited by
crushing and deformation of the structure, while the frame and
bulkhead members still support large mass items. Longitudinal loads
are likewise limited by structural crushing.

3. Dreakaway of High-Mass Items - The breakaway of high-mass items
causes an instantaneous mass change and a corresponding reduction in
kinetic and potential energies to be absorbed by the remaining struc-
ture. A major prcblem involved is designing the vehicle to ensure
clean breakaway characteristics with adequate clearance between each
free item and the occupied area. If potential hazards from
impacting occupied areas or generating fires can be identified, it
is better to retain the large mass items.

4. Ground Friction and Nose Plowing - Longitudinal deceleration is pro-
vided by ground friction and/or nose plowing depending on the type
of impacted surface. Impact with ground obstacles such as rocks,
trees, stumps, and poles, could be included in this category of
energy absorption. However, these types of obstacles usually absorb
small amounts of energy because of their relatively small size.

5. nislacement of Soft Eorth During Vertical Impact - Vertical deceler-
ation may be limited by compacting and displacing soft earth (or
loam, sand, mud, water, etc.). Forces are very high when a large
flat portion of the fuselage contacts the earth all at once, and
forces are more moderate when rounded corners of the fuselage pene-
trate the earth.

6. Energy-Absorbing Seats - The seat is the final link between an air-
craft occupant and the ground. Because the human body has a rela-
tively low tolerance to decelerations parallel to the spine, it is
usually necessary that energy absorption be included in the seat
design. Crash-resistant seat design is described in detail in Vol-
ume IV.

3.5 CRASH KINEMATICS

The motion of the c.g. of the aircraft is relatively easily characterized in
terms of velocities and stopping distances if appropriate assumptions about
the impact acceleration can be made. These calculations may not be used
often by the aircraft designer, but they are useful in crash reconstructions
and the development of performance criteria. A complete development of these
kinematic relationships and numerous examples of stopping distance calcu-
lations for a variety of deceleration pulses are included in the chapter on
analytical methods.
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4. CRASH PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A crash can involve a wide range of dynamic conditions, from a simple uni-
directional impact to a complex combination of rotational and multidirec-
tional impacts. Historically, accident data from severe survivable crashes
were used to define velocity changes occurring in the major impact. In
addition, estimates of accelerations experienced on the cabin floor were made
for use in the design of seats and carg, restraints. The data were obtained
from investigations of light fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft accidents from
1960 to 1965 and from 1971 to 1976. The aircraft did not contain crash-
resistant structures, energy-absorbing seats, or crash-resistant landing
gear. More recently, crash data have been utilized along with operational
and cost constraints to arrive at an optimal set of design impact conditions
for Army aircraft. The current crash design impact conditions for Army light
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft in accordance with MIL-STD-1290 are summar-
ized in Table 2. Table 3 shows corresponding performance requirements under
these impacts and Table 4 lists other design requirements specified by
MIL-STD-1290.

4.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Aircraft should be designed to prevent fatalities and minimize the number and
severiLy of injuries during crash impacts of the severity defined in Table 2.
In a severe crash, the service life of the aircraft is usually ended, and the
only structural requirement is to provide occupant protection. In order to
accomplish this, structure must be allowed to crush and deform in a control-
led, predictable manner so that forces and accelerations imposed upon
occupants will be minimized while still maintaining the protective shell.
This means that any analysis for crash resistance should consider the large
deflections of structural members and joints as well as loading in the
plastic range of stress. Excessively strong airframe structure is no more
acceptable than understrength structure for crash resistance. Not only will
unnecessary strength result in an unacceptable weight penalty but on impact
high acceleration that dpnrad• c nrrllpant survivability may b. generated. In
crashes of lesser energy content, which could be called hard landings, the
intent is to avoid expensive damage to the aircraft and mission equipment.
Energy-absorbing landing gear is the primary means of achieving this.

The probability of occupant survival will be increased if proper attention is
given to the following features during initial design:

* Airframe protective shell around occupants

* Adequate tiedown strength for occupants, cargo, and equipment

* Noninjurious occupant acceleration environment

* Noninjurious occupant environment hazards

* Elimination of postcrash fire

* Adequate emergency escape and rescue provisions.
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TABLE 2. CRASH IMPACT DESIGN CONDITIONS, WITH LANDING

GEAR EXTENDED, MIL-STD-1290

Condition Impact Direction Object Velocity Change

(Aircraft Axes) I 11 ( --S2-

1 Longitudinal 20
(cockpit) - - Rigid

2 Longitudinal vertical 40
_(cabin) barriers

3 Vertical* Rigid 42
4 Lateral, TYpe I** horizontal 2.5

-5 Lateral. Type II*** surface 30

6 Combined high
angle* Rigid

Verxical horizontal 42

Longitudinal surface 27
7 Combined low

angle Plowed
Vertial Soil 14

Longitudinal 100

"*For the case of retracted iaFidIFI g ; .tI. .i, t Eafid arFfrF6Ma c-

bination shall have a vertical crash impact design vnlocity change

capability of at least 26 ft/sec.
**Type I - Light fixed-wing aircraft.

***Type II - Rotary-wing, including tilt-pi3p/rotor aircraft.

Note: See Volume II for vehicle attitude.

4.3 DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1 Airframe Crash Resistance

The aircraft structure should provide a protective shell and defirri in a pre-
dictable manner so that forces imposed upon the occupants will be limited.
In areas where large structural deformations are anticipated, joints and
attachments should be designed to withstand large angular deflections and/or
large linear displacements without failure. All structure 'likely to b. in
contact with the impact surface should be constructed of materials Which
resist abrasion-induced sparking.

Unless otherwise statea, the aircraft design gross weight (DGW) should be
used for the vehicle weight in the analyses described below. Directions are
assumed with respect to the aircraft (Figure 3) unless etlierwise stated.
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TABLE 3. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS UNDER CRASH IMPACT CONDITIONS PER TABLE 2

Condition Impact Percentage Volume

SDirection Reduction O..thpr Requirements

1 Longitudinal No serious hazard to Does not impede postcrash
(Cockpit, pilot/copilot egress. Engine trans-

mission, rotor system
remain intact end in place

2 Longitudinal 15 maximum length re- Inward bucklink of side

(Cabin) duction for passenger/ walls should not pose

troop compartment hazard to occupants or

restrict their evacuation

3 Vertical 15 maximum height re G loads not injurious
duction in cockpit and

passenger/troop
compartment

4 & r Lateral 15 maximum width Lateral collapse of occu-
reduction pied areas not hazardous,

no entrapment of limbs

6 Combined No serious hazard to

High Angle occupant due to cockpit/

cabin reduction

7 Combined No serious hazard to
Low Angle occupant

4.3.1.1 Longitudinal Impact

4.3.1.1.1 Impact Conditions. The basic airframe should be capable of im-
pacting longitudinally into a rigid abutment or wall at a contact velocity of
20 ft/sec without crushing the pilot and copilot stations to an extent which
would either preclude pilot and copilot evacuation of the aircraft or other-
wise L_ hazardous to the life of the aircraft occupants. For such an impact,
the engine(s), transmission, and rotor system for helicopters should remain
intact and in place in the aircraft except for damage to the rotor blades.
The basic airframe of passenger-carrying helicopters should be capable of
impacting longitudinally into a rigid abutment or wall at a contact velocity
of 40 ft/sec without reducing the length of the passenger/troop compartment
by more than 15 percent. Any consequent inward buckling of walls, floor,
and/or roof sholrd not be haza-dous to the occupants and/or restrict their
evactiation. The aircraft should also be desigred to withstand impact fol-
lowing a low angle missed approach. This impact in plowed soil (Figure 6)
can result in a rollover and side impacts which may crush and/or separate the
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TABLE 4. OTHER STRUCIURAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Velocity Vehicle Percentage

Impact Impacted Differential Attitude Volume Other

Direction Surface (ft/sec-- Limits Reduction Requirements

Rollover Earth 900 sideward or Minimal (door Forward faselage buried to

1800 inverted hatches etc. depth of 2 in. (inverted

or any inter- assumed to be or on side). Load un'-

mediate angle non-load carrying) formly distributed over

forward 25% of occupied

fuselage length. Can sus-

tain 4 G without injury

to seated and restrained
occupants. All loading

directions between normal
and parallel to skin to be

considered.

Rollover (Post- Rigid Two 3600 15 maximum volume re-

impact) Rolls (maximum) duction (S percent

desirad)

Earth Plowing Earth Preclude plowing when for-

& Scooping ward 25% of fuselage has
uniformly applied vertical

load of 10 G and rearward

lead of 4 G or the ditch-
ing loads of MIL-A-008865,

whichever is the greatest.

Landing Gear Rigid 20 +100 Roll None. Plastic Aircraft deceleration at

+150 to -50 deformation of normal G.W. for impact

Pitch gear and mounting with no fuselage to ground
system allowable contact. All other A/C

structural parts, except

blades, should be flight-

worthy following crash.

Landing Gear Sod 100 long. c* -50 Pitch 15 maximum volume No rollover, or if roll-

14 vertical ±l0° Roll reduction (5 percent over occurs, two 3600

+200 Yaw desired) rolls without fuselage

crushing.

* Velocity at impact, not differential.
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IMPACT CONDITIONS

1. SOIL OF CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO=2.5

2. AIRCRAFT PITCH (W)=5 NOSE DOWN

3. AIRCRAFT ROLL (6)=+10°
4. AIRCRAFT YAW ('Y)=±20*
5. FLIGHT PATH ANGLE (a)=-8' DOWN

6. GROUND IMPACT SPEED-= 100 FT/SEC
7. IMPACT SINK SPEED= 14 FT/SEC

X GROUND LEVEL

FIGURE 6. LOW-ANGLE IMPACT DESIGN CONDITIONS (SIMULATED APPROACH
WITH ANTITORQUE LOSS UNDER POOR VISIBILITY).

fuselage. The volume of the cockpit or the occupied passenger/troop compart-
ment should not be reduced by more than 15 percent (5 percent desired).
Static loads for rollover analysis are described in Section 4.3.1.4.

4.3.1.1.2 Earth Scooping Effects. Earth scooping effects encountered in
Irnnitinal �mnnrtýt chnmildr hp minim!i7Ad __z fnllnws:

* A large, relatively flat surface should be provided in those areas
which could gouge or plow, thereby increasing the aircraft's
tendency to slide over the impacted tprrain.

* Inward buckling of the fuselage nose or engine nacelle should be
minimized to maintain skid surface integrity.

* The nose section should be designed to preclude any earth plowing
and scooping tendency when the forward 25 percent of the fuselage
has c. uniformly applied local upward load of 10 G and an aft load of
4 G, as shown in Figure 7.
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4 G 
t t

10 G

FIGURE 7. NOSE SECTION DESIGN CONDITIONS.

4.3.1.1.3 Buckling Effects. To minimize hazards created by buckling, the
aircraft should be designed to:

* Provide sufficient structural strength in the protective shell
around the occupants to prevent bending or buckling failure of the
fuselage.

* Have the fuselage buckle outward rather than inward if it does col-
lapse.

0 Have the cargo restraints to be effective even when 'uselage bending
failure occurs.

4.3.1.1.4 Floor. The floor structure should possess sufficient strength
and ductility to carry, without failure, loads applied by the occupants and
cargo restraint systems even when deformation and substructure crushing
occurs.

4.3.1.2 _j.JW._jgR .

4.3.1.2.1 Impact Conditions. With the landing gear extended and the rotor/
wing lift equal to design gross weight (DLW), the aircraft should withstand a
42-ft/sec vertical impact, without reducing the height of the cockpit or cabin
by more than 15 percent and/or causing the occupants to experience injurious
accelerative loading. Support of all mass, including troop seats attached to
overhead structure, must be provided. For this analysis, the aircraft atti-
tude should be within +15/-5 degrees of pitch and ±10 degrees of roll, in
accordance with MIL-STD-1290. Criteria for combinations of pitch and roll are
defined by Figure 2 of MIL-STD-12g0. For the case of retracted landing gear,
the seat and airframe combination should have a vertical velocity change
capability of at least 26 ft/sec.
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4.3.1.2.2 Design Application. Design features for accomplishing the above
goal may include the following:

0 Locate high-mass items so that they will nct intrude into occupied
areas during the crash

0 Provide sufficient vertical crushing strength to prevent more than

15-percent crush

0 Provide load-limiting structure beneath the floor

a Provide load-limiting landing gear

* Provide load-limiting seating for all occupants.

4.3.1.3 Lateral Impact. Light fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft should
withstand a lateral impact of 25 and 30 ft/sec, respectively, into a rigid
barrier without reducing the width of occupied areas by more than 15 per-
cent. The design of the vehicle should minimize the chance of the occupant
being trapped between the structure and any impacting surface following
failure of doors, canopies, or hatches.

4.3.1.4 Bollov]er •mpact. The aircraft should be designed to resist an
earth impact loading as occurs when the aircraft impacts the ground and rolls
to a 90-dengree (sideward) or 180-degree (inverted) attitude. A rollover
should not cause structural failure or major intrusion intu occupied areas.
It should be assumed that the forward fuselage roof is buried to a depth of
2.0 in. in soil for the inverted attitude and that the load is uniformly
distributed over the forward 25 percent of the occupied fuselage length. It
should also be assumed that the forward fuselage side is buried to a depth of
2.0 in. in soil for the sideward attitude and that the load is uniformly
distributed over the forward 25 percent of the occupied fuselage length. The
fuselage should be capable of sustaining a 4-G (i.e., 4.0 x aircraft DGW)
load applied over the area(s) described for either the inverted or sideward
attitudes shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, without structural failure
or more than 15-percent loss of living space. For both cases in Figures 8
and 9, the 4-G distributed load should be analyzed for any angle of load
application ranging from perpendicular to the fuselage skin (i.e., compres-
sive loading) to parallel to the fuselage skin (i.e., shear loading). When
designing for this condition, it should be assumed that all doors, hatches,
transparencies, and similar openings cannot carry any loading. However, the
mast, wings (if applicable) and tail boom are assumed to be intact.

4.3.1.5 kings and Empennaqe. For fixed-wing aircraft, wing design
should possess frangible characteristics to allow wings to break free from
the fuselage under high longitudinal inertia loads for distributed impact
loads caused by striking a barrier such as an earth mound. Empennage struc-
ture may also be designed to collapse or break away during longitudinal crash
impact.

For rotary-wing aircraft, wings used to support external stores prevent roll-
over of the helicopter in many accidents and should not be frangible, but
should allow the stores to separate under high-G loads while maintaining the
structural integrity of the wing. However, the wing should break off before
the fuselage structure itself collapses.
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2-in, depth
of terrain

- (i.e. ,eitherFearth or water)

4 Gx X-Y---

(paral.lel to
x--y plane)

1. pL.ýfiUeU ull Iu~t L, lie appl]ied
uniformly over Area resulting 4 Gz
from immersio:z in soil or water tperpendicular to X-Z p~ane
to a 2-in. 4epth. \ pc " . .. ....o...p n

2. L in the total length of fuselage
without either main or tail rotcr
bladas, Shaded area is structuzal area

over which 4-G load is applted

FIGURE 8. ROLLOVER, ROOF IMPACT DESIGN CONDITIONS.

4.3.1.6 Engene!Transmisslon Mounts. Engine mounts should be designed to
keep the engine attached to the basic structure, even though large distor-
tions of the engine mount and support structure occur.

On helicopters, the transmission, rotor mast, rotor hub, and rotor blades
should not displace in a manner hazardous to the occupants during the fol-
lowing impact conditions:

* Rollover about the vehicle's roll or pitch axis on sod.

* Advancing and retreating blade obstacle strikes that occur within
the outer 10 percent of blade span, assuming the obstacle to be an
8-in.-diameter rigid cylinder.
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4 G_ (perpendicular
Yto x-z piane)

4 GXZ (parallel to x-z plane)-..ý

shaded area is
structural area
over which 4-C
load it applied

Trrain or water

1. Pressure on uldca to be applied uniformly over area

r,.ulting from irrnýernirn irn oil or water to a 2-in. depth.
2. L is thil total le*ugth of fuselage without eithor main

or tail rotor blades.

FIGURE 9. ROLLOVER, SIDE IMPACT DESIGN CONDITION.

Unless otherwise specified, all engines, transmissions, rotor masts, fuel
tanks, armament systems, external stores, and rotor hijbs that could be hazard-
ous to the occupants should be designed to withstand the following ultimate
load tfactors (G) in the directions that cause those hazards and remain re-
strained:

0 Applied Separately

Longitudinal +20
Vertical +20/-10
Lateral ±18

* Applied Simultaneously

Desian Conditions__L _2_ __

Longitudinal ±.20 +10 +10
Vertical +10/-5 +20/-10 +10/-5
Lateral ±9 +9 +18
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4.3.1.7 Landing Gear. The landi,.q gear should be capable of ground
taxi, towing, ground handling, takeoaf and landing roll, and landings in-
cluding autorotative landings at design sink speeds in accordance with
AMCP 706-201 (Reference 18). Unless otherwise specified, strength and rigid-
ity requirements should be provided in accordance with MiL-S-8698 (Refer-
ence 19). An analytical casting factor of 1.25 should be applied for the
design of all castings which will not be static tested to failure, or which
are not procured to MIL-A-21180 (Reference 20). ihe yield factor of safety
should be 1.0.

4.3.1.7.1 Landing Gear Location. The landing gear subsystem location
should minimize the possibility that a part of the gear or support structure
will be driven into an occupiable section of the aircraft, or into a region
containing a flammable fluid tank or line. If this cannot be accomplished by
location, the gear should be designed to break away under longitudinal impact
conditions, with points of failure located so that damage to critical areas
is minimized.

Failure of the landing gear should not result in a failure of any personnel
seat/restraint system or seat/restraint system tiedown. Also, failure of the
landing gear should not result in blockage of a door or other escape route or
prevent the opening of any door or other escape rout(

the load-limiting type and should be capable of decelerating the aircraft at
DGW from a vertical impact velocity of 20 ft/sec onto a level, rigid surface
without allowing contact of the fuselage proper with the ground. Plastic
deformation and damage of the gear and mounting system are acceptable in
meeting this requirement. The aircraft should be capable of meeting this
requirement in accidents with simultaneous roll and pitch of ±10 degrees and
+15 to -5 degrees respectively.

The landing gear should provide energy absorption at sink rates up to
42 ft/sec onto an impact surface with +10 degrees roll and +15 degrees to
-5 degrees pitch. The gear should continue to absorb energy even after
fuselage contact has been made to maximize the protection afforded by the
gear.

4.3.2 Ancillary Eouipment Retention

Ancillary equipment is all removable equipment carried inside the aircraft
that could constitute a hazard if unrestrained during a crash.

Typical items are:

Oxygen bottles
Fire extinguishers
First-aid kits
Portable search lights
Crash axes
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* Aircraft Subcomponents

Panel-type consoles containing control circuitry
Radio and electronic equipment
Auxiliary power units
Batteries
Special equipment

* Survival Equipment

Survival kits
Life rafts
Life jackets
Locator beacons
Special clothing
Food and water

0 Miscellaneous EqauiDment

Navigation kits
Briefcases
Log books
Flashlights
Luggage
Toolboxes.

All ancillary equipment frequently carried aboard an aircraft should be pro-
vided with integrated restraint devices to ensure retention of the equipment
during any survivable crash. Stowage space should be provided for nonre-
strained items that are not regularly carried. This space should be located
so that the items stored in it cannot become hazards in a survivable crash.
Stowage under energy-attenuating seats is not acceptable.

4.3.2.1 Strength. Restraint devices aný supporting structure for ancil-
lary equipment should be designed for static loads of 50 G downward, 10 G
upward, 35 G forward, 15 G aftward, and 25 G sideward. Load-limiting devices
a're rteUiiIiIrIIUeu Tor restrdirIL OF neavier equipment. However, ioad--limiterstroking should not allow equipment to enter an occupant strike envelope.

4.3.2.2 Emergency and Survival Equipment Stowage Location. Equipment
should be: (1) located close to the primary crew chief station, if applic-
able; (2) stowed in easy view of crew and passengers; and (3) easily and
reliably accessible in an emergency. Equipment should not be placed in areas
where cargo shifting or fuselage distortion will prevent or impair access to
it. Extreme temperatures, abrasion, and contamination should be minimized.

4.3.2.3 Release of Emergency and Surviv~aLUu.JDmtt. Retention devices
used to restrain emergency and survival equipment should be capable of quick
release without the use of tools by one person using one hand. Release
should be effected by a single motion actuating one device and should not
require more than 5 sec from time of contact with the actuating device to the
time when the equipment either falls free or is lifted free. If equipment is
stowed in an enclosure, no more than 5 sec should be required for opening the
enclosure and removing the equipment. Aircraft attitude should not adversely
affect release device operation. It should be possible to see the latch
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position (open or closed) of the release device. The release device actu-
ating handle should be of a color that contrasts with the surrounding area
and be easily discernible in poor light or smoky conditions.

4.3.3 Occupant Retention

Seating and litter systems should ensure that occupants are retained in their
precrash positions within the aircraft. Seating and litter systems design
should be coordinated and interfaced with the design of the other surrounding
aircraft areas to achieve a completely integrated and efficient crash-
resistant aircraft system design. Seat and litter design should provide the
greatest practical amount of support and contact area for the nccupants in
the directions of the most severe and likely impacts. Seats should provide
an integral means of crash force attenuation. Occupant comfort should not be
compromised to the extent that flight safety and/or crew efficiency is ad-
versely affected. Volume IV contains a detailed discussion of occupant reten-
tion.

4.3.4 Carao Retention

Cargo restraint should:

* Be as light as possible.

* Require minimum storage space.

* Be easy to install and remove.

a Be easily and reliably adjustable for different sizes and shapes of
cargo.

a Provide sufficient restraint of cargo in all directions to prevent
injury to personnel in a survivable crash.

If the structure of the fuselage and floor is not strong enough to withstand
t4e Lp IG, 14%d L A4l loads1^!,4 loa lim iteorw shouild Ne sead. Crn restraints,
should be capable of maintaining their integrity under longitudinal loads of
16 G peak with a longitudinal velocity change of 43 ft/sec. Lateral and for-
ward strength-deformation characteristics are discussed in Section 6.2.7.4.
If load-limiters are used, low-elongation restraining lines should be used to
ensure the most efficient energy absorption.

Nets used to restrain small bulk cargo should be constructed of material with
low-elongation characteristics in order to reduce dynamic overshoot to a mini-
mum. Restraining lines without load limiters used for large cargo, as de-
fined in Table 5, for longitudinal restraint should be so arranged that maxi-
mum load in all lines is reached simultaneously. Restraining lines having
different elongation characteristics should not be used on the same piece of
cargo.
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TABLE 5. AIRCRAFT CARGO CATEGORIES

Small Bulk Cargo Large Rigid Cargo

(Net Restrainj) (Line Restraint)

This class includes all boxes This class Includes all rigid

or unpacked cargo of approxi- cargo of 3 ft 3 or more in size.

rately 3 ft 3 or less in size.

Examples: Examples:

1. Ammunitinn boxes 1. Wheeled or tracked vehicles

2. Foodstuffs 2. Aircraft engines

3. Medical supplies 3. Fuel barrels

4. Clerical supplies 4. Artillery pieces

5. Vehicle maintenance 5. Special weapons

components (priority cargo)
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5. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTIQN

An aircraft design requires a number of distinct features for crash survival,

some of which are indicated in Figure 10. First, and most important, the
structure surrounding occupiable areas must remain reasonably intact, without
reducing occupant living space to the point of creating a hazard. If occu-
pants are injured because the protective shell collapses around them, then
efforts to improve survivability through other methods are futile. An air-
craft which does not provide the protective shell can never be considered
crash-resistant. Second, the structure and the seats should be designed to
attenuate occupant accelerations to survivable levels and to retain large
mass items, interior equipment, seats, and cargo. In addition, cabin pene-
tration should be minimized.

BREAKAWAY STRUCTURE
TO REDUCE MASS

/7

RETAIN TRANSMISSION, ENGIESl/
LANDING GEAR, AND SEATS

ELIMINATE STRIKE HAZARDS
WITHIN OCCUPANT
ENVIRONMENT 4ý

\

- A -MAINTAIN PROTECTIVE17 CAGE AROUND
'V/C P OCCUPIED AREA

PROVIDE FOR POST-CRASH
EMERGENCY EGRESS

DESIGN FORWARD LOWER PROVIDE ENERGY-ABSORBING
FUSELAGE TO PREVENT STRUCTURE TO REDUCE CRASH

PLOWING OR EARTH SCOOPING LOADS ON OCCUPANTS

AND LARGE MASSES

FIGURE 10. DESIGN FEATURES FOR CRASH SURVIVAL.
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Survival is achieved by controlling acceleration magnitudes, durations, and
rates of acceleration chinge actually experienced by the body, rather than by
the aircraft impact velocity. Since deceleration loads are a function of the
strength of the structure, a systems analysis should be performed to estab-
lish the distribution of energy-absorbing properties to the gear, fuselage,
and seats. For new aircraft, the elements can then be designed to provide
the required properties. For older aircraft undergoing retrofit, certain
elements cannot be changed. Thus, those that can be changed should be modi-
fied as much as possible within practical limits to provide some compensation
for those items that cannot be changed.

5.2 MISSION CONSTRAINTS

The type, mission and size of an aircraft can affect the degree of crash sur-
vival which can be achieved. Therefore, an understanding of mission con-
straints may be useful to the designer.

5.2.1 Combat Support Requlrement_

Army aviation supports the Army's ground combat function in both peace and
war in the following areas:

* Command. Control, and Communications. Army aviation support in-
cludes courier and liaison missions, control of vehicular columns,
message ,!rop and pickup, command and control of airmobile oper-
ations, wire laying, and radio relay.

s Intelligence. Army aviation is an important means of gathering
intelligence. It provides aerial "eyes" over the battlefield and
conducts missions in support of aerial survey operations, aerial
radiological survey, and target acquisition.

0 Mobility. By airlifting troops and combat equipment, Army aviation
provides an additional means of maneuver to the ground commander.
Using Army aviation's airmobile capability, weapons may be emplaced

* Firepower. Army aviation, which provides aerial adjustment of in-
direct fire, is expanding the use of Army aircraft as weapon plat-
forms to fill the gap between the support provided by conventional
ground fire and fixed-wing aircraft.

* Training. This includes flight training of crews in both peactime
and war.

0 Combat Service Support. Army aviation supports logistical opera-
tions by providing delivery of troops and equipment and evacuation
of casualties and damaged equipment within the Army combat zone.

To conduct the combat support mission, Army aviation utilizes a variety of
aircraft with mission specific characteristics. Several types of aircraft,
including helicopters, fixed-wing, and tilt-rotor are described in the fol-
lowing sections.
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5.2.2 Helico~ters

The U.S. Army inventory of helicopters can be divided into five types by
mission:

* Observation (OH) * Cargcj (CH)

* Attack (AH) e Training (TH)

* Utility (UH)

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show side elevations for typical helic'jters to indi-
cate comparative sizes and layouts. When considering a design for occupant
protection, it becomes apparent that each type of helicopter poses different
problems. The size, proximity of occupied areas to the ground impact 'plne,
distribution of mass items and external stores, and the location of trans-
parencies and cutouts for exits combine to provide the designer with major
challenges in the efficient allocatioao of the primary structure.

Figure 14 shows a helicopter whose design considered the parameters listed
above. Notations indicate several major design features necessary in a pri-
mary aircraft structure to satisfy the crash resistance requirements ot
MIL-STD-1290.

5.2.3 Fixed-Wing Aircraft

Side elevations of these aircraft types are shown in Figure 15. All except
the OV-I are military versions of commercial aircraft. The maximum capacity
of any listed aircraft is a crew of two with 20 passengers.

5.2.4 Tilt-Rotor Aircraft

Tilt-rotor aircraft share operating characteristics with both helicopter and
fixed-wing airplanes. A typical tilt-rotor configuration is shown in Fig-
ure 16. The tilt-rotor is a recent development, and there is no service expe-
Hience available. Ilf orcrs resistance features for th~m. mlust be_
based on similarities with helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft coupled with
analytical evaluation of potential hazards. Special considerations for
tilt-rotor aircraft are presented in Section 6.4.4.

5.3 GENERAL CONFIGURATION

The design of an aircraft structure involves a series of compromises with re-
spect to payload, performance, aerodynamics, strength, simplicity of fabrica-
tion, economics, etc. The additional requirement that crash resistance be-
come an important structural consideration brings a need for further com-
promise and good judgment. As more attention is directed toward airframe
crash resistance throughout the design stages, methods and techniques of con-
struction will improve so that adequate crash resistance will be achieved
with acceptable weight, cost, and performance penalties.
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FIGURE 12. SIDE ELEVATIONS OF TYPICAL U.S. ARMY OBSERVATION
AND ATTACK HELICOPTERS.
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FIGURE 13. SIDE ELEVATION OF TYPICAL U.S. APMY TRAINING HELICOPTER.

HIGH-STRENGTH

HIGH-STRENGTH RETENTION OF
RETENTION OF MAIN TRANSMISSION
ROTOR HEAD

HIQH - STRENOTIl
RETENTION OF

ROLLOVER
STRUCTURE

EXTERNAL STORES

(WING MOUNTED)

RASH-RESISTANT
GUNNER SEAT CRASH-RESISTANT
(ARMORED) LANDING GEAR

CRASH-RESISTANT CRASH-RESISTANT
STRUCTURE PILOI SEAT

(ARMORED)

FIGURE 14. SELECTED HELICOPTER CRASH-RESISTANT FEATURES.
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FIGURE 15. SIDE ELEVATIONS OF TYPICAL U.S. ARMY FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT.
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FIGURE 15 (CONTD). SIDE ELEVATIONS OF TYPICAL U.S. ARMY
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT.
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FIGURE 16. T"ILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT.

Ofte^n the unpgrinn nf rr-sh rozittnce will not result directly from an

increase in strength. Consideration of the deformations which are likely to
occur, and ensuring that several parallel load paths are available to keep
the structure intact even though localized damage occurs, will also improve

crash resistance. Failure mode control will require much more consideration
when designing for crash resistance.

An excessively strong airframe structure is no more acceptable for crash

resistance than an understrength structure. Not only will unnecessary

strength impose a highly undesirable weight penalty but it may also develop

high floor accelerations that reduce survivability. This is particularly

true of underfloor structure, which must be designed not only to support

normal flight and landing loads but to absorb energy when subjected to

vertical crash loads.

Fabrication techniques and structural configurations, especially for areas

where severe damage is probable, should be selected after consideration of

the overall effects of structural failure on occupant protection. Wherever
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possible, multiple structural members should be used instead of larger single
structural members, so that localized impact damage will not resulc in com-
plete loss of struct:,ral integrity. Multipl,' load paths also aid in main-
taining uniform fov¢:e transmission charcteristics throughout structural
collapse.

When designing for the use of corpositcs in the primary fuselage structure,
it is desirable to conduct representative substructure crush tests as part of
the design process tc evaluate the energy-absorbing properties of proposed
structural concepts.

The airframe structure should, of course, be designed for normal airloads,
ground handling loads, and flctigue life, while considering the details of the
aircraft specificatiG,' with respect to size, range, performance, space enve-
lopes, etc. After t,,e basic structural layout has been defined, the effects
of crash loF.ds mi.st be considered to determine where structural modifications
are needed to improve z:;'ash resistance. Concurrent with this process, space
allocations must be ,;de for crdiical systems, such as landing gear, equip-
ment racks, s'jats, cao'go tiedowns, and emergency exits, to ensure an inte-
grated appro,(;h to crash-resIstance

5.3.1 F a i 1,1 M v• IV'_•6.es

The following failure modes should be avoided:

* Occu;:ied area penetrations by failed structural elements.

* Inw.ard buckling structures, such as sidewalls, bulkheads, and
fl o1,.!c .

* Failure- of members such as frames that result in jagged, failed
e';ds p-cutruding into occupied space or fuel tanks.

e Fa.s;tener failures tnat may produce structural discontinuities and
projectiles.

0 0ittle fractues that Sudde.i..ly unl.oadI . au .I " II% I
adjacent structures with potential for progressive failures and
generation of projectiles.

* Emergency exit surroundings that distort excessively and preclude
the opening or removal of doors or windows.

e Flammable fluid container penetrations.

Also, predeter-ined failure points can be introduced into a design to help
control structural response under dynamic loading conditions. These points
may be plastic hinges that allow earlier plastic yielding and rotations in
weaker sections. Alternatively, joInt3 may be designed to fail progressively
to allow rotation of structural elements with subsequent load redistri-
bution. A final joint condition of effectively pin-ended members will quite
often be more desirable than member breakaway.
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Typical examples of failure modes discussed in this section are shown in Fig-
ures 17 through 24, demonstrating, in particular, the requirements for fail-
ure away from occupied areas and prevention of potentially damaging projec-
tiles and structural elements. These photographs were taken after a vertical
impact of a test vehicle onto a concrete ground plane at a velocity of more
than 42 ft/sec. The structural failures, in general, did ncc result in
unacceptable intrusions into occupied space. The resulting sharp-edged
elements could have been eliminated by using mdterials with better fracture
toughness properties and/or increased dimensions.

CONTROLLED WING FAILURE ALLOWS MASS RELIEF.
PREVENTS FUSELAGE COLLAPSE.

COMPOSITE BLADES HAVE

BENIGN FAILURE MODES

DIRECTION OF ROTATION CAUSES PYLONS/ROTORS
TO BE DRIVEN AWAY FROM FUSELAGE SHOULD
BLADE STRIKE OCCUR.

FIGURE 17. WING/ROTOR/PYLON CRASH FAILURE MODES.
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FIGURE 18. COMPRESSIVE BUCKLING AT BASE OF BUTTLINE
BEAM STRUCTURE ON A MEDIUM CARGO HELICOPTER
FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.

Other structural factors that can influence human survival in a crash impact

are presented in Table 1.

5.3.2 Impact Parameters

The design of a crash survivable aircraft is heavily dependent upon the
impact parameters specified to be survivable. Impact velocity (speed and
direction) and attitude as illustrated in Figure 25 are critical. Design
criterid for these values are specified in MIL-STD-1290 and are discussed in
Section 4 of this volume of the Design Guide. Attitude is especially criti-
cal, since energy-absorbing features, such as landing gear or underfloor
structure, may be only partially effective if the aircraft is pitched or
rolled at impact. As illustrated in Figure 25, oolly one gear may function
during a major portion of the initial deceleration prior to fuselage impact
in the case of a 10-degree roll.
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FIGURE 19. TYPICAL BUCKLING COLLAPSE OF VERTICAL BULKHEAD AND BUTTLINE
BEAM ON A MEDIUM CARGO HELICOPTER FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.
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FIGURE 20. TYPICAL FRAME FAILURE AWAY FROM OCCUPIED
SPACE IN THE COCKPIT AREA OF A MEDIUM
CARGO HELICOPTER FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.

5.3.3 Initial Layout

Structurally, the aircraft should be capable of performing its mission of car-
rying the required payload. Initial layouts should consider the volume re-
quired to carry the requisite crew, passengers, and cargo after allocation of
space for aircraft systems. The structure needed to carry and/or house the
systems and occupants should be laid out to adequately support all systems
and to provide basic structural protection during a crash.

Figure 26 shows a structure designed to protect the occupants in a crash.
Adequate space for allowing the structure to stroke and/or collapse to absorb
energy in the support of large mass items should be provided, At the same
time, seated occupants and cargo should be restrained and G levels limited to
provide a survivable crash impact condition. Crash-resistant seats should be
supported by an integral part of the primary structure. Stufficient space
should be provided around the seats to allow them to opera.e properly when
under load and deformed. Proper seat stroking loads and sufficient stroking
distance should be provided.
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FIGURE 21, TYPICAL FRAME FAILURE AWAY FROM OCCUPIED
SPACE IN THE CABIN AREA OF A MEDIUM CARGO
HELICOPTER FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.

5.3.4 Analysis and Simulation Iterations

Once the preliminary design is established, computer simulations, such as de-
scribed in Chapter 7, are used to model primary structure, large mass items,
systems, occupants, and cargo. Then, potential impact conditions are simu-
lated to investigate the aircraft's dynamic response, structural collapse,
and acceleration.

An iterative process is used to optimize energy-absorption concepts, struc-
tural distributions, failure modes, mass retention concepts, landing gear
locations, etc. This process;conducted concurrently with inputs from design,
stress, and performance, ensures design optimization. Further modifications
are made to control weight and weight distribution, producibility, maintain-
ability, safety, and cost. Several cycles of iteration should be expected in
the evolution of the optimum design, adequately satisfying the requirements
of the basic helicopter specification.
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FIGURE 22. FAILURE MODES RESULTING IN JAGGED ELEMENTS PROTRUDING
INTO OCCUPIED SPACE IN THE CABIN AREA OF A MEDIUM CARGO
HELICOPTER FOLLOWIHG VERTICAL IMPACT.
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FIGURE 23. ROTATIONAL JOINT FAILURE WITH COMPRESSION AND BENDING
IN A MEDIUM CARGO HELICOPTER FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.

FIGURE 24. FAILURE OF FRAME MEMBER AND JOINT WTH FRAGMENTATION,
COMPRESSION, AND BENDING IN A MEDIUM CARGO HELICOPTER
FOLLOWING VERTICAL IMPACT.
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ATTITUDE

IMPACT SURFACE

FIGURE 25. DIRECTION AND ATTITUDE OF IMPACT.

5.3.5 Margins of Safltty

Safety margins of 0.0 based upon the crash load factors presented elsewhere
in this volume will generally be considered satisfactory. Safety factors may
be increased as necessary to ensure performance in critical areas, particu-
larly in load paths for occupant retention.

Designs allowing the structure to remain more nearly intact through improved
compliance or improved progressive, yet predictable, deformation are some-
times more effective than direct increases of strength. Plastic yielding can
relieve stress c.oncentrations before t0e ultimite strength of members is-
reached.
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5.3.6 Joint Concepts

The joints and attachment fittings of a crash-resistant airframe structure
must be able to withstand large deformation without failure and connect items
such that structural failure or separation occurs before the joint fails.

Of the two considerations, the first imposes the greater constraint on a
joint constructed of composite materials or, for that matter, on a metallic
fitting manufactured from a casting or a forging. Joint concepts which can-
not themselves meet the above criteria should have redundant or backup load
paths to satisfy the above considerations while relying on the airframe struc-
ture to absorb the energy and redistribute crash loads. Many composite
joints cc')tain some metal for this purpose and are considered hybrids.

Figure 27 shows an example of a joint concept which has been used success-
fully for transmission retention. It utilizes composite parts which fail
progressively in bearing to allow energy absorption without structural separ-
ation.

5.3.7 Materials

Most helicopters in the Army inventory are constructed primarily of metallic
materials. Some secondary and fairing components are made from nonmetallic
materials or composites. However, all composite or largely composite air-
craft are in development. Therefore, both materials are applicable for
crash-survivable design.

Subsequent sections discuss these requirements with reference to both metal-
lic and composite structures.

5.3.7.1 General. The kinetic energy of an aircraft subjected to a crash
is absorbed in a number of ways, including deformation of aircraft structure.
Absorption of energy through structural deformation can work effectively as
an occupant protective device if the surrounding structure is allowed to de-
form, thus attenuating the forces transmitted to the occupant. The use of
surrounding structure as a buffer can be accomplished more efficiently if the
impact causes crushing without complete rupture of structural members. Mater-
ial nronertie cran greatly affect the degree to which this is actually
achieved. Material ductility is required to ensure that crushing, twisting,
and buckling can occur without rupture.

5.3.7.2 Material Strength and Elonqation Characteristics. Material
strength and elongation characteristics are described in applicable military
handbooks. MIL.-HDBK-17 (Reference 21) and MIL-HDBK-5 (Reference 22) contain
basic design data for composite and metallic materials, respectively. In
using these properties, one should bear in mind that for some materials, such
as steel, handbooks present only guarante(d minimum strength and elongation
data; for other materidls, such as aluminum, values are presented indicating
both minimum guaranteed strength and the strength values which statistics
show will be met or exceeded by 90 percent of the materials under consider-
ation. The 90-percent probability values are normally somew.hat higher than
the guaranteed values. The selection of the strength value should be based
upon the rconsequences of failure. For design of structural members, such as
members supporting heavy overhead masses, where failure could result in a
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PRE-TEST

BEAM

LOAD-LIMITING JOINT
(!-45' GRAPHITE/EPOXY)

POST"-TEST

""BEAM JOINT STROKES
AT CO.4TROLLED LOAD

WITHOUT FAILING BEAM

FIGURE 27. ErERGY-ABSORBING JOINT CONCEPT.
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severe loss of occupant protection, the use of minimum guaranteed values
would be reasonable. For design of structures likely to be subjected to
massive crushing, such as airplane nose structures, the use of statistical
values would be justified.

5.3.7.3 Composite Materials. Composite materials offer certain advantages
over metallic in some areas of helicopter structure, primarily the advantage
of reduced weight. However, most composite materials cannot tolerate large
strains without fracture as can ductile aluminum. Because of this, crash
energy absorption with composites must come from innovative design to enhance
material stress-strain behavior.

At present energy-absorbing behavior of composites is not easily predicted.
Thus, substructure testing will usually be required in order to verify that a
proposed configuration will actually perform as intended.

FigJre 28 compares typical stress-strain curves for an aluminum alloy and a
graphite/epoxy composite in tension. The shaded areas indicate the potential
energy absorption capabilities; the difference between the two materials
should be noted: i.e., the ratio A7075/AGE = 12.3.

200 
A200 A7 0 7 5

Energy-absorption ratio -= - 12.3.- AG/El

Io

x 150

100 A7075

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

Strain (in./in.)

FIGURE 28. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR ALUMINUM ALLOY (7075)
AND O-DEGREES GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITE.
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However, if properly designed assemblies of composite materials are progres-
sively crushed, they can exhibit high energy absorption. Figure 29 shows a
comparison of Specific Energy Absorption (SEA) for a number of devices with a
composite tube having the largest value (Reference 23). In addition to SEA,
the failure modes of composite materials should be considered. Typically,
graphiite/epoxy has poor postcrushing integrity and exhibits fracture and
separation during crushing. On the other hand, Kevlar/epoxy typically has
good postcrushing integrity.

GRAPHITE TUBE

ALUMINUM TUBE
- FRAGMENTING
ALUMINUM TUBE

- CUTTING

ROLLING
WIRE TOPUS

ALUMINUM TUBE
- FOLDING z": =77

BALSA WOOD -A -j-

STEEL STRAP
- TENSION

HONEYCOMB - -

ALUMINUM TUBE ]JAGAINST GRAIN(CELLBS
- PLASTIC BENDING -

0 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

SPECIFIC ENERGY ABSORPTION, FT-LB/LB x 10-3

FIGURE 29. SPECIFIC ENERGY ABSORPTION COMPARISONS.
(FROM REFERENCE 23)

Table 6 presents values for ultimate strengths and elastic moduli for several
typical structural composites.

Much design and development test work has been cornducted to find composite
geometries that will serve the dual purpose of carr yi.q normal flight and
ldnding loads as well as provi,\ing energy abscrption when subjected to crash
loads. Detailed information may be obtained from Referen,-cs 24 0hrough 42.

Additicnaliy, much informaticn concerning the ink.luslon of crash resistance
in composite aircraft, using the techniques presented in Riftrenl.es 24
through 42, is available from the U.S. Ariny-sponsored Advanced Compos-te
Airframe Program (ACAP). Results from these program.: ar3 availabile it,
References 36 and 43 through 46. Twe U S. Army W.AP helicopter drov tests,
reported in References 47 and 48, have denjonstratea the feaslbii~ty of
crash-resistant composite str'uctures.



TABLE 6. ULTI1MATE STRENGTH AND ELASTIC MODULI

FOR TYPICAL STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES

Ultimate

Tensile ModulI s of [l•sjttiy
Stress Longitudinal Transverse

Coo~t ' i.2 Obi'2 i,2
_I!

Boron/epoxy [0] 192,000 30 x 10 2.7 x 1o

-30 x 106 -2.7 x 10
6

Graphite/epoxy [0] 110,000 25 x 106 1.7 x 106

(high modulus graphite) -25 x 106 -1.7 x 106

Graphite/epoxy [01 180,000 21 x 106 1.7 X 10 6

(high strength graphite) -21 x 106 -1.7 x 106m

Furon/aluminum 160,000 34 x 106 20 x 106

-30 x 106 -.19 x 106

Borsic/alumlnum 140,000 32 x 106 22 x 106

Another available method of energy absorption that may achieve adequate per-
formance is incorporation of filler materials, such as honeycombs and struc-
tural foams. For longitudinal and lateral impacts, it is feasible to incor-
porate energy-absorptiort features of this type; for the support of large mass
items with high energy content, other techniques are probably necessary.

Limitations on the use of energy absorption techniques will be dependent on
the size and overall layout of the aircraft needed to satizfy mission require-
ments. For a given aircraft, optimization studies may indicate that some
major primary structural elements need to be manufactured from metallic mate-
rials, whereas composites may find use in other areas. If construction tech-
niques are mixed, the effect of thermal stresses during manufacture and oper-
ation must be fully investigated. If curing of the bonding agent at elevated
temperatures is required, warpage of the finished product may result.
Table 7 gives values of thermal expansion coefficients for composite and
metallic materials. Other useful design information can be found in Refer-
ence 44.

If the composite crash-resistant primary structure is not designed carefully,
it may be less effective than anticipated. If a composite structure with an
energy absorption capability less than that of a metallic structure is used,
a survivable deceleration environment must be created by the use of landing
gear with greater energy-absorbing capacity, energy-absorbing seats, and
possibly some forms of floor load attenuation other than through primary
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TABLE 7. THERMAL COEFFICIENTS OF EXPANSION FOR COMPOSITE

AND METALLIC MATERIALS (REFERENCE 48)

Coefficient of Thermal

Expansion

(I0"• in./in./rF)

Material Longitudinal Transverse

Boron filament 2.7 NA

Epoxy matrix resin 2.7 27

Graphite fiber -0.05 NA

E-glass filament 2.8 NA

Boron/epoxy [0] 2.3 10.7

Coron/epoxy [0z/±45] 2.4 7.7

Graphite/epoxy [0] 0.3 14.4

Graphite/epoxy [0/±45/90] 1.9 1.9

E-glass/epoxy [0] 4.8 --

E-glass (181 style weave)/epoxy 5.5 6.7

PRD-49/epoxy [D] -6.0 --

PRD-49 (181 style weave)/epoxy 0.0 --

Alum~insm ..
Steel 6

Titanium 5.6

structural deformation. This may introduce additional weight and require
extra installation space to allow adequate stroking distances, Reference 50
presents a survey of crash impact characteristics of composite structures and
suggests possible design concepts.

5.3.7.4 Spark Generation. Two types of sparks should be considered
potential ignition sources. The friction spark is a particle abraded from a
parent material through contact with a moving surface. Initially, the par-
ticle is heated by friction. If the friction is great enough, the material's
combustion temperature will be reached, causing the particle to ignite.
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Electrostatic sparks result from the discharge of an electrostatic charge ac-
cumulated on parts during normal operation. The discharge may be triggered
when crash forces cause separation of the parts. This section is concerned
only with material selection to minimize friction spark generation.

Friction sparks become possible ignition sources when portions of aircraft
structure scrape along the ground. While all common metals can be abraded,
not all sparks are sufficient to ignite spilled fluids; rather, ignition is
dependent on the thermal energy of the spark. Thermal energy is a function
of the following parameters:

a Bearing pressure of structure on ground.

* Sliding velocity of structure relative to ground.

* Metal hardness.

* Temperature at which metal particles burn.

Table 8 gives some results of research conducted by NASA to determine the min-
imum conditions under which friction sparks from metallic materials typically
used in aircraft construction will ignite (References 51 and 52).

TABLE 8. MINIMUM CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH CERTAIN ABRADED
MErAL PARTICLES WILL IGNITE (REFERENCES 51 AND 52)

Minimum
Bearing Pressure Drag Speed

Metal (lb/n.) (mi / h r)

Titanium 21-23 less than 5
- ~ be l 1. 1^.- -- §lf

Magnesium 37 10-20

Stainleas steel so 20

P
AlLminum 1,455- 40

"*Ignition was riot obtained with aluminum.

Aluminum alloys are the least likely to cause ignition of spilled fuel; how-
ever, the abrasion rate for aluminum is high, which can result in rapid wear
and subsequent tearing. This, in turn, exposes other structures that may be
manufactured from materials prone to generate sparks. To minimize the prob-
ability of belly skin loss, relatively thick skins made of ductile materials
are recommended.
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Particular attention should be given to attachment points for hoists, landing
gears, boarding steps, and other components located in anticipated impact
areas. Also, particular attention should be given to steel nuts, bolts, and
washers that can contaminate otherwise spark-free areas.

Composites included in aircraft structures have not been considered as poten-
tial ignition sources. However, if the aircraft belly primary structure is
constructed from composites, the high bearing pressures and sliding veloc-
ities may generate sufficient heat for hot spots to ignite spilled flammable
fluids. The relevant properties to ensure that ignition temperatures cannot
be developed should be fully investigated for any composite located in such
an area of sliding contact.

5.3.7.5 Strain Rate Effec~t. During a crash, rapidly increasing loads,
not instantaneous loads, are applied. In most cases, a minimum of 10 msec is
required for loads to reach maximum values. Under such conditions, inertia
effects may be of importance, but strain rate effects in materials are prob-
ably insignificant.
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6. SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This section offers specific suggestions for achieving the most crash resis-
tance from fuselage, landing gear, and other subsystems. However, it must be
recognized that systems integration is essential for optimizing aircraft
crash performance. The specification for the performance of each subsystem
is presumably created from an aircraft systems model that considers the inter-
action between subsystems. Conversely, the total systems model requires in-
put about achievable subsystems capabilities. Development of optimum crash
resistance performance therefore requires an iterative approach.

Many crash conditions must be considered for a crash resistant aircraft de-
sign, including those for which the landing gear cannot be effective as an
energy absorber. In such circumstances, the crash performance of the fuse-
lage is most important; for this reason, the fuselage is presented first.
Following sections treat the landing gear and other subsystems external to
the fuselage (rotor blade, wing, empennage, engine pods, etc.), some of which
may be employed as energy absorption devices in a crash or may be shed to
reduce kinetic energy.

6.2 FUSELAGE

G6.2.11 G__e!ne1 toaC

Improved crash resistance begins with improvements in fuselage design, since
the fuselage p~ovides the occupants' protective shell and can appreciably con-
trol accelerations applied to the seats. In this section, principles for
improving fuselage structure and methods for accomplishing these improvements
are presented.

A graphic example of cabin collapse is shown in the sequence of photographs
shown in Figure 30. These photographs, taken during a NASA fuselage drop
test, illustrate how an occupied volume can be briefly reduced to the point
where human survival is unlikely even though the postcrash deformations may
be small.

Fuselage crash performance can be improved through the following design
techniques:

1. Alteration of the structure that makes initial contact with the
ground to reduce gouging and scooping of soil, hence limiting *

accelerations.

2. Reinforcement of cockpit and cabin structure to prevent collapse and
to provide adequate tiedowns for occupants and cargo.

3. Modification of fuselage structure to provide energy absorption
through controlled deformation.
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FIGURE 30. NASA DROP TEST OF CIVIL LIGHT TWIN-ENGINE AIRCRAFT.
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4. Resistance of fuselage penetration by selective structural reinforce-
ment or by modification of components such as the antitorque rotor
blades, empennage boom, support system for the external stores, and
the landing gear to ensure that if these parts fail, they fail
safely.

5. Provision for component breakaway to effect a reduction in the mass
of the aircraft, and reduce the fuselage strength requirements.

Potential benefits from each method depend upon the structural characteris-
tics of each aircraft design and it's mission constraints.

Figure 31 illustrates an approach to maintaining a protective shell and
absorbing vertical crash energy. This can be accomplished by providing
rollover strength in the form of stiffened ring frames on the top and sides
of the fuselage. The crushable webs of the subfloor beams contribute
strength and stiffness to satisfy the normal airworthiness criteria; they
also function as energy absorbers to attenuate the vertical crash impact
forces.

The sections that follow discuss the design of crash resistant fuselages.
Load-limiting strategies are discussed first. They are used to reduce the
forces on the occupants and to reduce loads within the fuselage, thus pre-
serving the protective shell with minimum weight. Next are methods to avoid
unnecessary failures of the protective fuselage shell or blockage of emer-
gencyr escape routes by rrash-induired flscalage deformation. Last atfantion

is directed to structural interfaces with other subsystems: engines, trans-
missions, fuel tanks, seats, cargo, and ancillary equipment. Although
landing gear, wings, empennage, external engine pylons, and external stores
are also mounted to the fuselage, these major external subsystems and their
structural interfaces are described in other sections.

6.2.2 Load-Limiting Fuselage Structure

6.2.2.1 General. A basic difference exists between the dissipation of
kinetic energy in crashes which are primarily longitudinal (high velocity,
low angle) and those that are primarily vertical.* In longitudinal impacts
onto relatively flat surfaces, a high percentage of the kinetic energy of the
aircraft is dissipated in displacement of earth and in friction between the
aircraft and the earth. Consequently, in this type of crash, a relatively
low percentage of the kinetic energy is absorbed by structural deformation.
In primarily vertical impacts, longitudinal impacts into barriers, and
lateral impacts, much more of the kinetic energy must be absorbed by the
structure. This leads to separate design concepts for improving crash
resistance under primarily longitudinal impact conditions and under other
impact conditions.

*As used here, "longitudinal" refers to the orientation of the velocity
vector with respect to the impact surface, i.e., parallel to the impact
surface. The impact surface is presumed to be relatively firm and
unobstructed. "Vertical" impact refers primarily to the autorotation type
impact for rotary-wing aircraft.
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FIGURE 31. OVERALL FUSELAGE CONCEPTS. (FROM REFERENCE 50)
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In a longitudinal impact, the main considerations are to ensure the integrity
of the structural shell, to minimize earth scooninn or plowing of the lower
fuselage, dnd to provide some energy-absorbing material forward of the
occupied area to limit forces due to impact with obstacles fucn as earth
berms.

For a primarily vertical impact (or for the vertical Component of any im-
zact), structural energy-absorption requi-,-'ents differ appreciably from
those of a longitudinal impact. In a vertical impact against rigid surfaces,
there exists no possibility of low-force-level (and hence low-accileration-
level) energy absorption exterior to the aircraft comparable to The fric-
tional energy absorption in a longitudinal skid. The velocity cnange 4n the
vertical direction must be accomplished in a 'o,'t time. Consequently, when
the vertical veloc:ty component is high, crashds are generally characterized
.. large structural deformation and nigh floor accclerations. The floor
acceleration can be reduced by incorporating crushable underfloor structure.

The difference in typical vertical and longitudinal irpacts is graphically il-
lustrated in Figure 32. The vertical impact in Figure 321a) shows a constant
low level Acceleration for an extended period of time as the gear strokes.
This is followed by fuselage impact which occurs at a much higher G level fur
a shorter time. (The gear may still be stroking aMd contributing to the load
during this time.) Seat stroke coincides with fuselaye crush and continues
afterward until the seat and occupant's energy is expended. Corresponding
velocity and displacement are also shown to clarify the dynamics of the
system interactions.

Longitudinal impacts are usually relatively simpler with acceleration pro-
files as shown in Figure 32(b). An initial slide is followed by a higher
acceleration pulse with fuselage crush due to impact with an obstacle or
earth plowing followed by a long low-level acceleration sllde-ouL period.
Impacts with barriers, of course, lack the slide-out period. Usuzlly, there
is negligible energy absorption in structure other than the fuselage.

The limiting of loads on the fuselage is directly beneficial since it reduces
the decelerations experienced by the seat structure and occupants. Equally
important, it is indirectly beneficial by reducing loads on the structure and
Lhus helping to preserve the protective fuselage shell.

6.2.2.2 yVertcal 5nerty Abuorption. To e iluate potential improvements
in crash resistan:e of rabin structure for .ertical impacts, two idealized
extreme configurations are presented. First, consider a fuselage section in
which the aircraft mass is concentrated at the top of a fuselage section.
Ths' model is schemati-ally illustrated in Figure 33. The fuselage acts as a
nonlinear spring which is initially elastic and remains so for a moderate
deformation; thereafter, the spring force reaches a critical value that pro-
duces a plastic deformation. For such a model, a vertical impact requires
that .uhstantially all of the kineLic anergy of the mass bL converted to
deformztion energy of the structure.

The concepts shown schprrtically in Fiqure 34 inrlude i crushable region
crlaow the cabin floor 1hdt detorms pla-tically at forces below thc critical
iid for the uipper fuselifqe sidewalls. To provide further deceleration

distance for the overhead mass, an energy-absorbing structure may be placed
be'tween the mass and the fuselaqe (Figure 34) C re must be taken in using
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FIGURE 34. DECELERATION OF OVERHEAD HIGH-HASS ITEMS BY
ENERGY-AISORBINB MATERIAL.

this concept to ensure that nonuniform deformation of this structure does not
lead to rotor blade intrusion into the cockpit.

The opposite extreme consists of an aircraft with the mass concentrated at or
near the bottom of the fuselage. Figure 35 illustrates this configuration
schematically. The light upper structure in the cabin would be unlikely to
collapse even for high-energy impacts. !f crushable subfloor structure were
included in the model, it could serve to attenuate the floor acceleration.

Actual conditions generally fall between the two extremes presented above.
To the extent that large masses and sometimes floor/ceiling-mounted troop
seats are secured to the upper fuselage, the possibility of cockpit/cabin
collapse should be carefully considermd in the design process.

The fuselage underfloor structur can help protect occupants from high decele-
rations by absorbing Pnorgy di ing the crushing process that occurs during
vertical impacts. This st"-'cture :hould demonstrate large plastic deforma-
tion during the crash. MeLal structures generally accomolish this through
the process of instabi!,Ly failures, followed by large plastic deformations.
Some components are .Aso capable of absorbing energy following compressive
collapse. Some concepts for energy-absorbing structure are shown in Sec-
tions 5.3,1 and 5.3.6.3. Method; for calculating the amount of energy
absorption capability required are presented in Section 7.3.3. References 53
through 61 provide additlcral information concerning the mechanics of
large-deformation structural energy absorption.
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FIGURE 35. FUSELAGE STRUCTURE WITHOUT OVERHEAD
MASS ITEMS (IDEALIZATION).

Figure 36 summarizes the design requirements for proper vertical energy ab-
sorption design. The load-deformation curve should exhibit a relatively
uniform crushing load to provide efficient energy absorption. The stroke-to-
length ratio of the involved structure sbould be such that the useful stroke
is sufficient to provide the necessary energy absorption. The crushable
structure should not have a high peak load at the initiation of stroking that
could cause the fuselage structure to collapse. Also, the underfloor design
should possess postcrash structural integrity and should function properly
under combined load effects resulting from varying impact conditions.

MIL-STD-1290 now requires that the fuselage be designed to withstand a
42-ft/sec vertical impact with a pitch of +15 to -5 degrees and. a roll of
+10 degrees as shown by the crosshatched envelope in Figure 37a. Vertical
energy absorption capability is very much a function of impact attitude, and
th's effect must be carefully considered by the designer. The effect of roll
and pitch attitude on survivable vertical impact velocity is illustrated by
Figure 37b which shows the resulting 36 ft/sec envelope for an experimental
ACAP fuselage designed for the rectangular 42-ft/sec envelope represented by
the crosshatched area.

Methods of absorbing energy include the use of crushable material. Honey-
combs, expanded foams, or similar materials share the major disadvantage of
occupying relatively large volumes. Such space usage can result in system
installation compromises, enlarged profiles, and increased primary structuire
weight to accommodate such energy attenuation methods. They do, however,
still provide a method warranting consideration.
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FIGURE 36. VERTICAL IMPACT CRUSHING LOADS.

Considerable work has been done to investigate various underfloor structural
geometries capable of sustaining normal flight and landing loads while provid-
ing significant energy absorption during a crish with vertical velocity.
Examrles of such structure are shown in Figures 38 and 39. Other concepts
are presented in References 62 through 64. These concepts, when used under-
neath a strong floor structure, result in the desired combination of a
continuous strong floor and an energy-absorbing understructure.

The beam and bulkhead concepts shown in Figure 38 are designed to react to
the vertical, longitudinal, and lateral impact loads; however, the most
efficient direction for providing a proiressive collapse is vertically. In
each of the concepts shown, it is assumed that the floor structure would also
be designed to react the crash impact forces without failure. The concepts
shown are directly applicable to many current fixed- and rutary-wing air-
craft, because their structural arrangement is similar.
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FIGURE 37. ROLL AND PITCH ATTITUDE ENVELOPES.

Concepts 1, 2, and 3 are web designs for floor beams made of composite mate-
rials. These webs may be designed so that crushing is initiated at the
desired load and the beam absorbs energy through progressive crushing of the
web. The sine, circular and square tube features provide enhanced specific
energy absorption. Peformance can bt analyzed based on a single cell or
section of the web, and extensive performance characterization studies have
been made for various materials, layups, and dimensions. Further information
on the performance of these crushable beam webs is contained in Reference 31.

Concept 4 in Figure 38 !hows rib-stiffened floor beams constructed in a man-
ner very similar to metal beams. However, their webs are designed to crush
and absorb energy when they are subjected to high vertical loads. The stif-
feners provide the buckling resistance necessary to insure thait the webs will
:rush rather than bend laterally under load. Component test resuits for this
configuration are given in Reference 27.

Concept 5 in Figure 38 is a solid laminate approach that utilizes the high
strenqth of graphite fibErs to provide the strong load-car-ring portion of
the floor structure. The crushable portion of the floor takes advantage of
tVe ravorabl, crushing mode of failure of Kevlar to provide the energy-
absorbi ig portion of thc structure. Test data and details are presented in
Reference 44.

Concept 6, shown in Figure 38, shows schematically a sandwich underfloor
constr'ictton that constbts of Kevlar/epoxy face sheets and a honeycomb core
that crushes and provides energy absorption when the beam is subjected to
crash loads. Details and further test data are presented In Re'erence 31.
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FIGURE 39. UNDERFLOOR BEANS DESIGNED WITH POTENTIAL
ENERGY-ABSORBING CAPABILITY.
(FROM REFERENCE 62)

The energy-absorbing concepts shown in Figure 39 are of aluminum construc-
tion. Details of these and other metallic concepts my be found in Refer-
ences 56 and 62.

A fuselage concept using crushable composite sandwich underfloor structure to
absorb the crash impact kinetic energy is shown in Figure 40. The light-
weight crushable underfloor structure is integral to the airframe and serves
a dual purpose by providing the structural strength to withstand flight,
landing, ditching, and floor loads as well as the energy absorption capacity
to dissipate crash-impact kinetic energy and decelerate the aircraft to
rest. As shown in Figure 41, the composite energy-absorbing underfloor was
developed in a systematic manner proceeding from design support testing to
full-scale cabin testing to Incorporation in the design of an advanced
experimental aircraft (Reference 66). Details of the cabin test configur-
ation are shown in Figure 42. A mix of frangible and crushable structure was
used to control crash loads under various impact conditions.

The optimm energy absorption capability of underfloor structure is a direct
function of the available stroking distance between the cockpit/cabin floor
and underside of the aircraft. This distance varies for different aircraft
types and results in differing landing gear-to-structure-to-seat energy-
absorption distributions. This emphas!zes the need for a crash-resistant
seat designed as an integral part of the aircraft.

6.2.2.3 Earth coooinr Plowing. When the forward sections of an air-
,raft ceform so that a scoop is formed and a large quantity of earth is impul-
sive'y accelerated, two adverse effects -nay cccur. First, high acceleration
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of the aircraft may occur. Seccnu, the large forces required to accelerate
the earth mass may be concentrated in a small area and cause loczl collapse
of the cockpit protective shell.

The earth-scooping process occurs in a very short time interval; therefore,
the principle of conservation of momentum may be applied to the system, thich
includes the mass of soil thit must be accelerated, referred to as the effec-
tive mass of earth, and the aircraft mass. Accordingly, conservation of
momentum leads to the relationship

mAy o (mA + mE) v (5)

where mA - mass of aircraft

mE - effective mass of accelerated earth

vo - initial impact velocity of aircraft

v - velocity of combined system immediately after impact.

Solving Equation (5) for v, we obtain

m

mA + mE 0

To find the interaction force involved in the momentum exchange, an
impulse-momentum relaticnship may be applied to tne earth mass as a free
body.

tZ12 -d 11Ev (7)
f Fdt-m v

tI

where F a interaction force

t, a time just prior to impact

t2 - time directly following momentum interchanqe.
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By definition of the average force,

f Fdt - FavAt (8)

tI

where At - t 2 - tl

Substituting Equations (6) and (8) into Equation (7) yields

Fav e (9)Fav "mA + m E/At

Consequently, the average acceleration of the aircraft mass due to the

acceleration of the earth mass is

a A " (10)'A + GA+E &t

Also, mE - KAv•At (11)

where K is a constant and A iE the cross sectional area of the gouge in the

earth.

Thus,

Kav 2

aA -mA + XaVy (12)

which indicates that the deceleration of the aircraft varies with the square
of the initial velocity (where the scoop effect is a dominant factor and At
is small). Thus, at high impact velocities, the scoop phenomenon assumes a
greater significance. Experimental evidence substantiates the fact that
impact accelerations do increase with the increasing impact velocity; how-
ever, maximum aircraft acceleration due to impulsive acceleration of earth is
limited by the strength of the aircraft structure. Experimental evidence
also indicates that, under high rates of loading, the force transmission
ability of structures increases due to the stabilizing effect of lateral
inertia during buckling of the structural members.
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As an example of the use of Equation (12), assume tha: the following condi-
tions exist:

vo . 140 ft/sec

At - 0.02 sec

mE - 0.1a5mA

Then

m E vO
aA "mA + mE At

aA 0.18 140
A 1.185 0.02

aA - 1,092 ft/sec2 - 34 G

If the impact velocity, vo, and the time interval, At, remain unchanged
but the effective earth mass, mE, is reduced to 0.10 mA, the average
impulsive acceleration of the aircraft becomes

1.1 10.02 637 ft/sec2 19.8 GaA "1.1 0.02

Increasing the impact velocity, vo, to 160 ft/sec (under the aforementioned
assumption that acceleration varies with velocity squared), when mE
0.185mA, results in an aircraft acceleration

aA \ 140) 1,092 - 1,430 ft/sec2 44 G

And if a mass of earth equal to O.1mA is accelerated under an impact
velocity of 160 ft/sec, the average acceleration is computed to be 25.8 G.

Figure 43 shows a family of curves relating impulsive aircraft acceleration
to the ratio of effective earth mass to aircraft mass for various impact
velocities. The duration of the impulsive loading varies with Impact velo-
city, although the curves are based on a single assumed value of 0.02 sec for
the 140-ft/sec impact.

In addition to the force associated with momentum exchange, soil penetration
by projecting structure gyes rise to a drag force, sometimes called tht
"plowing effect.' The plowing force is to' be distfnguishet from the scooping
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FIGURE 43. IMPULSIVE AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION AS A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY AN)
RATIO OF ACCELERATED MASS OF EARTH TO AIRCRAFT MASS (BASED
UPON ASSUMED TIME, t, FOR ACCELERATION OF EARTH MASS).

force because it is a steady-state force depending upon velocity, soil
strength and density characteristics, and projected area of interference.

However, a design which effectively reduces the scoop effect also helps to
reduce the plowing effect. As stated in Section 4 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 44, the design criterion for the plowing condition is a cUmbination of
10 G up and 4 G aft.

Reduction of earth scooping can be accomplished by structural design which
eliminates those surfaces that can gouge or dig into terrain. The structural
design should provide a large, relatively flat surface so that the aircraft
skids along on top of the terrain. Design techniques include reinforcement
of underfloor structure and canting of major structural components as
illustrated in Figure 45. If this reinforcement is to be effectike, the
lower skin should be a ductile, tough material with enough thickness to re-
sist tearing. The skin should remain continuous to provide a skidding sur-
face. Additionally, the underbelly skins, made from thick sheet material,
are shingled in an aftward direction to preclude their picking tp at the
front edge. These features are illustrated in Figure 46. it is recommended
that the forward fuselage belly skins on aircrzFt weighing up to 3000 lb be
capable of sustaining loads of 1500 lb/in.; over 3000 lb but under 6000 lb,
2400 lb/in.; and over 6000 lb, 3000 lb/in. The above running loads are to be
applied over the forward 20 percent of the basic fuselage length.
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FIGURE 46. FEATURES OF HELICOPTER NOSE SECTION TO PREVENT NOSE PLOWING.

This method for reducing earth scooping increases the deformation strength of
the underfloor structure, thus increasing the deceleration levels at the
floor level due to vertical velocity components. Therefore, the reinforce-
ment should not be continued back any further than necessary under occupied
sections of the fuse'age. Modifications to reinforcing structure under
occupied regions are presented In Section 6.2.2.2.

Strong structural crossmembers can present abrupt contour changes during de-
formation, thus forming the lip on the scoop that tends to trap earth.
Forward underfloor frame members may be canted aftwards at the b,.ttom to
provide an upward load component on the aircraft that tends to prejent, or
limit, digging in of the structure. The longitudinal strength of the nose
section can be increased by the use of strong continuous structural members
running fore and aft in the underfloor section of the aircraft. These beams
can be used to support the crossmembers and act as skids to further reduce
scooping or digging-in tendencies. Figure 47 illustrates this type of
construction.
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FIGURE 47. TYPICAL UNDERFLOR CANTED FRANE AND LONGITUDINAL
BEAN MEMBER TO MINIMIZE NOSE PLOWING.

In multiengine aircraft, the engine nacelles may present as much of an earth
scoop as the nose of the fuselage, and since the engines are often attached
to the strong, rigid wing center section, the forces produced by engine earth
scooping are transmitted to the fuselage cabin.

The results of full-scale experimental crash tests indicate that longitudinal
aircraft accelerations produced by earth scooping can be significantly
reduced by the application of the methods discussed above.

6.2.2.4 EnerQy-Absorption Capacity of Forward Fuselage. In accordance
with Section 4 and as illustrated in Figure 48, the fuselage should be
designed to preserve a survivable volume in the cockpit at 20 ft/sec and in
the cabin at 40 ft/sec for a longitudinal impact.

From a consideration of conservation of energy, the initial kinetic energy of
an impacting aircraft must be accounted for in energy dissipated during the
deformation of both soil and structure. Therefore,

2 2,
mA(v v)

SU U- (13)
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FIGURE 48. LONGITUDINAL IMPACT DESIGN CRITERIA.

whore m, = mass of aircraft

v = initial impact velocity of aircraft

vf = velocity remaining after impact

UG = energy dissipated in soil deformation and ground friction

US = energy dissipated in structural deformation.

This equation states that the reduction in aircraft kinetic energy must be
equal to the energy absorbed by deformation of earth and structure and is
simplified by the assumption that there is no change of aircraft mass during
the impact.

As a simplified model, the structural energy absorption, US, may be
expressed as

U = PaS + U, + UC (14)
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where Pav , average force developed in collapse of structure forward of

the cabin

S = linear deformation (reduction in length) of structure forward

of the cabin

U' - deformation energy in structure other than in the cabin or

structure forward of the cabin

UC = energy to be absorbed in cabin deformation.

The cabin def rniation energy, UC, represents the quantity of energy
absorbed by deformation of cabin structure and may be obtained from Equa-
tions (13) and (14):

U LA (vo 2 U_ - (PayS + U') (15)

This equation for cabin deformation energy is valid if conditions reach or
exceed the point of onset of cabin deformation.

Assuming a fixed mass and velocity and ignoring control over energy dissipated
outside the aircraft, the factors that are controllable in Equation (15)
are Pav' S, and U'. Consequently, UC, the energy which must be absorbed

in cabin collapse or collapse of the protective shell, may be reduced by:

* Increasing Pav, the average crushing force acting during collapse
of structure forward of the cabin. Pav may be increased by provid-
ing a forward structure which will maintain a force as nearly urni-
form as possible. In addition, P may be further increased by
increasing the maximum force. TAis latter option is limited, how-
ever, by the existing strength of the cabin,

0 • Increasing the available deformation distance, S, by maximizing thelength of the nose on the aircraft.

Increasing the deformation energy absorbed in aircraft structure
other than forward structure or cabin structure.

Application of any of these principles to the airframe design, with a given
cabin structural configuration, will make it possible for the aircraft to
withstand impact at increased velocity without collapse of the protective
shell.
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6.2.3 Fusel ge Protective Sh•&L

6.2.3.1 General. The fuselage is expected to provide many important
functions during a crash, among them:

a Maintaining a livable voluh.e around occupants

* Shielding occupants from contact with outside hazards, such i's
trees, rotor blades, flying debris

0 Providing hard points for attaching seat, cargo, etc.

* Preventing rotorcraft main transmissions from shifting to such an ex-
tent that the rotor blades may penetrate occupied areas

• Reacting and distributing point loads from landing gear

* Avoiding rupture of subsystems containing flammable fluid

* Preserving structure around emergency egress openings, to facilitate
postcrash egress.

The threat of fuselage collapse under vertical impact may be reduced in any
of several ways: first, a transferral of mass from the top of the fuselage
U(-) fle ..... A ke k^,.fi,4l . Arnn, 2 gpneral strengthening of cabin
structure may be effected including localized strengthening at locations of
large concentrations of mass attached to upper structure. Third, elastic
energy and plastic energy absorption may be increased at loads less than the
collapse load. Fourth, increased energy absorption in the subfioor structure
at load levels below the fuselage collapse load further protects against
collapse.

The design of floor structure and the floor support structure also has a con-
siderable effect upon the protection offered by the cabin structure as a pro-
tective shell. The floor structure should be strong enough to carry the
loads which will be applied to it by passenger and cargo restraint systems
(see Sections 6.2.6 and 6.2.7) without the need for supports which carry
through to the lower fuselage skin and stiffeners. Such supports transfer
crash loads applied at the outer fuselage surface directly into the floor.
Buckling of the floor produced by such a load transfer can reduce the bending
strength of the fuselage and also reduce the effectiveness of restraint
systems which depend upon floor integrity. Evacuation of the aircraft can
also be impeded by interruptions in the floor surface.

In some situations, such as longitudinal impact with a barrier, the entire
fuselage is not expected to remain intact, but rather to progressively crush
from the front. In other words, even when partially failed, the fuselage is
expected to protect as many of the occupants as possible.

The shape of the fuselage has an inherent influence on survivability. Rectan-
gular cross sections provide more usable interior volume but must be more
carefully designed to provide the same crash-resistant characteristics as
spherically, cylindrically, or elliptically shaped fuselages. Rectangular-
shaped fuselages can provide resistance to rollover after gear failure and
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added energy-absorbing structure iii an impact with a roll attitude. Fig-
ure 49 shows a light observation helicopter shape and component layout
advantageous for providing crash impact protection (Reference 67).

Integral seats cannot
break free but shouldc
prov:ide energy-absorbing
stroke at least in......-.Egnmotelw
vertical dixection,--, .... .. .. --and to rear elimin-

ating overheadasic ,placement ofstruicture
protects "massive item

oil front of : i
structure, f ,.-,from injury "

Y e d in r o ov r ' " • .

Deep base beam and integral seat
are energy-absorbing sheet metal
structure which cushions by yielding

FIGURE 49. OBSERVATION HELICOPTER - LAYOUT OF CRASH-
RESISTANT FEATURES. (FROM REFERENCE 24)

Most aircraft crashes occurring at impact angles up to 30 degrees involve a
rapid change in pitch attitude to quickly align the aircraft fuselage with
the impact surface. The resulting angular acceleration produces a fuselage
bending moment which urually causes a compression of upper members of the
forward fuse!age. This compression is combined with compression of the
fuselage due to the longitudinal forces of impact. The result may be a
compressive buckling failure.

It is sometimes possible to provide sufficient strength to prevent fuselage
bending failure. If this is not practical, it is desirable to determine the
probable failure points and to position passengers away from those locations.
Cargo tiedown attachments should be designed to prevent loss of cargo re-
straint, should fuselage bending failure occur.

6.2.3.2 Structural Concepts. The major structural elements of a heli-
copter designed to satisfy crash resistance requirements are emphasized in
Figure 50 for the nose section and in Figure 51 for the cabin/center sec-
tion. The nose section structure is basically a propped cantilever with the
underfloor structure being the cantilever and the props being the windshield
posts that extend upward to the transmission support buttline beams. Longi-
tudinal loading is reacted primarily by underfloor beams that resist bending
and secondly by windshield posts that transfer loads to the transmission butt-
line beams. Underfloor frame members and the outer skin assemblies provide
lateral stability for the longitudinal members.
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FIGURE 50. LONGITUDINAL IMPACT AND BLADE STRIKE PROTECTION IN NOSE
SECTION. THE FIGURE DELINEATES THOSE MEMBERS REQUIRING
CAREFUL DESIGN CONSIDERATION.

LONGITUDINAL BEAMS
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FORWARD DIRECTION)
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FIGURE 51. LONGITUDINAL IMPACT PROTECTION IN CABIN SECTION.
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The cabin structure, by virtue of specific aircraft mission requirements for
rapid troop ingress and egress, contains a large area of cutouts necessi-
tating a longitudinal beam system for carrying major loads. In the upper
vertical structure, two buttline beams continue into the cockpit section to
provide continuous paths for crash loads in the longitudinal direction. Fig-
ures 52 and 53 show details of typical beams. Loading at and below the floor
level is transferred from the cockpit through the cabin by longitudinal floor
beams.

Figure 26, Section 5.3.2, shows a typical structural layout for a single
rotor, utility-type helicopter with large mass items mounted overhead and
large door cutouts for rapid ingress and egress. To Frevent excessive
intrusion into the occupied cabin, the support of large mass items is of
primary importance. This is achieved by using deep longitudinal buttline
beams and built-up box-frame members. The box-frame structure is achieved by
adding skin to the inboard and outboard profiles of two adjacent frame
members, thus producing a closed-box structure. Such a section is stronger
and more stable under compressive loading conditions than two individual
frame sections acting together. Figure 54 shows typical sections through box
frames of this type; section variation can be tailored to the anticipated
loading conditions at any point in the structure. When using this type of
construction, care should be taken to provide adequate inspection capability
in enclosed areas where corrosion may occur.

Alternatively, adequate protective coating must be used and wet assembly tieh-
niques employed to provide protection against corrosion for time periods
equivalent to major structural overhaul intervals.

Widely spaced frames that are skinned on the inside profile may be fitted
with aetachable skin panels to allow the location of equipment and system
elements in the space between the frames. However, only nonhazardous
equipment should be located in such areas; combustibles and potential
ignition sources are not to be installed in such locations.

The load-carrying members indicated for vertical and rollover protection in
r . ny e v, 4.. - 1, l a!, qi', Ap .V .. .- l-. l imprcts And must be
designed for this function. Rollover protection must be adequate to support
the aircraft during rotation and also after the aircraft has come to rest in
any attitude.

Figure 55 indicates one approach to providing the primary load-carrying struc-
ture needed to resist the effects of a post-impact rollover. The structural
elements needed for similar protection in the cockpit area are emphasized in
Figure 50.
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FiGURE 52. *ICA1LL LOUIGITUUNAL BEAMS u MjANRTi IU CULOCKII ruk
LONGITUDINAL CONTINUITY OF OVERHEAD STRUCTURE.

FIGURE 53. TYPICAL FULL-DEPTH LONGITUDINAL BEAMS FOR OVERHEAD
SUPPORT OF LARGE MASS ITEMS AND LONGITUDINAL
CONTINUITY OF STRUCTURE.
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FIGURE 54. EXAMPLES OF CLOSED BOX-BEAN FRAME SECTIONS.
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LONGITUDINAL BEAMS
(F-HGH BENDING SIRENGTH)

"BOX-BEAM FRAME MEMBERS
(HIGH BENDING AND
COMPRESSION STRENGTH)

FIGURE 55. PROTECTION FROM OVERHEAD MASS AND ROLLOVER
IN CABIN SECTION.

Rollover protection in the cabin section is provided by the buttline beams,
longitudinal floor beams, and main box frimes. The cockpit of the helicopter
shown in Figure 26 is protected by a mesh of structural elements, the major-
ity of which are door and transparency support members. These are shown in
Figt e 50; details of the sections and materials used are shown in Fig-
ure 56. Reference 68 contains more detailed informatlon or lateral rollover
protection.

Prevention of main rotor blade entry into the cockpit is an extremely diffi-
cult task due to the conflicting requirement oF good pilot visibility. Str!c-
tural members that can deflect a main rotor blade will have to be large in
size, thus restricting the pilot's visibility. A roll cage type cockpit that
could minimize blade intrusions would include large structural beams overhead
and on the outboard sides. High-strength windshield posts and door posts
that attach the overhead structure to the floor beams provide the remainder
of the roll cage.

Figure 57 shows details of tile overhead protection provided by structural ccl-
tinuity of the windshield posts and longitudinal beams mating with the cabin
section.
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FIGURE 57. TYPICAL COCKPIT OVERHEAD LONGITUDINAL BEAM MEMBER.

High-strength deflector beams might be installed forward of the windshield
rather than as windshield posts, as shown in Figure 58. Moving the beams fur-
ther away from the pilot will minimize the pilot's visibility restriction.
Such external deflector beams could also deflect wires up over the cockpit.

6.2.3.3 Emergency Exits. The structural framing should be rigid enough
to prevent deformation to such a degree that emergency exits are inoperable.
It is desirable that the emergency exit closure be expelled or released by
the structure when structural damage does 'ýccur.

Exits should be placed in locations which are favorable for rapid egress. If
comp'onents near exit locatiuns are likely to be damaged to the extent that
the exit will be blocked, allowances should be made to compensate for it. An
example is the location of an emergency exit near a landing gear attachment.
Upon vertical impact, the landing gear could be driven upward into the floor
structure, causing severe distortion of the floor structure. Therefore, the
floor should be reinforced near the exit or the relative locations changed.
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DEFLECTORS

FIGURE 58. EXTERNALLY MOUNTED BLADE STRIKE DEFLECTORS.

To prevent ccllapse of emergency exits, the hatches could be reinforced with
a filament-wound composite tube that would provide the necessary strength and
stiffness. This local reinforcement could also serve as a framing member
that would redistribute the airloads around the cutouts.

6.2.4 Ernine Mounts

For Type I (light. fixed-wing) aircraft, engine mounts should be designed to
keep the engines attached to the basic structural members supporting the
mounts (nose section, wing, aft fuselage section, etc.) under the crash con-
ditions cited in lable 2, even though considerable distortion of the engine
"mounts and/or support structure may occur. The basic structure supporting
the engine should fail or separate before engine mount failure occurs. This
will reduce the fire hazard and the localized damage to other structures
which occurs when engines break free and are traversed by the aircraft.

For Type II (rotary-wing, including tilt/prop rotor) aircraft, mounting of en-
gines, transmissions, fuel tanks, rotor masts, and other high-mass items
should be designed to prevent their displacement in a manner that would be
hazardous to the occupants under the crash conditions cited in Table 2. The
transmission and rotor hub shouid not displace in a manner hazardous to the
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occupants during the following impact conditions: (1) rollover about the
vehicle's roll or pitch axis and (2) main rotor blade obstacle strike that
occurs within the outer 10 percent of blade span assuming the obstacle to be
an 8-in.-diameter rigid cylinder.

6.2.5 Fuel Tank Installation

MIL-T-27422 (Reference 69) and Volume V define the requirements for the
design and installation of crash-resistant aircraft fuel systems.

Tank location is an important factor in minimizing postcrash fire ha7ard.
The location must be considered with respect to occupants, ignition sources,
and probable impact areas. Creater distance between occupants and the fuel
supply tends to increase potential escape time. The tank also should be
separated from probable ignition sources. Whenever possible, tanks should
not be installed in or ovey the engine compartment, tK battery, or other
primary ignition sources. An extremely important consideration is the
location of tanks with respect to probable impact damage. The possibility of
penetration by aircraft hardware, such as landing gear, or ground obstacles
require that the tank be located where there is minimal probability of
penetration.

Tank installations must provide fuel containment for high-G impacts. There
should be sufficient distance between the belly of the aircraft and the tank
to allow for fuselage crushing and to minimize the potential for tank wall
penetration by rocks, tree stumps, posts, etc. Fuel tank supports and system
hardware attachments should be designed to allow major sLru(.turdl &Jefor,iiation,
without tearing the tanks. Structurally generated jagged edges in the area
of the tank should be minimized. Fuel tanks should be regular in shape,
cylindrical or rectangular, to minimize the effects of internal pressure due
to structural compression and to reduce the propensity to snag on structural
elements.

Structural deformation around the tank should not exceed the compression capa-
bility of the fuel tank under survivable crash impact conditions. Large mass
items should be located away from fuel tanks wherever possible to prevent
excessive compression of tank volume and/or peneLration.

In addition, tank distortion due to inertial loads acting on the contents
should be carefully considered. Relatively large fuel masses may cause tank
bulging. Extensive damage to adjacent structure and compromised fuselage
integrity may result. This effect is discussed further in Reference 70.

Figure 59 shows a typical interior support structure for a fuel tank.
Closely spaced frame members are interconnected to provide a uniform support
matrix to minimize tank compression and distortion under severe impact
conditions.

6.2.6 5ea& lnstallatJg.Ll

Three major categories of seats are used on U.S. Army helicopters: crew
(pilot/copilot), gunner, and troop seats. Crash resistance criteria in
MIL-STD-1290 require that each seat occupant be provided with a survivable
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FIGURE 59. TYPICAL INTERtIOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR FUEL CELL.

environment when the aircraft is subjected to the design, crash Im-pact cordl -

tions. To meet this requirement, energy must be absorbed in the vertical
direction and living space maintained as the total aircraft system is
decelerated. Seats must act as part of the decelerating system and comple-
mont the landing gear and deforminig fuselage structure. Ideally, each
occupant must be brought to a state of rest without incurring debilitating
injury that might preclude timely egress. Various energy-absorbing seat
concepts are illustrated in Figure 60.

Whichever seat type is used, the total system must be considered when the
seat to-structure interface is evaluated. As extreme examples, if the

*landing gear and structure could always provide vertical deceleration near
the 14.5-G human tolerance limit, the seat-to-structure loading would be
moderate, and less seat energy absorption would be needed. Alternatively, if
the landing gear and structure combination were either too rigid or too
flexible, the seat would need to provide the major portion of the protection
to the occupant, anid a much longer seat stroking distance would be needed.
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When assessing the seat installation, it is necessary to know the design
impact conditions, the total energy content, and the predicted energy-
absorption capability of the landing gear and primary structure.

Where crash-resistant stroking seats are used, the increased occupant strike
envelope due to the seat stroke must be considered. The strike envelope is
dependent upon whether the seat has the capability for uniaxial, biaxial, or
triaxial stroking. Wherever possible, uniaxial stroking in the vertical or
near vertical direction is recommended for this reason.

Because availability of energy-absorbing stroke in the vertical direction is
mandatory, items that surround the seat, such as consoles and collective con-
trols, should be placed to permit that stroke, even in the presence of for-
ward and lateral displacement. The required clearance will vary depending on
the specific seat design and whether the lateral and longitudinal motion
results from intentional energy-absorbing stroKe or from elastic or plastic
deformations of the structure. Three inches of dynamic lateral deflection is
common even in an elastic structure designed for vertical stroke alone.

A minimum of 12 in. of vertical seat stroke is recommended (from the lowest
vertical adjustment position), as discussed in Volume IV. Because of the de-
sired positioning of the seat in the aircraft, 12 in. may be difficult to pro-
vide between the seat bucket and the floor. In these cases a hole, or well,
in the aircraft floor should be provided under the seat. Whenever possible,
at least I in. of clearance should be maintained between the outer edges of
the bucket and the innermost parts of the sides and front of the well. Nets
or frangible membranes should be employed to prevent flight equipment or per-
sonal articles from being stored in the well, where they could interfere with
seat stroking.

The underfloor or bulkhead structure, depending on where the seat mounts, and
the aircraft attachment hardware should be designed to withstand the loads and
moments generated by the seat. The loads and moments should be those applied
by the specific seat for all design loading conditions and for all positions
in the aircraft. In other words, the design of the aircraft structure and the
seat should proceed concurrently, with reaction loads and moments calculated

TOr 'e speC fI c seat used ,,1 dSiaFing th a-c rat struct ,,ure,. ,,,le .,,I,,eo
floor reaction loads invariably result from combined loading conditions, that
is, dynamic tests 1 and 2 per MIL-S-58095 (Reference 71) and MIL-S-85510
(Reference 72).

6.2.7 •rgo,,nd. Ju ment R !etention

6.2.7.1 General. Cargo should be restrained to enhance survival of the
crew and passengers in survivable crashes. To determine the types of cargo-
restraining devices needed for U.S. Army aircraft, it is important to con-
sider the type of aircraft, the probable crash modes, and the type of cargo
being carried. Crew and passenger locations relative to cargo and cargo
tiedown provisions are also significant.

The type of aircraft and its predominant crash mode should dictate the selec-
tion of appropriate restraint criteria. The types of cargo to be flown and
the restraint criteria will determine the available tiedown clearance. An
awareness of aircraft structural response to impact will help to identify
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realistic clearance envelopes for specific personnel locations. Consider-
ation shouid also be given to restraint integrity in the event of local
structural deformation, discontinuities and/or secondary or tertiary impacts.

6.2.7.2 Carlo and Equipment Retention Guidelines. Cargo should be re-
strained to longitudinal loads of 16-G peak with a longitudinal veloci y
change of 43 ft/sec. Forward and lateral strength deformation characteristics
should be in accordance with those indicated in Figures 61 and 62, respec-
tively. If the structure of the fuselage and floor is not strong enough to
withsLand the cargo crash loads, load limiters should be used to attenuate the
loads transmitted to the structure. If load limiters are used, restraining
lines should be of a material with low-elongation characteristics to ensure
the most efficient energy absorption. Nets used to restrain small bulk cargo
should be constructed of material with high stiffness characteristics, in
order to minimize dynamic overshoot. Restraining lines without load limiters
used for large cargo (3-ft' or more) longitudinal restraint should be so
arranged that maximum load in all lines occur as simultaneously as possible.
Restraining lines having different elongation characteristics should not be
ubed on the same piece of cargo.

6.2.7.3 Car oQ Categories and Pallet Systems. U.S. Army cargo has tradi-
tionally been divided into two categories, based primarily on size, as listed
in Table 5 (Section 4.3.4). This includes small cargo which is usually trans-
ported stacked on a pallet and large or bulky cargo which can best be re-
strained individually by cables, ropes, or chains that are attached to the
floor or sidewalls of the aircraft.

Both categories of cargo (including, for example, packs, rifles, rations, and
wheeled or tracked vehicles) will often be carried along with troops. Crash
protection should then be provided for the troops as well as the crewmembers.
Where aircraft are dedicated to cargo shuttle missions, cargo crash restraints
should be provided primarily for flight crew protection.

Small cargo (up to approximately 3 ft 3 in size) is routinely transported on
wooden Army pallets to expedite handling by fork lifts. Army warehouse pal-
lets provide no restraint; cargo may be loose or only lightly secured to the
pallet by banding (a l-G restraint). These loads can best be restrained by

Cargo netted to 463L pallets (References 73 and 74) are restrained only to
USAF flight load criteria (Reference 75). The USAF cargo tiedown criterion
requires cnly 3 G forward. Another deficiency of the present 463L net,
however, is its elasticity. The designer should be aware of the basis for the
different USAF criteria. Analyses of USAF accidents have suggested that the
risk of passenger fatality above the 3-G forward restraint criteria is statis-
tically rare (Reference 76). The same is not true for Army aircraft.

Both pallet systems must be given additional restraint to meet U.S. Army crash
resistance criteria.
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FIGURE 61. LOAD-DISPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR ENERGY-ABSORBING
CARGO RE4ITRAINT SYSTEMS (FORWARD LOADING OF ROTARY
AND FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT).
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FIGURE 62. CARGO LATERAL LOAD-DISPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS.

6.2.7.4 Strenqth. C'rgo carried alongside, forward, or aft of troops
should perhaps also be restrained to the same G level as are the seats. How-
ever, tho) weight ef a restraint _ystenri capable of keepinq a maximum cargo
load in place at such load levels would be high. Several factors other than
the expected floor pulses affect the retention strength level required for
cargo, in particular the type of cargo, where it is located, and how it is
restrained in the aircraft.

Most small cargo probably will be restrained y *a single net stretched over
any number of items. Therefore, statistically, a net designed for a given
load w'li be loaded to a lower value in most accidents. Furthermore, failure
of a cargo's net restraint is not likely to be as large a threat to human sur-
vival as the failure of an occupant's seat restraint would be. For example,
failure of a single net midway in a row of nets would riot become lethal until
other nets also failed. Therefore, for practical reasons--i.e., the low
actual probability of injuries caused by displaced cargo and the structural
problems involved in restraining cargo to levels equal with personnel
restrainv--it is concluded that the cargo restraint level can reasonably be
less than that for occupants.

In the case of large cargo carried behind troops, the above reasoning does
not apply. However, a detailed cargo restraint study conducted for the U.S.
Army (Reference 77) indicates that most items of large cargo are carried
outside the helicopter by sling.

6.2.7.5 EanerqY AbsorDtior,. The use of load limiters for cargo restraint
is recommended, provided the cargo cannot stroke into space occupied by
personnel. For the aircraft 16-G, 43 ft/sec triangular cabin pulse
calculations have been made to show the requirt] restraint G level and the
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corresponding stroke for load-limiting restraint systems. The required
G-level-versus-displacement relationship, shown in Figure 61, results from
minimizing the restraint systems' structural strength (and hence, their
weighc) and establishing an acceptable load displacement. These results
neglect any restraint system elasticity or longitudinal friction.

Recommended performance goals for such load-limiting restraints are shown in
the forward longitudinal load-versus-displacement curve for the forward
direction (Figure 61) and the lateral load-versus-displacement curve for the
lateral (Figure 62).

To meet the necessary energy absorption requirements, restraint forces must
rise rapidly to the left of and above the lower base curve, terminating above
the minimum acceptable load (ultimate strength) curve.

Similar load-limiter calculations have been made for the lateral direction,
and the resulting values are shown in Figure 62. The lateral strength
requirements are based on a velocity change of 21 ft/sec and a 10-G
triangular pulse.

Figure 63 (Reference 78) shows the results of tests on two load-limited ex-
perimental Navy systems, each having different elastic deformation charac-
teristics.

18___ ____ LenendI

Tension member
S- Test 1 Aramid at 22 G

16 Test 2 Polyester at 22 G
Test 3 Aramid at 240 G

14 - - Acceptable failure area

S12 ____

"�/ Minimum acceptaple

S0 oracticalS• displacement

0 / Lower (base) curve
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2 ' ,

0 3 69 12 15 18 21 24

Controlled displacement, in.

FIGURE 63. RESULTS OF INTEGRATED CARGO RESTRAINT/CRASH SIMULATION
TESTS USING ENERGY ABSORBERS AND LOW-ELONGATION TENSION
MEMBERS AND FORWARD LONGITUDINAL LOAD-DISPLACEHENT
REQUIREMENTS. (FROM REFERENCE 78)
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Identical metallic load limiters were used in all tests. The first and third
tests employed an aramid, low-elongation restraint device (tension Pmembier),
and the second test used a polyester restraint (approximately double the
strength of the aramid capability to achieve equivalent strain).

Reference 79 describes a design study conducted to identify an advanced cargo
restraint system for the Navy Grumman C-2A aircraft. The NADC-sponsored study
explored numerous possible tiedown configurations and specific energy absorber
and attaching tension member requirements. Energy absorbers considered for
the application included the rolling helix, the inversion tube, and the wire
bender. In addition to metal-deforming devices, two nonmetallic devices were
considered: the plastic extruder and tear webbing. The wire bender (Fig-
ure 64) was selected as the optimum design for this application, based pri-
marily on size and weight. For tension members used to attach the energy
absorber to the load, both Kevlar and overstrength (low-elongation) polyester
were considered. The Kevlar was identified as preferable, based primarily on
greater and more constant stiffness.
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FIGURE 64. CARGO RESTRAINT LOAD LIMITER.
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The selection of design load levels for load limiters is important to ensure
stroking and to protect the aircraft floor tiedowns from ultimate load fail-
ure, as evidenced by the results of the U.S. Army/NASA cargo experiment crash
test of a CH-47C helicopter (Reference 80). Floor attachments failed as a
result of two factors:

0 Limiter design load level was less than 2 percent below fitting ulti-
mate strength.

a Inadequate consideration was given to the variability in both the
limiter loads and the tiedown fitting strengths.

A load-limiter design that is too conservative, however, is counterproductive,
due to longer stroke requirew1 ents. This may mean that higher fitting
strengths should be considered for new aircraft designs and that old aircraft
fittings should be upgraded. Load-limiter attachments and support structures
should bo ,!esigned with a load factor of at least 1.25. Even 1.33, as used in
the FAA requirements, may not be too high to cover the variations of perform-
ance and strength.

The design strength values for cargo along all axes of loading are summarized
in Table 9. The aftward and upward loads in Table 9 are based on expected re-
bound loads of approximately 30 percent of the peak input values. Hardware
designs should not allow disengagement of the restraint during a crash. Re-
straints usually slacken in the time period between initial impact loading and
rebound, and a restraint hook without a keeper can become disengaged.

TABLE 9. CARGO RESTRAINT LOADS AND DISPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Load Direction
Item (With Respect Restraint Controlled

"CU. .U 'V%.* I

1 Forward See Figure 61 See Figure 61

2 Aftward 5 G No requirement

3 Lateral See Figure 62 See Figure 62

4 Downward 16 G No requirement

5 Upward 5 G No requirement

6 Forward See Figure 61 See Figure 61
and Combined

Lateral 4 G No requirement
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The 16-G downward loading shown in Table 9 is recom,,ended to ensure that the
cargo does not significantly crush the floor, and pe,;,apS destroy the longi-
tudinal restraint for personnel or cargo. This requirement should not be
difficult to meet for the net-restrained bulk cargo because this cargo will
probably be stacked on pallets that will assist in load distribution.
Shoring, hewever, will be required to prevent floor penetration by wheeled
vehicles. Deformation of the floor under the wheels is permissible so long
as it does not result in loss of restraint. Combined forward and lateral
loads are considered realistic; Item 6 in Table 9 is included to ensure that
the system will not fail under this type of luading.

Displacement requirenents are not suggested for the aftward, downward, and
upward loads shov'n in Table 9, because these loading directions are not con-
sidered to be as potentially hazardous as the loads in the forward and
lateral directions. Upward restraint is usually not a problem since all
restrainis used act in unison for this direction.

For personnel located aftward of the cargo, a buffer spacing to allow for re-
straint system elasticity under the 5-G loading should be considered. Normal
preload is in the range of only 150 to 350 lb; therefore, cargo movement in
response t %, a.tward 5-G rebound load cdn be expected.

6.2.7.6 w ,s•, jin. Nets should be designed to restrain the small
(bulk) cargo up to the specific loads shown in Table 9 with a iinimum of
Clongatinn to reduce overshoot. Stff wbhhinn materials siurh A, ponlvsters
anrd aramids should be used. Their relative elongation and weight advantages
over nylon are shown in Table 10 (Reference 78). Present disadvantages
affecting the adoption of aramid fibers for tension member application are
cost, low abrasion resistance, and fabrication technique development.

TABLE 10. CARGO NET MATERIALS - RELATIVE CHARACIERISTICS

Elongation Breaking

at 5,000 lb Weight Strength

Webbing FiberL (percent) _Ib). _._J1b)

Nylon 7.5 3.0 1.1

Polyester (Dacron) 2.0 5.9 1.8

Aramid (Kevlar) 1.0 1.0 1.0

An example of an energy-absorbing cargo enclosure that was designed to
replace an existing metallic, non-energy-absorbing cargo cage is shown in
Figure 65 (Reference 81). The 'lightweight, flexible, energy-absorbing cargo

enclosure was designed fr, a crash pulse requirement of 17 G and a change in
velocity of 60 ft/sec. The new stowable structure consists of fore and aft

barriers and side nets fabricated of Kevlar webbing tension members and
ballistic membranes to contain small objects. The forward barrier uses
12 load limiters (Reference 77).
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FIGURE 65. ENERGY-ABSORBING RESTRAINT SYSTEM DESIGNED TO REPLACE
EXISTING METALLIC CARGO CAGE.

An example of a cargo barrier net using eig'it load limiters is shown in Fig-
ure 66. The eight straps attached to the four corners of the barrier net
have wire bending load limiters as shown in Figure 67. Crash test results
with these devices are described io Reference 80.

Nets should be designed for the most critical loading conditions, i.e., a
high stack with small boxes. Such a loading would tend to cause a larger
diaphragm action on the net as the individual boxes slide over each other.
More concentrated loads may bL encountered in restraining palletized loads on
floor rollers.

6.2.7.7 cable, Rove, Strap, or Chain. Large cargo of the type outlined in
Table 5 can be secured most easily by cables, straps, ropes, or chains
(lines). In cases where the use of load-limiting devices is not possible,
retaining lines for the longitudinal direction should be arranged to simul--
taneously attain the maximum load in all lines. A combination of fabric
ropes and steel cables should not be used on the same piece of cargo because
of the difference in their elastic stiffnesses. Also, symmetrical restraint
configurations should be used to avoid overloading individual tiedowns and,
eventually, failing the system (Reference 82).

With load-limiting devices, it is desirable to use metal cables or other low-
elongation tension members stressed below the yield point. Low elongation is
essential to ensure that the energy is absorbed efficiently. Metal cables
possess handling qualities that discourage their use. Nonmetallic fiber
materials are lighter in weight as well asp more flexible and stowable.
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FIGURE 66. CRASH-RESISTANT BARRIER NET.
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FIGURE 67. LOAD-LIMITING TIEDOWN ASSEMBLY.
(FROM REFERENCE 81)
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6.2.7.8 Ancillary Equipment Retention. Objects that are unrestrained or
dislodged from their attachment during a crash can cause injuries by striking
the occupants directly, or, in the case of larger masses, by striking seats
or other retention system components, causing failures of these items.
Therefore, all ancillary equipment carried within the occupiable portion of
the aircraft must be restrained.

All ancillary equipment frequently carried aboard the aircraft must be pro-
vided with integrated restraint devices or anchors. Stowage space for non-
restrained items that are not regularly carried aboard the aircraft should
also be provided, preferably located where items stored in it cannot become
hazards.

To provide adequate protection during severe survivable crashes. As stated
in Section 4.3.2.1, restraint devices and supporting structure for ancillary
equipment must be designed to restrain the equipment during exposure to the
followinq static loads:

Downward: 50 G Aftward: 15 G
Upward: 10 G Sideward: 25 G
Forward: 35 G

It is a relatively simple task to restrain small items of equipment to with-
stand the static loads specified above. For larger items, however, signifi-
cant weight penalties may be incurred or the available supporting structure
may not be capable of withstanding the loads. For these reasons, load-
limiting devices are recommended for the restraint of heavier equipment. Hlow-
ever, load-limiter stroking must not allow any equipment to enter an occupant
strike envelope. (Occupant strike envelopes are discussed in Volume II.)

6.2.7.9 Other Considerations. While the troop/cargo mix situation has
received the most attention in this portion of the design guide, special cargo
missions exclusively involving the aircrew may possibly require other design
solutions, i.e., emphasis on forward longitudinal rqstraint and crew isola-
tion. An extreme case of this nature, involving bot.; crew and passengers, is
the Navy C2-A COO fixed-wing aircraft where extremely tight quarters,
requirements for high utilization of the volume devoted to cargo, and a for-
ward longitudinal restraint of 20 G prevail (Reference 83). These conditions
hdve dictated the use of a structural locker for multidirectional restraint.

6.3 IA!ING GEAM

Landing gear. normally the aircraft's first energy-absorbing subsystem to con-
tact the grourd, can contribute significantly to the avoidance of damage to
the fuselage and mission eguipr-ent in hard landings and to the survival of the
crew and passengers in severe survivable crashes. The conditions for this to
occur depend heavily on the impacted terrain, as well as on the aircraft veloc-
ity and attitude. Ground that is firm, smooth and level is conducive to the
proper performance of the landing gear, but only about 20 percent of surviv-
able crashes occur on surfaces that meet these conditions (References 84 and
85). Testing is typically conducted om solid surfaces to achieve repeatabil-
ity. but a wheel viii be punched deeply into soft earth, bog, or sand befwe
devlolping the resistive forces for which the system is designed.
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Landing gear designs optimized for performance on ideal impact surfaces while
neglecting the actual crash conditions do not satisfy the intent of the sys-
tems approach to crash resistance. The principles and concepts presented in
this section are related, whenever possible, to their utility under less-
than-ideal conditions.

Optimization of designs must consider both the load profile generated and the
associated stroking of the landing gear. These parameters are discussed in
the ensuing paragraphs. Also, other design contraints, such as troop step-up
height or cargo aircraft ramp angle may place constraints on the landing gear
height. In these cases, the systems approach should be used to design compen-
sating energy absorption in the fuselage.

6.3.1 Landing %ear Loads

Landing gear load factors must be selected as a result of a series of trade-
offs that consider all system parameters. For each sink rate, landing gear
peak load should ideally be selected to enhance crash survival through maxi-
mum energy absorption at acceptable levels of acceleration. However, landing
gear loads are limited by the strength of the aircraft structure. Within
practical ranges, landing gear loads may usefully increase with increasing
sink-rate-at-ground-contact (SRAGC). Also, plateaus in the load versus SRAGC
curve are useful just below certain damage threshholds. An example of the
way peak landing gear loads may vary with SRAGC is shouw in Figure 68
(adapted from Reference 86). This curve is qualitative and should not be
scaled.

For any given SRAGC, the load should be as constant as possible throughout
the stroke of the gear to maximize energy absorption. This is not easy to
achieve, due to elasticities and inefficiencies in the components of the
system. Examples of achievable load versus stroke curves and the cor-
responding efficiencies are shown in Figure 69.

As suggested by Figure 68, the SRAGC spectrum may be usefully divided into
three landing regimes: normal, hard, and crash. The normal landing regime is
shown to make the point that design for the other two regimes must still pre-
serve the soft landing characteristic at low sink rates.

"Normal operation' ranges from slow ascent rates (ground resonance mode) to
descent rates of about 10 ft/sec in tUe battlefield environment or in auto-
rotative landing training (Reference 18). In this regime, relatively low
landing gear loads are able to maintain comfortable ground clearance during
landings encompassing a wide range of aircraft attitudes and ground condi-
tions.

In the hard landing regime, the issue is prevention of fuselage and mission
equipment damage due to either fuselage contact with the ground or loads that
exceed the design limit. This range extends from about 10 ft/sec to beyond
20 ft/sec, depending on aircraft attitude, forward velocity, drift, gross
weight, impact surface conditions, and other factors. A limited number of
landings is expected in this regime. At the low end of the range, the air-
craft is expected to be able to fly away with no damage. At the upper end
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FIGURE 68. LANDING GEAR PEAK LOAD SELECTED TO PROTECT BOTH
HUNAN LIFE AND EQUIPMENT. (FROM REFERENCE 86)

of this range, MIL-STD-1290 requires that helicopter landing gear (assisted
by rotor lift) be able to decelerate the aircraft from a sink rate of
20 ft/sec onto level, rigid surface without allowing the fuselage to contact
the ground and without exceeding the design limit load. Combinations of
pitch Pnd roll attitudes for this sink rate are also given in MIL-STD-1290.
At the 20-ft/sec condition, plastic deformation of and damage to the landing
gear is acceptable; the remainder of the aircraft, except possibly rotor
blades, should be flightworthy after the incident.

Landing gear loads producing peak fuselage accelerations of 3 to 6 G have
been considered appropriate for the hard landing regime (Reference 87).
Landing gear limit load for the flat impact attitude at 4 20-ft/sec sink rate
may be selected to deliver acceleration f the fnselage equal to the design
limit acceleration in the *pull-up" flight "wevr (Reference 18). But this
results in the effective fuselage acceleration being cut in half during
landings in which load is contributed only by gear on one side of the fuse-
lage, such as during moderate-to-large roll attitude.
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FIGURE 69. EXAMPLE OF ACHIEVABLE LANDING GEAR PERFORMANCE.

As sink rates rise into the crash regime, damage to the fuselage and/or mis-
sion equipment becomes unavoidable, and concern shifts to protecting the occu-
pants from injury/death. This range extends from the hard landing range to
a b o u t 4 2 f t i s e c . A t t he hi g hl er, . . . 1 u f t h, i s r e g -ifiae , g e~ a r . . . l • 4:oa d . . . .. a p p r o a c h ) . .. .. .• ,but ri ot reach, the ultimate load of the fuselage/landiing gear. Landing ge~ar'
loads creating fuselage accelerations of about 10 G have been considered prac-
tical on recent development programs. The fuselage is expected tu contact
the ground in this regime, sometimes with very high residual kinetic energy, , :
which must be absorbed by fuselage crushing. It is also expected that the
landing gear load.- will damage the fuselage, but will not cause rupture of
essential load paths.

Discontinuities in th(- curve of peak load versus SRAGC in Figure 68 represe;nt
possible "staging" occurring in the ,:iock strut. "Staging" refers to the
shift of' ;oad control within the air-oil ole3 from on~e pressure relief valve
to another or from the primary oleo to a separate energy absorber in series
with it. The ideal curve shape depends on the aircraft size and configura-
tion, fuselage material (metal or composite), the mission equipment. expense
and tolerance to acceleration, and the expected crash scenarios (including im-
pact surface). In general, the curve must gradually increase to account for
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t~e -creasing kinetic energy. However, two plateaus may be considered

A load plateau beyond the upper end of the hard-landing regime may
avoid unnecessarily exceeding the design limit of the fuselage and/
r, nission equipment in low-energy crashes that do not result in

fuselage contact, such as low-roll, low-pitch conditions onto pre-
pared surface, a common example being a missed autorotation during
pilot training.

6 A load plateau at the upper end of the crash regime ensures two out-
comes: first, during crashes with more than about 35 ft/sec sink
rate combined with roll attitude, the down-side landing gear will
deliver as much load as the fuselage can tolerate; and second,
during low-roll, low pitch conditions onto prepared surface, the
ultimate strength of the fuselage/landing gear will not be exceeded
at (and even beyond) the aesign survival sink rate of 42 ft/sec. It
is appropriate to do this at the high end of the survivable crash
spectrum where total loss uf the aircraft and mission equipment is
expected; in this range, emphasis should be on protecting the
occupants by maximizing the energy absorption available to extend
the occupant survival envelope.

6.3.2 Selection of Landing Gear Stroke

The 'ancing condition that most strongly influences landing gear stroke is
the MIL-STD-1290 requirement to avoid fuselage damage during a 20 ft/sec sink
rate with roll and pitch. The required landing gear stroke is dependent
upon:

* Landing gear load (selected as discussed in previous paragraphs)

* Kinetic energy of the fuselage

* Aircraft attitude and rotational inertia that may result in only one
gear contributing to energy absorption throughout most of the dis-
placement

* Efficiency of energy absorption.

Analytical modeling using computer simulations, as well as crash tests, have
demonstrated little tendency for aircraft roll to be corrected by the initial
ground contact of the down-side gear (References 87 and 88). As a result,
considerably more stroke is required to decelerate the fuselage during
landings witt. roll attitude. A description of useful computer simulation
tools and a quantitative example of landing gear stroke is presented in
Chapter 7.

Coupling the left and right main landing gear to one another has been consid-
ered to compensate for roll by delivering greater loads to the downside gear.
Mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical means may be considered. Mechanical
connection through a torque tube was investigated by Sen (Reference 88). The
conclusion was that the weight added by the torque tube and the strengthening
of other components made the concept impractical.
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6.3.3 Fuselage Velocity Change Controlled by Landing Gear

The velocity at which the fuselage will strike the ground can conveniently be
found by applying conservation of energy methods. For instance, if a landing
gear can fully decelerate the fuselage without fuselage/ground contact for a
descent rate of 20 ft/sec with roll and yaw, the energy absorbed equals the
kinetic energy of the fuselage at 20 ft/sec. Assume now that the sink rate
of the above aircraft is 42 ft/sec, the stroke length of the landing gear is
the same, and the average landing gear stroking load is 50 percent greate;"
than it is at 20 ft/sec. The energy absorbed by the landing gear is then 50
percent greater, but the fuselage's kinetic energy at 42 ft/sec is 4.4 times
what it was at 20 ft/sec due to the velocity-squared term in the kinetic
energy equation. The residual fuselage kinetic energy at ground impact can
be found by subtracting the energy absorbed by the landing ge r from the
kinetic energy at 42 ft/sec.

KE t I M (422 - 1.5 x 202) M MVimpact -2 -2 impact

Therefore, the fuselage has a residual velocity of 34 ft/sec when the fuse-
lage strikes the ground. This approximation neglects the fact that some gear
stroke will likely occur after fuselage crush begins.

6.3.4 Wheel Versus Skid

Depending on the helicopter's mission and performance requirements, a wheeled
gear or skid gear may be chosen. Predominate reasons may be cited such as
weight, cost, ground handling and taxiing, which are unrelated to crash resis-
tance. The crash-resistant characteristics are discussed in the following
sections.

Wheeled gear have the advantage of reduced drag'force during !?ndings with
forward velocity. Skid gear may offer higher rollover resistance than
3-point wheeled gear and superior soft-ground flotation characteristics,
important when considering the high percentage of accidents that occur on
terrain other than prepared, solid surface.

Both wheeled and skid gear may not absorb significant energy in a lateral
j•mpact. In a primarily vertical impact with significant sideslip velocity
and roll attitude, digging-in of the gear can cause rollover and/or collapse
of the gear under the belly of the aircraft.

Most research to develop high-capacity energy absorption has been directed at
wheeled gear, while skid gear have historically been characterized by simpli-
city and light weight. Thus, an opportunity may exist for the Improvement of
skid gear energy absorption.

6.3.5 Wheld Gear

The gear may be distributed around the fuselage in three primary configura-
tions: four-point (quadricycle), three-point with nose wheel, and three-
point with tail wheel. Each configuration has advantages and disadvantages.
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The quadricycle configuration puts gear near the corners of the fuselage, pos-
itioned well to react most combinations of pitch, roll, yaw, forward velocity
and side drift. The extra cost, weight, and aerodynamic drag may make such
gear impractical on all but the largest helicopters. Examples ar2 the
Sikorsky S-55 and the Boeing Helicopter CH-47 Chanook. The gear can be made
retractable to reduce drag at the expense of increased cost and weight.

In the nose-wheel configuration, the two main gear are positioned near the
aft end of the fuselage where they share the initial impact in the prevalent
positive-pitch attitude. Careful design is necessary to prevent the nose
wheel, usually positioned below the cockpit, from being driven into the cock-
pit by high-sink-rate crashes or by encounters with obstructions during
crashes with forward or lateral velocity.

In the tail-wheel configuration, a main landing gear is positioned on each
side of the forward fuselage. This is a good position to limit occupant
deceleration, prevent rollover, and avoid penetration of the livable volume
during high-energy survivable crashes. However, the single tail gear is the
first to contact the ground in the prevalent positive-pitch attitude.

The tail wheel can be located either at the junction between the fuselage and
tail boom or near the aft end of the tail boom. The disadvantage of the lat-
ter is the additional strength needed if the tail boom must react the
resulting loads. The more forward location enables the tail gear to absorb
more energy, due to its closer proximity to the aircraft c.g. The incorpor-
ation of such a design is shown in Figure 70. Note that the vertical stabil-
izer is extended downward and equipped with a skid to avoid tail rotor
strikes.

SHOCK SRT

TRAILING ARK: - TAIL GEAR
'C4AIN GEAR AT SIDES

OF FUSELAGE

FIGURE 70. LOCATION AND GEOMETRY OF LANDING GEAR.
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If an extreme aftward location of the tail wheel is selected, the tail wheel
protects the tail rotor well, but is inefficient at decelerating the aircraft
due to its great distance from the c.g. Worse, tail wheel contact causes
forward pitching which may increase the sink rate at the front of the heli-
copter.

6.3.6 Welght of Landing Gear

The weights of different crash-resistant landing configurations have been
evaluated in References 87, 89, and 90. Weights presented by Crist and Symes
in Reference 86 are summarized in Table 11.

TABLE 11. UNINSTALLED WEIGHTS OF EQUIVALENT

CRASH-RESISTANT LANDING GEAR

Configuration and Weight Each Gear (Ib) Percent

Rollover Angle Forward Aft Total BSDGW*

Tail Wheel (300) 125 80 330 4.13

Tail Wheel (250) 120 60 300 3.75

Nose Wheel (250) 103 127 358 4.48

Quadricycle (300) 107 113 440 5.50

Skid (30') - - 367** 5.24

*Basic structural design gross weight.

"**Includes 83 lb for skid assemblies, which replaced

the wheels and tires on the quadricycle gear.

6.3.7 Components and Load Paths

Wheeled gear may have the wheel motion guided by a swinging arnm (drag link)
or by the shock strut (cantilever), or by some articulated linkage that may
be a combination of the two methods, as shown in Figure 71.

Long axle travel is required of crash-resistant landing gear: the Black Hawk
and Apache main gear wheels have 26 and 39 inches of vertical travel, respect-
ively. For such long travels, the drag link design may be more weight-
efficient than the cantilever, especially when encounters with obstructions
are considered,
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FIGURE 71. WHEEL LANDING GEAR CONCEPTS.

6.3.7.1 Drag Link/Shock Strut Attachment Geometry The locations of the
attachment points of the drag link and shock strut to the fuselage can be se-
lected to cotimize crash performance. The following principles should be

considered:

* Location of the gear beside the fuselage, rather than under it, re-
duces the probability of intrusion of a failed gear into occupied
volume and reduces roll-over danger.

* Wheel motion during normal landing and kneeling may be required (by
the procurement specification) to be in the aircraft vertical direc-
tion, or to lie within a given vertical-loNgitudinal plane. This
avoids lateral motion of the wheel, with its resultant scuffing of
the tire. Thus, the pivot axis of the drag link is usually parallel
to the pitch axis of the aircraft.

* Considering the high probability of forward velocity accompanying
the downward sink rate and the encounter of wheels with obstruc-
tions, a drag link geometry causing combined upward/aftward wheel
travel should be given preference.
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a Attachment of the drag link to the fuselage at about floor level,
slightly above the crush zone of the fuselage, will improve the prob-
ability of that critical pivot joint maintaining its integrity
throughcut the crash. This feature is illustrated in Figure 72.

0 Landing gear stroke may usefully continue after fuselage impact and
during crushing of the fuselage as shown in Figure 72. The extra
stroke is also useful for 20 ft/sec impacts with roll attitude, which
require more stroke on the downside gear. (Achieving this may lead
to a long-stroke shock stt it, attached high on the side wall of the
fuselage, and substantially aligned with the vertical axis. By con-
tributing to the deceleration of the overhead masses throughout the
crash, such a strut may either reduce the load-carrying requirements
of the side walls or reduce the energy-absorbing structural alloca-
tion throughout the fuselage).

SHOCK STRUT

FUSLLAGL CRUSH
ZONER

/'WHEEL POSITION -
TFULLY COMPRESSEDPLAT TIRE

PIVOT ABOVE RADIUS-

FIGR . GR E SEC AVSOBIN

DRAG LINKUI C H OF L FOR CRASH

2STATIC GROUND
CLEARANCE

STATIC
GROUND LINE

"\ýWHEEL POSITION-
S TATIC

"•,-WHEEL POSITION-
STRUT EXTENDED

FIGURE 72. GEAR GEOMETRY SELECTED TO CONTINUE ABSORBING
ENERGY DURING CRUSHING OF FUSELAGE FLOOR.
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0 Overreliance on a landing gear configured per the previous paragraph
to decelerate the overhead masses can result in an aircraft unsuit-
able for impact on water or soft earth, due to inadequate fuselage
strength and/or energy absorption.

* Length of the drag link must be selected to achieve the required axle
travel along a path that avoids extreme loads during all required
combinations of attitude, velocity, and wheel obstruction.

* Weiaht sensitivity analyses performed at Bell Helicopter suggest that
attaching the shock strut to an intermediate point on the drag link
results in a minimum weight system. Shock strut weight increases
more rapidly with increasing stroke than with increasing load.

* Bottoming of the shock strut should result in benign failure of its
fuselage attachment point. The failure should not contribute to loss
of continuity in longitudinal beams or transverse bulkheads compris-
ing the roll-cage, must not penetrate the livable volume or fuel
tanks, and must not sever fuel lines.

* Similarly, attachment points between the drag link and fuselage
should be designed and located so that failure will avoid intrusions
into livable volume and fuel tanks/lines.

6.3.7.2 Landin Gear Confiquration. When defining the landing gear config-
uration, the layout of the aircraft system and associated structure must be
considered. Aircraft type and associated mission constraints, large mass
locations, the protection of occupants, and potentially hazardous fluid and
munitions should all be taken into account when optimizing landing gear geo-
metry and load path reactions. Additionally, aircraft shaping to minimize
signatures may also have to be considered.

By assessing geometrical layouts and varying landing gear track width, incli-
nation, stroke, etc., the most efficient aircraft system can be identified.
Th is n^t only itresult f, 4" A ~ thnat5 m~tsthe pk n itch and A bo'ilI rei mei inte
for crash impacts, but also provides an efficient and lightweight aircraft
structure.

Such an approach is particularly applicable to small attack types of helicop-
ters when signature reduction, especially for the front, results in the need
for a very narrow fuselage. Figure 73 shows the optimization of the main
landing gear and structural frames to directly transfer gear loads to frame
members for an attack type helicopter with narrow body requirements and some
shaping for signature reduction. This philosophy is less applicable to cargo
helicopters, utility, medium, and heavy lift, where a rectangular "box" is
normally required for occupants and equipment and the opportunities to optim-
ize landing gear installations are restricted.

6.3.8 Skid Gear

The simplest form of skid gear, which offers advantages of low cost and
weight, is the bent tube attached to structural frame members. The skid gear
can also provide improved support in landings on soft or marshy terrain.
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FIGURE 73. POSSIBLE STRUCTURAL LAYOUT FOR ATTACK
HELICOPTER WITH SIGNATURE REOUCTION•.

This type of gear provides limited energy absorption. The skid system is
Lasically a nonlinear structure providing a constant spring rate for small
ueflections only. Such a design provides a low-cost means of creating small
elastic deflections during normal landings while providing energy dissipation
efficiencies comparable xo those of an oleo strdit. however, in a hard
landing or a crash the skids defl,.ct appreciably and the nonlinear plastic
characteristics of such a system prevail. During plastic bending the moment
arm increases, lowering the loads as the deflecticn increase! untfi the
fi:•elaqe contacts the grornd.

Improve'nents to the fixed-skid concept have been designed in an attempt to
provide some level of energy absorption with rate damping. In addition, such
a systErm can be tuned to minimize the effects of dynamic excitations that may
produce ground resonance. Figure 74 shows the basic skid system used on one
observation helicopter and an improved, pitch-irterconnected concept (Refer-
ence 91). The improved design was ir.itiated to reduce the pitching response
of the air-raft and minimize the incidence of blade-tail boom strikes.
Although tail boom clear'ances were improved, the new concept did not satisfy
the MIL-STD-1290 requirement for no ground contact by the fuselage for a
20-ft/sec vertical impact (Reference 1). Only 17.5 ft/sec was reached before
fuselage contact.
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6.3.9 Shock Strut

The shock strut is a component of the wheeled landing gear system that is re..
lied on to supply most of the spring rate and damping characteristics. A
skid gear may also be equipped with a shock strut or struts. For normal oper-
ations (other than crash situations), a conventional air/oil oleo, such as
shown in Figure 75, provides two useful load characteristics: load increases
with displacement and with rate of contractiGn.

METERING PIN

PRIMARY ORIFICEAEAA

SECONDARY PISTON AREA
VARIABLE
VALVE

F --HYDRAULIC FLUID

PASSAGE AND EXTENSION ,
DAMPING CHECK VALVE P2U ANNULAR AREA Aa

AND PRESSURE Pa

"•-FREE PISTON (SEPARATOR)

GAS

tFORCE = P xAp- Pa xAa

FIGURE 75, AIR/OIL OLEO SCHEMATIC.
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6.3.9.1 Load Versus Disfiacement. Load increases as a function of dis..
placement, due to the compression of the gas. The spriny rate is typically
tailored by the selection of the initial pressure and volume to satisfy air-
craft static ground clearance requirements for the required range of gross
weights.

Pressure in the gas chamber is calculated by the equation

PGAS - PO x (Vo/Vs)k (16)

where PO and PGAS - gas pressures at initial (fully extended) and
final stroke conditions, respectively.

V0 and VS - gas volumes at initial (fully extended) and final
stroke conditions (at stroke S), respectively.

k - a gas constant, which for air or nitrogen equals
1.0 under static (isothermal) conditions, such as
resting on the runway, and 1.4 under dynamic
(adiabatic) conditions during a landing or crash.

6.3.9.2 Load Versus ý_ntraction Pate. Load increases as a function of
shock strut rate of ccntraction, due to the pressure differential required to
cause flow of hydraulic fluid through the orifice (or valve). Pressure drop
across the orifice is given by the equation

AP - P1 - P2 - (p x Q2 ) / (2 x CD2 x A0 2 (17)

where AP - pressure drop across the orifice

respectively

p - fluid density

Q - fluid flow rate, expressed in volume per unit time

CD = flow coefficient depending on the orifice shape

A0 - the area of the orifice. This area is necessarily
the sum of sever l fixed and variable orifices
(pressure relief valves) as explained below.

If the orifice area is fixed (constant), pressure increases as the square of
the contraction rate, resulting in the undesirable pressure versus sink rate
curves such as those labled A and B in Figure 76. For curve A, initial sink
rates only a little greater than 30 ft/sec cause what has been described in
most literature as "lock-up", characterized by immediate bursting of the shock
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strut or failure in the fuselage/shock strut load path. Similarly, a larger
fixed orifice, sized appropriately for 42 ft/sec, will deliver undesirably low
load (hence, insufficient energy absorption) for all lesser sink rates, as
shown by curve B.

Therefore, the hydraulic fluid flow path within the oleo must be equipped with
one or more valves capable of increasing the flow area as the flow rate in-
creases. In the extreme, a spring-loaded valve with very high preload and
very low spring rate achieves the load versus stroke characteristic shown as
curve C in Figure 76 (Reference 86). This characteristic is useful at very
high crash energies, but imposes excessive loads onto the fuselage and mission
equipment at low-to-intermediate sink rates.
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With several parallel valves, each can be tailored to a different portion of
the sink rate spectrum. In general, fixed orifices and small valves provide
low pressure at low flow rates, and larger valves handle the high flow
rates. In this way, the desired load versus sink rate characteristic could
be achieved over the entire sink rate spectrum, such as was previously shown
in Figure 68.

A servo-operated valve has been considered that would be controlled automatic-
ally by a mricroprocessor or other means. This has been described as an
"active control" landing gear. The concept was originally developed for
fixed-wing aircraft forced to taxi on rough or bomb-damaged runways and has
since also been applied to automotive suspensions. For repeated contact with
a series of chuckholes, such a system can improve ground clearance while
reducing shock loads. However, for the one-event shock of a helicopter hard
landing or crash, active control may present unnecessary cost and unrellabil-
i ty.

A low viscosity oil should be chosen to minimize temperature dependence. Vis-
cosity can generally be neglected and is absent from Equation (17).

6.3.10 Shock Strut Oleo Total Load

For dynamic adiabatic conditions, Equations (16) and (17) can be combined bysolving Equation (17) for P1, and noting that P2 - PGAS for practical

values of sel-arator piston mass and friction.

P, - ((p x Q2 )/(2 x C%2 x A0
2 )) (Po X (Vo/Vs) "4) (18)

In Equation (18) the group of terms ((p x Q2) / (2 x C02 x A)2)) is most
strongly dependent on aircraft sink rlp.. Recall that Q is he volume rate
of flow through the orifice, a function of the piston area and shock strut
contraction rate. The shock strut contraction rate is itself dependent upon
the- geomeryn o% f thn r I ni ate genar mar ban i-,n The squiaringi nf the flow
term makes the pressure a strong function of shock strut contraction rate,
unless compensated by a variable orifice.

The group of terms (1O x (VO/Vk)) 1 4 ) is exponentially dependent on the deree
of shock strut contraction, unless at some predetermined pressure, gas from
volume VS begins to be discharged to limit the peak gas pressure.

In the hydraulic fluid flow path, orifice area A0 may most effectively be
the total of several fixed and variable orifices:

I A fixed orifice, such as that suitable for normal, low-energy
landings

* One or more variable orifices (spring loaded pressure relief valves)
that open with increasing pressure to compensate for rate
sensitivity
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e A variable orifice that changes with degree of c.ontraction, such as
provided by a metering pin, most suitable for optimizing performance
in the normal and hard landing regimes.

6.3.11 Shock Strut Load Transients and Failure Conditions

The load delivered by the shock strut oleo has been shown in Equation (18) to
increase with both increasing rate of contraction and degree of contraction.
Contraction rate tends to be highest near the beginning of the gear stroke
and diminishes as the gear decelerates the fuselage. The degree that the
contraction rate diminishes becomes less as initial sink rate increases (for
energetic crashes, considerable residual velocity exists after all landing
gear stroke is exhausted).

During the initial high contraction rate, a pressure-regulating orifice is re-
quired to discharge sufficient hydraulic fluid from the high pressure chamber
to avoid exceeding the ultimate safe pressure. Safe design pressure of about
8000 psi has been used in the shock struts of the AH-64A and UH-60A. An in-
adequate pressure-regulating orifice will result in immediate fai'lure of the
strut at high sink rates, before a useful amount of energy is absorbed
(curve A of Figure 76).

Assume now that an adequate pressure regulating orifice is installed in the
flow path of the hydraulic fluid, to avoid failure during high sink rates.
Another hazard exists in the latter portion of the stroke due to the buildup
of gas pre sur, ift , is c,, ,, ... .w ho, strut c...... nt... ractio

rate. 'This is the result of two circumstances:

1. Common practice has been to optimize strut performance for interme-
diate sink rates by utilizing the fact that the contraction rate
diminishes to zero before the stroke is complete. Figure 77(a)
shows an oleo optimized at an intermediate sink rate by adjusting
the rate and degree characteristics to make their sum as near con-
stant as possible. A metering pin is sometimes also used to tune
the characteristics to achieve this.

2. This same oleo at high sink rates will ex'eed the ultimate load
before stroking the entire distance, as shown in Figure 77(b). The
reason for the failure is that the high contraction rate (thus high
hydraulic AP) is maititained throughout the stroke, while the gas
pressure is also increasing.

Reference 86 suggests limiting the buildup of gas pressure to some predeter-
mined maximum to avoid the overpressure condition shown in Figure 77(b).
When the threshold gas pressure is reached, the (inert) gas begins to be dis-
charged to the atmosphere through a pressure relief valve. The threshold at
which discharge begins should be selected high erough to avoid maintenance
after moderate hard landings.
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FIGURE 77. RESPONSE OF A SIMPLE OLEO TO TWO TEST CONDITIONS.

6.3.12 Containment of Flamnable Hydraulic Fluid

Fire-resistant hydraulic fluid per MIL-H-83282 (Reference 92) is still flam-
mable, especially when vaporized by discharge at high pressures through an
orifice or valve. Therefore, the oil must be contained within the shock
strut or piped to a reservoir.

Containment of hydraulic fluid within the shock strut presents a design pro-
blem that must be solved for cash system. The obvious place to discharge the
fluid iý into the space ordinarily occupied by gas; however, because the
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volume of gas must be selected by I-G static spring rate considerations, the
gas volume is grossly inadequate to accept the large amount of fluid dis-
placed curing the full stroke. Piping the fluid to a reservoir in the
fuselage raises the problems of leakage, extra maintenance, and potential
severing of the lines in a crash.

6.3.13 Series CouDling of Shock Strut Eneroy-Absorbing Devices

The mismatch between gear performance characteristics required for normal
landings arid crashes has historically been solved by building the shock strut
as a stack of two, relatively independent, energy-absorbing devices (or
stages) in series with one another. The first stage is an air/oil oleo with
its gas volume and gas pressure sized to deliver the proper spring rate
needed to achieve the required I-G static ground clearance. The variable
orifices controlling flow of the hydraulic fluid in this first stage can be
optimized to deliver the required load characteristics for sink rates up to
10 or 15 ft/sec.

The second stage strokes during crashes to supplement the displacement of the
first stage and to avoid initial load spikes that would otherwise occur due
to rate sensitivity of the first stage. The second stage can be another air/
oil oleo, or a hydraulic damper, or a mechanical energy absorber, as shown
conceptually in Figure 78(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Each concept has
advantages and disadvL.itages.

AIR/OIL HYDRAULIC MECHANICAL
CLLO DME

riE LX A MPL L S:
* CRUSHABLE

HONEYCOMB
2ND STAGE T7 a TUBE CUTTER

COMPOSITE

TUBF

IST 37AGE
AlI/OIL OL.O

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 78. TWO-STAGE SHOCK STRUT CONCEPTS.
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In concept (a) of Figure 78 the second stage gas volume may, for instance, be
charged to 900 psi, while the first stage is charged to 300 psi. During nor-
mal landings the second stage will therefore not deflect until the first has
compressed several inches. During hard landings, it is entirely acceptable
for the second stage to stroke somewhat to assist the first. After the
event, the gas pressure in the second stage reextends that stage, resetting
it automatically. The primary advantage is the ability to fly away after
hard landings without service to the landing gear. Disadvantages include
relatively high weight and cost due to duplication of components in the first
and second stages.

In concept (b) of Figure 78 the first stage by itself must absorb the energy
in all normal landings. The second stage is normally held in its extended
position by shear rings, calibrated to avoid breaking until some predeter-
mined hard landing load occurs. Once the shear rings have broken, the second
stage begins to contract, forcing hydraulic fluid through a valve(s). The
design has the advantage cf requiring no gas pressure to maintain the normal
degree of extension of the second stage, therefore avoiding the potential
failure mode caused by buildup of gas pressure near the end of the stroke.
Also, no separator piston is needed to prevent mixing of the fluid and gas.
One disadvantage is that the second stage must stroke during some hard
landings and will not reset itself automatically after that event; shear
rings, fluid, and valve need to be replaced and/or refurbished before the
helicopter can be flown again.

Concept (c) of Figure 78 utilizes a mechanical energy absorber for the second
stage. Shear pins or rings may be used to maintain the fully extended posi-
tion of the second stage during normal landings. The energy absorbing device
can be selected for high energy absorption per unit weight and for high ratio
of available stroke to overall length. Attractive energy absorbing concepts
include crushable graphite tubes, crushable aluminum honeycomb, and tube-
cutting devices. Properties of these materials (and others) and methods of
constructing energy absorbers may be found in Volume IV. 'the primary advan-
tages of a mechanical energy absorber for the second stage are: light
..eight, no maintenAnrc as lonn a thp stroking load is not exceeded. and
insensitivity of load to contraction rate.

A performance requirement unrelated to crash resistance is the need for mili-
tary helicopters to kneel for storage aboard cargo aircraft and ships. To
accomplish this, the shock strut can be shortened by ground personnel. Be-
cause of the long stroke of the gear, both the first and second sta("s may
need to be shortened. Concept (a) facilitates this by enabling the pumping
of hydraulic fluid to a remote reservoir. Concept (b) requires the shear
rings to be disengaged before the fluid is pumped out. Concept (c) may be
less amenable to shortening.

6.3.14 Transient Effects and Efficiency

At initial impact of the gear with the ground, the shock strut does not
instantly reach its peak contraction rate (thus delaying development of peak
load). Inefficient compression of the tire ait comparatively low loads delays
the transfer of motion to the shock strut. Tires such as are used on the
AH-64A or UH-60A deflect about 6 in. prior to wheel rim contact. Flexibility
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in the drag link further delays the transmittal of motion to the shock
strut. The compressibility of hydraulic fluid in the shock strut is also
significant especially during the initial motion.

After contraction of the oleo shock strut is finally underway, it does not
deliver perfect efficiency, although 90 percent efficiency can be exceeded
for selected conditions. Considering all factors, overall efficiency of the
landing gear is expected to be only about 75 to 80 percent.

Flexibility of the fuselage should also be considered, especially if large
masses are located remote from the landing gear, such as in the case of the
engine nacelles on a tilt-rotor aircraft. In developing landing gear for the
V-22, the subcontractor discovered that landing loads predicted by a flexible
aircraft model were 20 percent lower than those predicted by a rigid aircraft
model (Reference 93).

6.4 SUBSYSTEMS EXTERNAL TO THE FUSELAGE OTHER THAN LANDING GEAR

6.4.1 Genera!

Plastic deformation of aircraft elements outside the occupied area is an
additional method of absorbing aircraft energy. Elements such as rotor
blades, wings, tail sections, and even external stores can be bent, battered,
or destroyed in the process of bringing the occupied section to a successful

9,al +. LIL - tra s , gound bst cI esor un ven t r i r a 1- tIeU I IiVU I VIUJ Ill11pdLL:>
with blades, wings, etc., often occur. Energy is expended in breaking theimpacted object and/or failing the aircraft element.

6.4.2 Rotor Blade

Ro'.or blades on helicopters can significantly contribute to energy absorption
if the aircraft impacts into trees. The rotating blades incrementally chop
the trees until rotor motion stops or until blade separation occurs. In
either case, an appreciable quantity of energy can be absorbed, providing
that the attachment strength to tile basic fuselage is adequate to prevent the
blades from being detached or the rotor mast and transmission system from
being torn out of the aircraft.

Composite blades often offer a desirable degree of energy absorption. When a
composite blade impacts tree limbs, progressive delamination between the
axial fibers occurs due to adhesive failure. This process. called brooming,
does not destroy the longitudinal load-carrying elements in the blade; these
elements can continue to flail the tree and dissipate energy.

An additional property of other composites that can be used to advantage is
the high modulus of elasticity achievable by using certain fibers, such as
graphite or boron. A stiffer blade that reduces deflections and reduces the
probability of a blade strike on the fuselage crown can thereby be designed.

When rotor blades with metal spars are subjected to tree impacts, successful
energy absorption takes place until a tree element too strong for the blade
to sever is impacted. Then the blade will fail by plastic bending or by
completely detaching from the rotor. During these failure sequences, blades
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may impact the fuselage. Titanium spars perform better than earlier aluminum
spar blades, but some failures are unavoidable, and overhead fuselage struc-
ture should be designed to resist penetration.

Blade tips can be made frangible to crush upon impact. Deformation of the
tip should be as controlled as possible. For example, if a frangible tip
with tip weight fractures and leaves the blade, the resultant main rotor
centrifugal unbalance may cause severe pylon damage. Therefore, the blade
should retain its balance during the blade tip strike. A replaceable
frangible blade tip concept (from Reference 94) is shown in Figure 79.

Tough tip spars
fold on impact

14 in. 2 in.

6in.

IN

II \
Ii \ 21 in.

A:

CG of undeflected tip CG of

deflected tipCo

Crushable tip stays
on rotor after damage
to prevent large rotor
imbalance. Tip is
replaceable.

FIGURE 79. FRANGIBLE MAIN ROTOR BLADE TIP.

(FROM REFERENCE 94)
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For future main rotor blades, it may be possible to design a blade that can
accept localized destruction during a blade strike such that harmful blade
strike loads are not transmitted to the mast. The blade should progressively
fail inward,starting at the blade tip. Filament-reinforced composite mate-
rials could-accept the failure of the resin material, yet retain some of the
load-carrying capability of the fibers (Reference 68). Some means for blade
balance weight retention should be included.

6.4.3 Wing, Empenna.ge Engine. and External Stores

Wing impacts usually occur in one of two ways. Eith.er a tree, pole, or
similar object is hit, producing highly concentrated loading, or the wing
strikes a barrier, such as an earthen mound or a dike, which produces loading
that is more evenly distributed along the wing's leading edge. Crushing and
shear strength, for typical wings, will allow trees or poles to cut into the
wing as the aircraft moves forward, until the wing is cut off or until the
pole breaks. The fore-and-aft loads under these conditions are low in terms
of their effect on fuselage accelerations. In fact, even the more evenly
distributed loads can produce fuselage accelerations of perhaps only 5 G.

Wing failures in fixed-wing aircraft typically account for only 5 percent, or
less, of the total kinetic energy whicn may be present in a crash of moderate
velocity (Reference 95). Therefore, the use of the wing structure as an
effective energy absorber does not appear to be promising. Increasing this
energy-absorption capability would involve adding material to structural
me...bers whic h. cn .al.r. a witkstand normal Inroing. In nil likelihood, most
of the added material could not be used effectively for any particular crash.

However, the wings could be designed to break free from the fuselage struc-
ture under high longitudinal impact forces. This could reduce the mass con-
siderably, especially if the wings contain fuel. As discussed earlier, this
reduction could effectively reduce the energy absorption requirements for the
cabin structure. Wing removal may also provide the possibility of removing
flammable fluids away from the fuselage and occupants.

Empennage structure or, for that matter, any structure aft of the occupiable
cabin, seldom provides beneficial effects during a longitudinal crash. In-
stead, the mass tends to increase the loads which must be supported by the
cockpit/cabin structure. Therefore, if empennage structures can be designed
to collapse during a longitudinal impact, the requirements for cockpit/cabin
structural strength and energy-absorption capability are reduced.

Stub wing or sponsons can be designed to absorb lateral impact loads. In
addition, the stub wing/sponsons help keep the emergency exits off the ground
and thus useable when the aircraft comes to rest on its side.

All external systems should be designed so that their crash-induced failure

will not lead to penetratioii or rupture of the fuselage protective shell.

6.4.4 Special Tilt-Rotor Considerations

Crash resistance design considerations for tilt-rotor aircraft share many
common items with conventional helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft. These
include the items listed in Table 1.
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On conventional helicopters, the main rotor pylons and engines generally are
located near the occupied areas, and adequate tiedown strength is required to
prevent potentially hazardous displacement of the large mass items into the
occupied areas. On tilt-rotor aircraft the pylons and engines may be located
near the wing tips, well away from the occupied areas. If so, allowing the
wings to fail in a controlled manner will reduce the aircraft mass, and less
material is required in the fuselage structure to absorb the reduced aircraft
kinetic energy (Reference 65).

For tilt-rotor aircraft with v*ing-inounted engines, the design approach to con-
trol the wing, pylon, and rotor failure modes is illustrated in Figure 17.
By proper choice of the prop-rotor direction of rotation, rotor ground
strikes are directed away from the occupied areas. Some debris from the
ground and rotor blade fragments may still impact the fuselage sidewalls in
the vicinity of the tip path plane. The seating arrangements and the design
of the structure in those areas adjacent to the tip path plane should con-
sider this possibility (Reference 65).

To maintain the occupied volume within the fuselage, the fuselage should be
designed stronger than the wings. Similarly, the wings should be designed
stronger than the pylon. Consequently, the pylon and wing should fail prior
to the fuselage, preventing collapse of the occupant compartment (Refer-
ence 65). A tilt-rotor design using fuselage-mounted engine(s) would be more
like a helicopter as far as crash resistance is concerned.
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7, ANALYTICAL METHODS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The complexity of dynamic structural deformation makes analysis both diffi-
cult and essential to the design process. In this chapter are presented
basic dynamic analysis techniques as well as material which directly supports
the aircraft design process, such as discussions of energy absorption trade-
offs for the preliminary design phase, semiempirical methods for preliminary
sizing of structure, and analytical methods of crash simulation.

7.2 DYNAMICS OF THE CRASH IMPACT CONDITIONS

7.2.1 Kinematic Relationships

Relationships among the kinematic quantities of position, velocity, and accel-
eration form the basis for the study of dynamic phenomena. Although these
relationships are generally well known, use of their precise definitions
facilitates an 6nderstanding of the crash event and its analysis. Therefore,
a discussior of these relationships as applied to crash impact conditions
follows. The reader primarily concerned with aircraft design may wish to
proceed to Section 7.3.
Consider first an aircraft i . .p.dtiry -r ba..i _s s.... in • g

Yl d b rl I'YI IU Vic It, I. a Ua I = I I .so,,wn 4,"I Fig-
ure 80. The position of the reference point fixed in the aircraft relative
to a point fixed on the ground is referred to as X. A change in position is
referred to as displacement S. In this case, assume that the displacement of
the reference point is measured from its position at the time when the
aircraft just contacts the wall.

If a change in displacement AS occurs in a time interval At, then the
average velocity of the aircraft over that interval is

- AS 1
V=At aZJ

As the time increment is taken to be very small, Equation (19) yields the
instantaneous velocity

V.lim AS dS (0
v = At-.O At d- (20)

Note that velocity has the units of length per unit time, i.e., feet or meters
per second.

If in the same time interval the aircraft undergoes a change in velocity Av,
the average acceleration over the interval is given by

a M Av (21)

At
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FIGURE 80. DEFINITION OF POSITION AND DISPLACEMENT
FOR CRASHING AIRCRAFT.

and the instantaneous acceleration by

a-lim AV dv (22)
At -O At dt

Note that acceleration has units of velocity per unit time, i.e., feet or
meters per second per second.

A graphical examination of the relationships among position, velocity, and
acceleration will aid in understanding their application in the crash impact
conditions. Referring to Figure 81, assume that the aircraft of Figure 80
has a velocity v just prior to contacting the barrier and that the veloc-
ity of Point C, Nixed in the aircraft, varies with time as shown in Fig-
ure 81(b).

First note that in Equation (22) defining acceleration that "a" is the height

of the a-t curve and Av/At (for small At) is the slope of the v-t curve in
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Figure 81. Thus Equation (22) indicates that the height of the a-t curve is
equal in magnitude and sign to the slope of the v-t curve, that is

a =v (23)

This is an invariant relationship, and any data, whether experimentally or
theoretically obtained, must meet this criterion to be valid.

In a similar way Equation (20) indicates that the height of the v-t curve is
equal to the slope of the S-t curve.

Rewriting Equation (23) and integrating, the change in velocity over any time
interval between to and t is

t

AV - v - Vo - ( adt (24)

to

Therefore, the total change in velocity during a given interval is equal to
the area under the a-t curve in the interval. As an example, consider the
total crosshatched area between t - 0 and t - tZ in Figure 81(a). Assuming
V2 - O, this area is equal to the initial velocity vo, that is the
cfange in velocity between t - 0 and t - t 2 .

Note that the acceieration it Figure 81 is negative (deceleration), tus pro-
ducing a negative velocity change or reduction in velocity from vo to 0. A
positive acceleration, on the other hand, produces an increase in velocity.

The same conditinn exists between the velocity and displacement curves, that
is

t

AS f f vdt (25)

to

or, in other words, the total distance travelled is equal to the area under
the v-t curve. Thus the maximum vehicle travel, as in Figure 81(c). would be
equal to the area shaded with dots under the v-t curve of Figure 81(b).
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The following important points may be noted in Figure 81:

a The velocity is changing at its most rapid rate when the accelera-
tion (or deceleration) is maximum, at time tI.

a The displacement reaches a maximum when the velocity becomes zero,
time t 2 .

The velocity need not Uecessarily be zero (time t2) when the ac-
celeration is maximum (time tl).

a The area contained within the deceleration pulse (from tn to t 3 )
is equal to the initial velocity plus the rebound velocity (the
total velocity change).

* The area under the deceleration curve between t 2 and t 3 is equal
to the rebound velocity.

7.2.2 Eneragy Absorption Durina Deceleration

According to Newton's second law of motion, the resultant force (F) acting on
mass (m) produces an acceleration (a) according to

dv (6
F - ma - m (26)

Applying Equation (20),

d._LvdS dv (27)F=mdS dt= dS

Multiplying by the incremental displacement dS and integrating,

S2  v2

FdS j mv dv mv• 2  mv 2  (28)

S1  v
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which states that the work done on a mass m by resultant force moving through
a change in displacement from S1 to SI changes the kinetic energy of the
mass, which is defined as

Kinetic Energy, T - ½ 2 (29)

Work done by force F during the change in displacement is defined as

S2

Work = f FdS (30)

S1

which is equivalent to the area under the curve of force versus displacement
between any two displacements, as iliustrated in Figure 82.

.0

0 - Work = j2FdS
o S
4-4

(in.lb

,-4
4 ~4-

S S 2

Displacement (S), in.

FIGURE 82. DEFXNITION OF WORK.
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In application of Equation (28) to the crash environment, an aircraft moving
with initial velocity vo can be slowed to a reduced velocity v (which is
zero when the 0ircraft comes to rest) by application of a force through a dis-
tance S

S

f mv 22 (31)

0

where the force aces in a direction opposing the velocity, as shown in Fig-
ure 8Z. P,-ferrin,, to Figure 83, it might be said that the kinetic energy of
the aircraft is absorbed Ly crushing of its forward structure as its velocity
is reduced.

S = displacement

-Barrier

Crushable structure, which
exerts force F to the left

(a) Idealization of impact into barrier

At. displacement S1
the force F has
reduced the aircraft
velocity to v, given by

o S
'' 1 2 2

flFds = (vo -vSk 0

Displacement, S

(b) Force versus displacement for barrier impact

FIGURE 83. ILLUSTRATION OF IMPACT REDUCING
AIRCRAFT VINETIC ENERGY.
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If a constant stopping force were applied, the velocity would be reduced at
constant deceleration as shown in Figure 84(a) and the force-displacement
curve would be as shown in Figure 84(b).

0 Force = ma = constant

SAcceleration, a constant

C)

0

Time

(a) Constant acceleration versus time

1.4
0

Energy change = FAS

Displacement, S

(b) Constant force versus displacement

FIGURE 84. ILLUSTRATION OF DECELERATION BY CONSTANT FORCE.

Often, for protection o0* occuparts, it is desirable to limit the decelerating
force to so.re prescribed value. Given a maximum force, the most efficient
energy-absc'rý;ing sy,.t.:m would be the one requiring the smallest displacement,
S, which vioild be th•E corst.ant-force system. Therefore, energy absorption by
a coýist.int force is ofteni veferred to as "ideal" energy absorption. The
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devices shown in Volume IV exert a nearly constant force and thus act as
nearly ideal energy absorbers. They are desirable for use where concentrated
loads are applied and the transmitted force must be limited, such as in seats
and landing gear.

Structural systems and certain materials, such as plastic foams and honeycomb
materials, approach the ideal force-displacement curve to the extent shown in
Figure 85.

I CIForce Force f
A

LoadingB

±6S IUnloading
T I3

SIDispilacement,s
I

Material thickness, T

FIGURE 85. FORCE-DISPLACEMENT CURVE FOR HONEYCOMB MATERIALS.

Againtthe area under this curve represents energy absorbed. The area can be
divided into three important regions. If loading results only in reaching
Point A in Figure 85,then unloading generally occurs along the elastic curve
OA, and the energy indicated by Area "I" is restored to the system just as a
spring releases its energy when it is unloaded. Area "2" represents inelas-
tic, or plastic, energy absorption, and if loading reached Point C, the energy
corresponding to Areas "l" plus "2" plus "3" is absorbed. However, as unload-
ing occurs, the energy of Area "3" is restored in the form of rebound.

Loading in the region from B to C in the figure is often referred to as "bot-
toming," a condition in which the deforming structure or material has become
compacted and the load increases rapidly with very little further deformation.

The energy dissipated in locked-wheel skidding is of interest in calculating,
for example, the initial velocity when the skidding distance is known. This
is readily obtained from Equation (31) if it is assumed that during skidding
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the sliding forces are constant and are the only significant forces present.
Thus, the work done by the sliding force is simply the force times the dis-
tance and from Equation (31), for Vfinal =,

FS = mVy 2  (32)

or

Vo = 427F (33)

The sliding force F can be assumed to equal an average coefficient of fric-
tion times the normal force between the vehicle and the sliding surface, or
the weight of the vehicle if the surface is horizontal, thus

F = IN = pW (34)

and

V U= _ I (35)

where A = coefficient of kinetic (sliding) friction

W = weight of vehicle

S = stopping distance

g = acceleration due to gravity - 32.2 ft/sec2 or 9.81 m/sec2 .

For the case vf ý 0 we can use the work-energy principle to obtain

Work - AKinetic Energy

-IWS 1 ý v2 - y2]

2 g I~ f 0
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From which

v = V -2g#S (36)

and

0v 0 _ vf2 + 2g/S (37)

For sliding on a slope of angle 8 to the horizontal

v - f + 2gS[ cos B + sin 8] (38)

For sliding uphill the + sign applies; for sliding downhill, the - sign.

Example: The landing gear on an aircraft collapses and the aircraft slides
1200 ft, at which point it is estimated to have a residual speed of 50 kn.
By dragging the wreckage with a tank retriever through a load-measuring
device it is found that the required load to move the aircraft is 0.7 times
the weight of the aircraft. To determine the speed when the gear collapsed

vf - 50 kn - 1.69 x 50 - 84 ft/sec

A 0.7

vo =1(84)2 + 2 (32.2)(0.7)(1,200)

Vo - 247 ft/sec

- 146 kn
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7.2.3 Stopping Distance

For a complete aircraft system, or a subsystem such as seat and occupant,
average deceleration values (G) can be determined for given velocity changes
as demonstrated above, and from these data an average stopping distance can
be computed.

v0
2 - vf2 - 29JS (39)

where vo - impact velocity

vf final velocity (usually zero)

g = acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)

deceleration in "G" units (average)

S = stopping distance.

Solving for S gives

S 2 y2- vf2
S 2g2 (40)

This expression is useful for assessing the required stroking distance for a

must be noted that this relation yields the total stroking distance, including
deformations of the impacted surface and deflection of the gear, fuselage, and
seat. Superposition of the seat, structure, and impacted surface characteris-
tics can be used to assess the net average deceleration experienced by a seat
occupant.

Figure 86 shows the variation of stopping distance as a function of G and
velocity change (Av) derived from the standard Newtonian equations for
assumed constant acceleration.

These characteristics assume 100 percent efficiency, but a real structure will
react somewhat differently, requiring larger stopping distances for given
valocity changes and/or deceleration levels. The elapsed time values can be
used for assessing human tolerance potential when human injury criteria are
known as functions of G level and exposure time.
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Figure 86 is useful for the initial assessment of motion envelopes needed to
provide occupants with a survivable decelerative environment and for the re-
quirements of various structural energy-absorption elements.

It is interesting to compare several deceleration pulse shapes (negative ac-
celeration) to show the effect pulse shape has on deceleration distance. Rec-
tangular, triangular, and sinusoidal pulses are considered.

Acceleration
equations

30- = 2 I A /2g ý IM•
2gG , ,/

t 2S,

25- units: ( I /
Av, ft/sec , ! /

g, 32.2 ft/sec
2 2' I

-d 2 II,•1/I ///

/ /

&

""15/ ,,-.- I/ /"o i / 'I.

S/ /
* 5 / // /

•o//" °/ / .
II / / /

I /

210 8

5-

0
.o2 .04 .06 .08 .10

Elapsed time (t), sec

FIGURE 86. THEORETICAL STOPPING DISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY
CHANGE AND AVERAGE DECELERATION LEVEL.
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7.2.3.1 ftctangular Decelerati : Pulse

ACCEL,. a (DECELERATION)

v 
TIIt

VELOCITY. V

TIMIE

+ SLOPE O

POSITION, S/
TIME

From Equation (24) vo- at (41)

Then, t -Vo/a

From Equation (25) S- vt (42)

2 o

So that 5S = v

2 o * a

or vo 2 
- 2aS (43)

and
sI . ! (44)

2 a

The implications of Equations (43) and (44) are that for a large v., a very
large stopping distance would be required. With a small deceleration, a

large stopDing distance is also required.
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7.2.3.2 Triangular Deceleration Pulse

Comparing two triangular pulses here, one with zero rise (onset) time and
another with zero offset time,

Zero Rise Time Zero Offset Time

a

aa

0 0
V o •Z, t t t t

t

att-v ½ -v
2 0 2 at- 0

2v vt .- 2.
a a

a

S-• Vt S Z ot

3 0 3o0

22

3 a 3 a

Note that the deceleration pulses are equal in time (t - 2yva) but that
the zero-rise-time case requires twice the deceleration dis ance of the zero
offset time case.
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7.2.3.3 _•'_,_letrj1ja Tr•angular Pulse

For a symmetrical (isoceles) triangular pulse,

a

aO

vo

v 0 -

I -is

t1
S 0-

2 at v Vo

2v

St v

S v Vt
2 0

(2Vo 
Vo5 2
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7.2.3.4 Summary for the Case of Final Velocity, vf, - 0

Summaries for various shaped pulses are included below:

G

DECELERATION
I TIME
tV

V E L O C I T Y T I M
STIME

Rectangular Pulse

Pulse Duration:; V0
=32.2G

Deceleration Level:G 0 2

SC4.4S

V0
2

Stopping Distance: S 64.4G

or s 32.2Gt2
2
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SG

DECELERATION TIME

VELOCITY V0  
IM

t

Triangular Pulse No. 1

Pulse Duration: = 32.2G

Deceleration Level: 
G 2v° 2

96.6S

Stopping Distance: 2v-Y

96.6G

or S 156

1KZ



G

DECELERATION TIMEVo•• ' J tTIME

Vo

VELOCITY TIME

Triangular Pulse No. 2

Pulse Duration:
32.2G

Deceleration Level. G --!9.2
32.2S

2
Stopping Distance: S 0

32.2G

32. 20t,2
or S 4
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G -

DECELERATION

VV
I - TIME

VELOCITY
TIME

Triangular Pulse No. 3

Pulse Duration: =t=32.2G

Deceleration Level: 4v 2

A. 2
Stopping Distance: S 96.6G

or S 32.2Gt 2

3
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DECELERATION

VELOCITY ,, TIME

H I f -i __.- st _

1. 57v
Pulse Duration: t 32

O,7854v 2
Deceleration Level: G L22

Stoppin~g Distance: 
S 0.7854v 2

or S 3.14

51!



A plot of these equations is given in Figure 87. Relative times and stopping
distances are shown in Figure 88 for convenient visual comparison.

'(-

4-I

7 - -j -

4-'
-A 5 -- -

-4o/

0

44

3 1406 780 0 1121
= 0

2100 -- do
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Pulse Time to stop Distance to stop

V 2v v 2 2v0
2

0 a a 0 a a

a

l t"

IAI

FIGURE 88. COMPARISON OF STOPPING DISTANCE FOR
VARIOUS DECELERATION PULSE SHAPES.

Note that the time to stop is equal for all three triangular deceleration-
time pulses, but that the stopping distances are not. Minimum stopping dis-
tance is achieved with the rectangular pulse and hence it is the most desired
pulse shape from a consideration of deceleration from maximum velocity at a
given deceleration level in the shortest possible distance.
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7.2.3.5 Suniary for the Case of Final Velocity, Vf, ý 0

DECELERATION

TIME

VELOCITY Vf

-TIME

Rectangular Pulse

v9 -vf

Pulse Duration: t - 0 f
32.2G

V02 -v2
Deceleration Level: G m 4z- v4S

2 2

Stopping Distance: S 64.4G

or 
S - vot - 32.213t2

052
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G
DECELERATION

TIME
t

Vo

VELOCITY Vf T
TIMEt

Triangular PulsejNQ. I

Pulse Duration: t - Vf)
32.2G

2v 2 + 2vovf - 4vf 2

Deceleration Level: G = 96.6S

9V 2 9V V _ - AtV _2

Stopping Distance: S - 96.6G

32 .2Gt 2

or S=vt -3
0 3
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DECELERATION GM
TIME

t

VELOCITY Vf
TIME

t

Triangular Pulse No. 2

Pulse Duration: t l 32 .v f

v2 -v2

Deceleration Level: G 1 32.2S

2 .,2

Stopping Distance: S -32.2G "

2
or S - Vt - U4G•-c0 4
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DECELERATION

TIME

Vo
VELOCITY [Vf T

I TIME
t

Trianaqlar -Pulse No. 3

Pulse Duration: t= 2 .(V GVf)
ruise32.2G

4vo 2 2v v 2-_

Deceleration Level: G + -96. f
96.6S

4v02 2voVf 2vf2

Stoppina Distance: S + .. f. f

or 
S - V ot - 32 "2Gt 2

0 6
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G -

DECELERATION GM
_ TIMEt

V0

VELOCITY V

S-TIM E

Half Sine Pulse

1.57 (v,- - v.)

Pulse Duration: t = 32.2G

0.7854 (vo 2 - vf 2 )

Deceleration Level: G = 9-. f

0.785 4 (v 92 Vf2

Stopping Distance: S - 32.2G

2
or S - Vot 3. 14

" 3.14
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Voj

2' C --

-s V

a 2/3¶

1 'ME TIME

2/3"1 TRIANGULAR PULSE

bBr,

Pulse U ration: 
t l -3 i. )

Decelera- ion Level: -- o 28 .9S° _1 _

Stolpp';nq Distance; • . .9 289.9G

oS vt- 4.b
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V0

i-

0
0 G .-

< v>ww
I-

0 A
O 3/4! t

TIM *r IIME

3/41 TRIANGULAR PULSE

r
/41 Tr.ipul ar Pllse

2(vo 0 ,vf)
Pulse Duratiour: t w- (32.2G

. 2 2

DccIee•ition Level G -
96.6S

3.5 v - v v 2 5 v
Stoppingj I3ist.anice S 96.6S5

2
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7.3 APPLICATION OF KINEMATIC RELATIONSHIPS AND ENERGY ABSORPTION
PRINCIPLES TO PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDIES

In order to design an effective crash-resistant system it is necessary to
make initial decisions regarding the percentage of pre-impact kinetic energy
to De aDsorbed by the landing gear, fuselage, and seat systems. These deci-
sions rust be made early in the design process because they can be the
driving factors in setting fuselage ground clearance (landing gear geometry)
and depth of fuselage underfloor structure.

This section presents two examples illustrating an energy balance analysis
that can be used for preliminary design of the landing gear, seat system, and
fuselage structure. The examples are representative of two different fuse-
lage design philosophies.

The first example is a structure designed such that the underfloor structure
absoros energy through plastic deformation, while the structure supporting
the large overhead masses (engine, transmission, etc.) is strong enough to
resist the crash-induced loads without plastic deformation. The second
example illustrates the effect of designing a structure such that both the
underfloor and overhead support structure deform plastically. Both concepts
can provide occupant protection.

In both examples the stroking characteristics (load factor and length of
stroke) are selected for the landing gear and seat system before sizing the
fuselage energy-absorbing capabilities. The system is designed in this
order, because the landing gear and seats often have to meet specific require-
ments, such as MIL-STD-1290, MIL-S-58095 (Reference 71), and M!L-S-8551O (Ref-
erence 72). The fuselage structure must then be designed to absorb the re-
maining energy not absorbed by the landing gear or seat system. (However,
energy absorption in the fuselage should by given preference when possible,
because the gear will not be effective on soft soil or water.)

Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 are general discussions of landing gear and seat
system design criteria and procedures. Section 7.3.3.3 presents an example
of designing fuselage structure such that the support structure for overhead
masses does not plastically deform, and Section 7.3.3.2 presents an example
of designing fuselage structure so that both the underfloor and overhead
structure absorb energy through large plastic deformations. The elements of
the energy-absorbing system (landing gear, seat, fuselage structure, and
available stroking distance) are illustrated in Figure 89.

Some values in the following illustrative calculations are takem from appro-
priate military specifications. Others are typical values used for illustra-
tion. They do not represent design requirements. Systems specifications and
referenced military specifications should provide all design parameters for
an actual application.

7.3.1 Selection of Seat System Stroking ForZces

To limit occupant spinal injury MIL-S-58095 and MIL-S-85510 require that occu-
pant vertical decelerations not exceed 23 G for a total of 0.025 sec. To com-
pensate for dynamic overshoot effects, the seat system vertical load-limiting
device must be designed to stroke at a load factor that is significaotly less
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than 23 G. For most military helicopters 14.5 G has been selected for the
seat system stroking load factor. This value has been found to prevent the
occupant dynamic deceleration from exceeding the 23-G, 0.025-sec criteria.

The seat system stroking distance is generally limited by the distance from
the bottom of the seat bucket to the floor structure. This distance can be
increased in some cases by designing a well in the floor so that the seat
bucket can stroke into the well. MIL-S-58095 and MIL-S-85510 require that a
minimum of 12 in. stroking distance be provided with the seat bucket in the
full-down adjustment position. It is, of course, desirable to provide as
much stroking distance as possible, since the seat provides the most reliable
occupant energy-absorption capability. It can usually function within
stroking limits even when the energy absorption of the airframe and landing
gear are unable to perform as desired because of impact conditions.

According to MIL-S-58095 and MIL-S-85510, the test criteria for an energy-
absorbing seat includes a 50-ft/sec vertical impact with a 30-degree nose-
down pitch and a 10-degree roll. The vertical velocity component of this
impact is 42 ft/sec, which is the same as that specified for the fuselage in
MJL-STD-1290. Th seat test criteria includes lateral and vertical compo-
nents to assure that the seat mechanism will stroke in a combined-load
condition.

If the seat had to absorb all occupant/seat energy in a 42 ft/sec vertical im-
pact with the seat stroking at a uniform 14.5-G load, it would have to stroke
about 24 in. Since that distance generally cannot be made available, the
seat, fuselage, and landing gear must be designed as a complete energy-
absorbing system in order to provide adequate protection for the occupant.

7.3.2 Selection of Landina Gear System Strokina Forces

MIL-STD-1290 requires that the landing gear protect the fuselage from damage
following touchdown at a 20-ft/sec sink rate with a pitch of +15/-5 degrees
and roll attitudes up to ±10 degrees. To prevent fuselage damage and to
allow the landing gear to decelerate the aircraft effectively, the landing
gear must be designed to stroke at a load that is low enough to prevent
overstressing the fuselage structure. If, for instance, the fuselage design
limit-load factor were 5.5 G, the landing gear would be designed to stroke at
a lower-load factor, such as 5 G. The highest decelerations will occur when
the impact attitude is level, causing all landing gear to stroke simultane-
ously. If the landing gear were designed to produce a 5-G deceleration
following impact with no roll, each landing gear would have to be designed to
produce only a 2.5-G deceleration if acting separately from the other gear.
As illustrated in Figure 90, one gear can indeed act alone following impact
with 10 degrees of roll.

The length of the landing- gear- stroke must be long enough to absorb the pre-
impact kinetic energy even with a 10-degree roll attitude at impact. In the
example shown in Figure 90, the majority of the kinetic energy must be
absorbed by only one landing gear.
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The length of landing gear stroke needed to protect the fuselage can be calcu-
lated using the assumption that (neglecting friction) the preimpact kinetic
energy will be totally converted to work during stroking of the landing gear
(see Section 7.2.2).

Kinetic Energy (KE) - 1/2(W/g)V 2

Work (E) - F x S

For complete conversion of kinetic energy to energy-absorbing work,

KE - E
1/2(W/g)Vo -F x S x W x S (45)

where W - effective Atroking weight of the entire aircraft (lb)

g - gravity constant (32 ft/sec2 )

Vo - vertical velocity at liact (ft/sec)

F - average stroking force (lb)

S - stroking distance (ft)

G- average load factor caused by stroking energy absorber

For example, let

WF - effective weight of the fuselage and its payload

GLG - maximum landing gear load factor

SLGS - landing gear stroking distance (sum of LH and RH gear stroking)

i/ - efficiency - F/Fmax - G/Gmax

The required stroking distance that must be designed into the landing gear can
be calculated by substituting into Equation (45) and solving as shown below:

l/2(WF/g)Vo2 - GLG x 4 x WF x SLGS

SLGS - o2/(2 x GLG x q x g) (46)
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For most gear geometries it is probable that upon impacting with a 10-degree
roll attitude both main landing gear will stroke, but not the same distance.
The downside landing gear will stroke farther than the upside gear, as illu-
strated in Figure 90. The exact amounts must be determined from the geomet-
ric relationship of the fuselage and landing gear.

F PIMPACT
IEVELOCITY VR

I2.O-IN. SEAT

STROKE

t CRUSH VOLUME~j5O% OF
FLAT IMPACT CRUSH

ý..THCRUS" sb2S% OF FULL
LFULL STROKE STROKE-...

GEOMETRYGEOMETRY AFTER STROK A CRUSHING
OF ENERGY ASSORPTION SYSTEMS

FIGURE 90. EXAM~PLE CRASH GEOMETRY WITH 10-DEGREE
ROLL ATTITUDE AT IMPACT.

It should also be recognized that in some crashes the gear will fail to pro-
vide any appreciable deceleration to the fuselage. This will be true of an
impact on water or soft soil. It may also be true in crashes having airframe
dynamics that cause the gear to fail before appreciable stroke has occurred.
An example might be a crash with a high lateral velocity component.

The sample calculations shown here illustrate the effect of an energy-
absorbing gear impacting on a hard level surface. However, because the gear
is the least relianle contribJtor to the energy-absorbing process (due to
variability of impact sqrface;!, the eventual design should be as conserva-
tive as possible i' ttle areas of seat and fuselage energy absorption, so that
the maximu possible sarvivability remains if the gear does not contribute to
the energy-atso.rption process. Helicopters with retractable landing gear
will acceituate the reed for energy absorption in the structure and seat.
Any self-rqtimq of tne aircraft is ignored for simplicity and conservatism.
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For example, if the landing gear shown in Figure 90 were designed to limit
maximum fuselage loading to 5 G, with an efficiency of 80 percent, at impact
velocities up to 20 ft/sec, the required length of available landing gear
stroking distance would be calculated as follows.

GLG - 1/2 x 5G - 2.5G

To protect the fuselage with a 10-degree roll attitude, the downside gear
would stroke its full distance, while the upside gear would only stroke
approximately 25 percent of its full available stroking length (see Fig-
ure 90). If SIG is the maximum stroking travel available for each gear,
then

SLGS - 1.0 x SLG + 0.25 x SLG 1.25 SLG

Neglecting the 10-degree misalignment between the velocity vector and the
direction of gear stroke, the SLG can be approximated by substituting into
Equation (46),

1.25 SLG - (20 ft/sec) 2/(2)(2.5)(.8)(32.2 ft/sec2 )

SLG 2 2.5 ft

If the same aircraft were to impact at a O-degree roll attitude, fuselage
protection would be provided up to a higher impact velocity. The calcu-
lations using Equation (46) would be as follows:

2(2.5)ft - V0
2/(2)(2.5)(.8)(32.2 ft/sec2)

Wo - 25.3 ft/sec

Thus, for the example helicopter, the landing gear must be designed to stroke
a minimum of 2.5 ft, at 2.5 G (per gear), with 80 percent efficiency, in or-
der to prevent fuselage damage following impact at 20 ft/sec with a 10-degree
roll. This same landing gear design will prevent damage to the fuselage fol-
lowing impact at 25.3 ft/sec. if the impact eccurs in a level attitude onto a
solid level surface.
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7.3.3 Fuselage Structure

The fuselage structure must be designed to absorb the kinetic energy that
will not be absorbed by the landing gear and seat systems (ignoring the
energy that will be absorbed by the touchdown surface). There are five
variables involved in designing the basic characteristics of the crushable
underfloor structure:

1. Maximum vertical velocity at impact

2. Maximum fuselage deceleration load factor

3. Average deceleration, related to maximum by an efficiency factor

4. Depth of underfloor structure a

5. Fraction of depth that is crushable. ,4

7.3.3.1 Empact Velucity. MIL-STD-1290 specifies that the aircraft be
designed to protect the occupants following impact on a hard smooth surface
at a vertical velocity of 42 ft/sec with pitch and roll attitudes of up to
+15/-5 and ±10 degrees, respectively. For aircraft not designed to meet
MIL-STD-1290, a review of accident statistics for similar aircraft, used in
the same manner, will provide guidance in determining the degree of
protection thatIs required.

7.3.3.2 Design of Fuselage Underfloor Structure for Use With Rigid Fuselage
idewali. A schematic of a crash-resistant aircraft with rigid side walls
(not designed to absorb energy through plastic deformation) is shown in
Figure 91. The fuselage structure must be designed to absorb the preimpact
kinetic energy that will not be absorbed by the landing gear and seat system.

A well-designed landing gear can, under ideal conditions, stroke and absorb
energy during the crushing of the fuselage. However, the following analysis
assumes for simplicity that the landing gear ceases to contribute energy-
absorbing strokes after the fuselage contacts the earth.

With the above assumptions, the following relationship applies:

KE - 1/2(W/g)V 2 = FFSF + FsX (47)

where W - combined weight of the fuselage, seat, and occupant

KE a kinetic energy

g - gravity constant (32.2 ft/sec2 )

V1 - velocity of fuselage after completion of landing gear stroking
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W1O4 " WEIG1T OF OVERHEAD COMPONENTS

Ws - WEIGHT OF SEAT AND OCCUPANT

WF WEIGHT OF FUSELAGE OTHER THAN
SEATIOCCUPANT AND OVERHEADCOMPONENTS

W- WON. W9 + WF(TOTAL AIRCRAFT
WOH EFFECTIVE WEIGHT)

FS* STROKING FORCE FOR SEAT SYSTEM

FF " STROKING FORCE FOR UNDERFLOOR
STRUCTURE

FLG STROKING FORCE FOR ONE LANDINGGEAR

ENERGY-ABSORBING SS AVAILABLE SEAT STROKING DISTANCE
SEAT SYSTEM

SF AVAILABLE UNDERFLOOR STROKINGDMITAIACE

S-G AVAILABLE LANODIN GEAR STROKING
DISTANCE

RGID FUSELAGE SIDEFRAME
(DOES NOT PLASTICALLY
DEFORM AND ABSORB ENERGY

DURING A CRASH)

S1CRUSHABLE UNDERFLOOR

FOSLOL STRUCTURE
LGL

IMPACT SURFACE

ENERGY-ABSORBinG
LANDING GEAR

FIGURE 91. SCHEMATIC OF AIRCRAFT CRASH-RESISTANT SYSTEM
USING RIGID FUSELAGE SIDEWALLS.

4

FF t taverage force required to crush the fuselage underfloor
structure

SF a crush depth of underfloor structure

FS - average force required to stroke the seat energy absorber

Xs - distance stroked by the seat energy absorber (relative to
fuselage).

As shown by Equation (47), there are an infinite number of combinations of

FF and SF that will absorb the kinetic energy. However, there is a
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maximum value of FF that will be compatible with the stroking force and
distance already selected for the seat system (see Section 7.2.1). If the
value of FF exceeds this value, the seat. system will not be able to limit
the G loads on the occupant throughout the crash. This is because the
occupant would still have residual velocity when the seat stroke bottoms,
leading to a sudden high deceleration and possible injury. (The same problem
will occur if FF SF is too low and the underfloor structure absorbs
insufficient energy.)

The required deceleration rate for the fuselage structure can be calculated
using the following relationship:

GFmax V1
2Gs/(V 2 - 2gG Ss)- (48)

where GFmax - maximum fuselage deceleration rate (g's) that will allow
the seat system to bring the occupant to rest before the
seat bottoms

V, - velocity after completion of gear stroking, but prior to
initiation of fuselage underfloor structure crushing

g - gravity constant (32.2 ft/sec2)

GS - seat system average stroking load factor

Ss - maximum available seat system stroking distance.

Equation (48) can be derived by substituting the appropriate values of G and W
into Equation (41) for r and FF (9FS WF + , S " WsG5 ) and noting that
X - SS and SF - VI2/2gGF (reference Equation 40).

The second factor that must be considered when defining the fuselage under-
floor structure crushing depth and force 4s the effect on retention of high-
mass items, such as engines, transmission, etc., during a crash. For this
reason the floor structure for aircraft required to comply with MIL-STD-1290
might be designed to crush at a load factor of 15 to 20 G, because this value
corresponds to the requirement in MIL-STD-1290 that potentially hazardous
high-mass items be designed to withstand a vertical load factor of +20/-10 G
(see MIL-STD-1290 for a complete listing of high-mass retention require-
ments). Thus, the floor structure crushing helps protect against ioss of re-
tention of high-mass items.
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To deter-riine the required crush depth for the fuselage underfloor structure,

the following steps are required:

1, Define the crash design conditions.

a. Maximum initial impact velocity
,). Aircraft impact attitude limits

2. Define landing gear design requirements and calculate the velocity
of the aircraft at initiation of fuselage crushing.

AKE - 1/2(W/g)(VO2 - V1
2 ) - GLGWSLGS (49)

where W - weight of fuselage and occupant

g - gravity constant (32.2 ft/secz)

Vo - initial impact velocity when landing gear first
contacts the ground

V, - velocity when the fuselage first contacts the ground

GLG - average stroking load factor of landing gear
(per side)

SLGS - sum of the distances stroked by the LH and RH main
landing gear (the distances are equal only for impact
at a O-degree roll attitude).

3. Determine the crush distance required to bring the fuselage struc-
ture to rest at a constant rate of deceleration.

SF V12/24-g (50)

where SF - required crush depth for fuselage underfloor
structure

GF " average deceleratioa rate of fuselage.

4. Use Equation (48) to calculate the maxiIm allowable value for GF to
ensure that the selected value will provide occupant protection.
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As an example, consider a helicopter design with the following characteristics:

1. Landing gear - designed to stroke at 4.0 G (per main gear) with
2.5 ft of available stroke (see Section 6.2 for explanation of why
landing gear load factor at the 42-ft/sec impact condition may be
expected to be higher than at the 20-ft/sec condition).

2. Seat system - 12 in. of stroke at 14.5 G (meets MIL-S-58095 and
MIL-S-85510 requirements).

3. Fuselage structure - designed to crush at 20 G (level attitude at
impact).

4. Vertical velocity at initial impact = 42 ft/sec (MIL-STD-1290).

Calculations;

1. Determination of fuselage velocity after landing gear stroke:

The critical case (neglecting pitch) is impact at 10-degree roll atti-
tude, since not all of the landing gear energy absorption capability
will be used. See Figure 90 for example landing gear geometry after
stroking. The actual value of stroking distance will vary for differ-
ent designs and must be determined from a kinematic study cf each
proposed gear configuration.

1/2(W/g)(Vo0 2 V12 ) . GLGWSLG$

1/2(W/32.2 ft/sOc2)((42.0 ft/sec)2 - V 2 , - 0ow(1 + 0.25) 2.5ft

V, -31.0 ft/sec

2. Determination of crush distance (SF) required to bring the fuse-
lage to rest at 20-G deceleration rate:

For the example geometry shown in Figure 9C, approximately half the
underfloor structure will be effective if a 10-degree roll attitude
exists at impact. Thus a structure designed to produce 20-G
deceleration for a level impact will only produce a 10-G decelera-
tion at a 10-degree roll attitude. .1

SF - Vl2/2GFg - (31 ft/sec)2/(2)(10)(32.2 ft/secZ)

SF - 1.49 ft
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W 4Erify that the design fuselage deceleration rate of 20 G is less than the
-!aximum deceleration that would still allow the system to fully absorb the
occuparit's kinetic energy .ithout bottoming out the seat.

GFrrax VI2Gs/(V1
2  2gGsSs)

- (31.0 ft/sec) 2 (14.5)/((31 ft/sec) 2

-2(32.2 ft/sec2 )(14.5)(1 ft))

512

The Iesign value for GF of 20 is less than the maximum allowable for the
assumed helicopter characteristics, so the system will be able to absorb
effectively the occupant's kinetic energy.

't should be noted that the above system has been designed to provide occu-
pant protection for a 42-ft/sec impact with 10 degrees of roll. If this same
iircraft were to impact with a 0-degree roll attitude, the occupant would be
provided protection for a higher impact velocity.

The iiagnitude of the impact velocity allowable wi t h a 0-degree roll attitude
and tne stroking loads and distances specified in the above example can be
calculated as follows:

1. Determine the allowable fuselage impact velocity based on GF and
SF•

GF - 20

SF - 1.49 ft

SF - VI 2 /2GFg) - 1.49 ft - V, 2/((2)(20)(32.2 ft/sec2))

V1 - 43.81 ft/sec
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2. Determine the velocity prior to gear stroking.

VI 43.81 ft/sec

SLGS = SLGRH + SLGLH = 2.5 ft + 2.5 ft : 5.0 ft

GLG = 4 G

1/2(W/g)(V 0
2 - VI2 GGWSLGs

1/2(W/32.2 ft/sec 2V 0 02 _ (43.81 ft/sec)2) = (4.0)(W)(5.0 ft)

Vo = 56.63 ft/sec.

3. To verify that the available seat stroking distance would be
adequate:

X. = V.2/2aG, - S-

- (43.81 ft/sec) 2/2(32.2 ft/sec 2)(14.5) - 1.49 ft

= 0.57 ft

Since the available seat stroking distance of 1.0 ft is greater than the
0.57 ft needed, the system will be capable of absorbing a level impact at
56.63 ft/sec.

Thus, for the example shown above, the aircraft would provide occupant protec-
tion following an impact at 42 ft/sec with a roll attitude of 10 degrees.
The same aircraft would provide occupant protection at an impact velocity of
56.63 ft/sec with a 0-degree roll attitude.
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In the above examaple,tne depth of underfloor structure was sized to bring the
fuselage to rest at a constant rate of deceleration following impact with a
10-degree roll attitude. Since the underfloor structure was designed to
crush at a deceleration rate of 20 G in a level impact, the structure gave a
deceleration rate of only 10 G for a 10-degree roll attitude impact. Because
the underfloor structure was designed to bring the fuselage to rest at 10 G,
the seat system would never be exposed to the 14.5-G level needed to make it
stroke during a crash with a 10-degree roll.

From the standpoint of occupant protection it would not be necessary to have
the underfloor structure capable of brir ing the fuselage to rest at a con-
stant rate of deceleration. Rather it would only be necessary to decelerate
the floor to a low enough velocity (at completion of underfloor stroking) so
that the seat/occupant kinetic energy would be equal to or less than the re-
maining capacity of the seat system energy absorber. If this design approach
is chosen, the structure that supports the high-mass overhead items (engines,
transmission, etc.) must be capable of absorbing the remaining kinetic energy
of these components without letting them intrude into the survival space
required by the occupants.

If the aircra,'t in the above example were to impact at level attitude with a
velocity of 48 ft/sec ano landing gear were totally ineffective, the depth of
underfloor crushing and length of the seat system stroking could be calcu-
lated as follows:

1. Since the fuselage will be brought to rest at a constant
deceleration of 20 G,

2- 22X = Vo0 /2GFg = (48 ft/sec) /2(20)(32.2 ft.sec2)

XF = 1.79 ft = depth of underfloor crushing

However, 1.79 ft of crush is nut upu lu• s..c 1 te•. •i• only
1.49 ft of underfloor structure available. Therefore, SF
1.41 ft must be used to calculate the stroke.

2. The seat will be brought to rest. at a constant deceleration of
14.5 G. The actual seat stroke relative to the underfloor structure
must allow for the distat,r.e tr'avelea by the underfloor structure.
Therefore,

2- 22XS = V02/2Gsg - XF = (48 ft/sec) /2(14.5)(32.2 ft/sec2 ) - 1.49 ft

XS = 0.98 ft or 11.7 in. = distance required for seat to stroke
without bottoming
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7.3.3.3 Calculation of Required Fuselage Structural Enerqy Absorption Para-
meters if EneryAbsorption is Provided for Overhead Masses. The crushing
load of the underfloor structure need not necessarily be limited by the reten-
tion strength for overhead components. However, to utilize a higher under-
floor crushing load factor, the structure that supports the high-mass overhead
components must be designed to absorb energy through plastic deformation and/
or be capable of sustaining high-G forces without failure. An example of this
would be the system shown in Figure 92. In the following description, the
location of the energy absorbers for the overhead masses is assumed to be in
the upper sidewalls. Other energy-absorber locations, such as within the
engine mounts, would use the same technique. Crushable sidewalls must, of
course, also satisfy other requirements for percentage contraction of livable
volume, rollover protection, and postcrash emergency egress.

Design of this system would follow steps similar to those outlined for the

example of Section 7.3.3.2:

1. Define the crash design conditions.

a. Maximum impact velocity
b. Aircraft impact attitude limits

2. Define landing gear design requirements (see Section 7.3.2).

3. Define seat system design requirem-nts (see Section 7.3.i).

4. Choose the fuselage crushing and overhead mass retention parameters
that will absorb the kinetic energy not absorbed by the landing gear
and seat system.

The landing gear and seat systems for this example will be the same as those
in the example of Section 7.3.2. These values are:

V0 = 42 ft/sec = initial impact velocity

V, = 31.0 ft/sec = velocity after landing gear has stroked
(see Section 7.3.3.2)

SLG = 2.5 ft

FLG - 4.0 G (WF + WS + WOH)

S5 = 1.0 ft

FS - GsWs
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WOH " WEIGHT OF OVERHEAD COMPONENTS

WS - WEIGHT OF SEAT AND OCCUPANT

WF - WEIGHT OF FUSELAGE OTHER THAN
SEATJOCCUPANT AND OVERHEAD
COMPONENTS

W = WON + Ws + WF (TOTAL AIRCRAFT

EFFECTIVE WEIGHT)

FOH - STROKING FORCE FOR FUSELAGE
S IDEFA AM ES

FS c STROKING FORCE FOR SEAT SYSTEM

WOH FF , STROKING FORCE FOR UNVERFLOOR
STRUCTURE

FLG STROKING FORCE FOR ONE LANDING
GEAR

SOH - AVAILABLE SIDEFRAME STROKING
DISTANCE

ENERGY-ABSORBING SS -AVAILABLE SEAT STROKING DISTANCE
SEAT SYSTEM

SF- AVAILABLE UNDERFLOOR STROKING
DISTANCE

F SLG - AVAILABLE LANDING GEAR STROKING
DISTANCE

22
"w \ "-ENERGY ABSORBING FUSELAGE

SIDEFRAME STRUCTURE (DESIGNED
FOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION)

__LLF 
STRUCTURE

FLGF

5ýMPACT SURFACE

-ENERGY-ABSORBING
LANDING GEAR

FIGURE 92. SCHEMATIC OF AIRCRAFT CRASH-RESISTANT SYSTEM
USING DEFORABLE FUSELAGE SIDEWALLS.
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The relationship between the stroking distances and deceleration rates of the
three energy-absorbing systems (seat, underfloor, sidewall) of the model shown
in Figure 92 is as follows:

GF - (Gs + kGOH)VI 2/((I+k)V 1
2 _ 2g(GsXs + kGOHXOH)) (51)

k = WOH/WS

XS - (Vi 2/2g)(1/GS - 1/GF) distance stroked by seat

XOH = (V1
2/ýg)(I/GOH - /GF) distance stroked by overhead masses

The above relationship assumes tnat the underfloor structure is deep enough to
bring the fuselage to rest for the design values of GF, GS, GOH, and V1 .
Equation (5I ic hbaed nn tho systoin shown in Finfirp 92 and can be derived by
substituting into the following energy relationship (recall that X indicates actual
distance stroked and S indicates distance available for maximum stroke).

KE = 1/2 W V2 FS + FoX + FsX (52)
g 1 F F F+OHIOH+FSXS

V1  velocity of fuselage after completion of
landing gear stroking

W = WOH + WS 4-WF

FF WOHGOH + WSGS + WF G F

FOH - WOHGOH
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TS M WS S

Gi - average stroking load factor of component denotedby subscript

, 12

Substituting into the above relationship, noting that SF = 2g- and solving for

GF, will yield Equation (51).

As in the example shown in Section 7.2.3.2, the ma;;imum allowable value for GF
that will allow the seat to absorb the occupant kinetic energy without bot-
toming can be calculated with

GFmax GsV, 2/(V 1
2  2gGsSs)

GFmax ý (14.5)(31.0 ft/sec) /((31.0 ft/sec) 2(32.2 ft/sec )(14.5)(1 ft))

GFmax w 512.3

In order to allow for nonuniform surfaces, etc., the example underfloor struc-
ture will be designed to decelerate at 40 G. This will assure that the seat
will have adequate energy-absorbing ability for the case cited.

If GF = 40 and k = 3, substituting in Equation (51),

40 = ((14.5 + 3(20))(31.0 ft/sec) 2/((1+3)(31.0 ft/sec) 2

- 2(32.2 ft/sec2 ) ((14.5)(1.0 ft) + (3.0)( 2 0 )SOH)))

and solving for SOH gives

SOH = 0.29 ft = the minimum distance that the sidewall must be
able to safely plastically deform.
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With a 10-degree roll attitude at impact the underfloor structure will crush
at only half of its 40-G design crushing load. ThereFore,

SF M V,2/2gGF - (31.0 ft/sec)2/(2)(32.2 ft/sec2)(20)

SF - .75 ft - stroking distance of crushable underfloor
structure.

The results of this analysis indicate that the preliminary design should
allow for:

Landing gear: 2.5 ft of usable stroke before fuselage impact
2.5-G load factor per main gear at 20 ft/sec
4.0-G load factor per main gear at 42 ft/sec

Seat system: 1.0 ft of usable energy-absorbing stroke
14.5-G load factor for stroking

Underfloor structure: 0.75 ft of crushing depth
40-G deceleration rate

Sidewalls: 0.29 ft of allowable plastic deformation
20-G load factor to produce plastic
deformation.

The system shown above will provide occupant protection for an initial impact
velocity of 42 ft/sec with a 10-degree roll attitude. If this system were to
impact in a level attitude, the fuselage would still only provide protection
for a fuselage impact velocity of 31.0 ft/sec, because this was the condition
for which the sidewalls were designed.

However, both landing gears would fully stroke and absorb more energy than
with a 10-degree roll attitude. The calculation of allowable initial impact
velocity would be

ELG ý GLGWSLGS - W(V0 2 _ V, 2 )/2g

4.OW(2.5 ft + 2.5 ft) - W(Vo0 - (31.0 ft/sec) 2 )/2(32.2 ft/sec2)

Vo = 47.4 ft/sec
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Thus the system in the example would provide crash resistance up to
47.4-ft/sec impact velocity with a level impact versus 42.0 ft/sec with a
10-degree roll attitude at impact.

As a check to ensure that the selected values will work satisfactorily, a
calculation can be performed to see if the pre-impact kinetic energy will be
entirely absorbed by the proposed system. For example, assume that a heli-
copter with the following weights is being designed for the values of GOH,
GS, GF, and Vo used in the example calculation:

Engine and transmission (WGH) = 900 lb

Occupant and seat (Ws) = 300 lb

Effective weight of fuselage
excluding WOH and WS = 5,100 lb

Then the pre-impact kinetic energy would be

KEo - WV02 /2g = (900 + 300 + 5,100)lb(42 ft/sec) 2/2(32.2 ft/sec2 )

KEo - 172,565 ft-lb

Assuming roll attitude = 10 degrees

stroke of RH gear = 2.5 ft

stroke of LH gear - 0.625 ft

GLC - 4.0 G

Then the energy absorbed by the landing gear is

ELG - 4.0(900 + 300 + 5,100)lb x (2.5 ft + 0.625 ft)

ELG = 78,750 ft-lb
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To calculate the energy absorbed by the seat, fuselage underfloor structure,
and sidewall structure, the distance stroked by each must be calculated. To
do this, the velocity (VI) of the fuselage immediately after gear stroking
and prior to fuselage impact must be calculated.

KE - W(V0 V12) /2g

KE - 78,750 ft-lb - (900 + 300 + 5,100)lb((42 ft/sec) 2

- V1 2))/2(32.2 ft/sec 2)

V1 - 31.0 ft/sec

The deceleration rate of the fuselage (GF) due to the 10-degree roll
attitude will be (1/2)(40 G) - 20 G, and the depth of the fuselage crushing
at 10 degrees of roll will be:

SF = V, 2/2GFG - (31.0 ft/sec) 2/2(20)(32.2 ft/sec2)

SF - 0.75 ft

Crushing load, FF = GFWF + GsWs + GOHWOH

FF - 20(5,100 lb) + 14.5(300 ib) + 20(900 1b)

FF - 124,350 lb

EF - 124,350 lb (0.75 ft) = 93,263 ft-lb
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The seat stroking distance, SS, and corresponding energy absorption, ES,
will be

1, /2Gsg - SF - (31.0 ft/sec)2/2 (14.5)(32.2 ft/sec) 0.75 ft

SS - 0.28 ft

E FsS = GsWsSs = 14.5(300 Ib)(0.28 ft) - 1,218 ft-lb

The fuselage sidewall crushing distance, SOH, and corresponding energy
absorption, EOH, will be

S0H V 2/2GoHg - SF = (31.0 ft/sec) 2 /2(20)(32.2 ft/se2) - 0.75 ft = 0.00 ft

Therefore, EOH -0.00 ft-lb , which means that no plastic deformation of
the sidewalls will occur unless the fuselage deceleration rate exceeds GOH.

XE = EF + EOH + ES + ELG - (93,263 + 0.0 + 1,218 + 78,750)ft-lb

JE - 173,231 ft-lb

The pre-impact kinetic energy, KEo, is calculated as follows:

KEo - 1/2(W/g)Vo2 . 1/2(6,300 Ib)(42 ft/sec)2/(32.2 ft/sec2) - 172,565 ft-lb

This amount is a check within rounding-off errors of the above sunmmation of

the energy absorbed by the various parts of the aircraft.

The above calculations show that:

1. The work done compressing the landing gear, seat system energy
absorber, and fuselage structure will be equal to the pre-impact
kinetic energy.

2. The seat will only stroke 3.4 in. if the impact occurs with 10 de-
gree of roll attitude. Similar calculations show that the seat will
stroke 4.0 in. following an impact with O-degree roll.
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Similar calculations for a level impact with an initial velocity of

42.0 ft/sec gives the following results:

KEo - 172,565 ft-lb

ELG - 126,000 ft-lb

EF - 40,743 ft-lb
F4

XF - 0.18 ft

ES - 1,436 ft-lb

Xs - 0.33 ft

EOH - 3,4?0 ft-lb

XOH - 0.19 ft

YE - 171,599 ft-lb

These calculations show that the system can absorb the pre-impact kinetic
energy without exceeding any of the available stroking distances.

Results from the above calculations will not be applicable to any specific
aircraft, but the methodology is. All energy-absorbing components should be
designed as a system to assure that adequate protection is provided. if
operational constraints limit the performance of some components, compen-
sation should be provided in others to maintain the required system perform-
ance. Also, preference should be given to components which will most reli-
ably absorb energy: the seat and the fuselage. The gear is least reliable
because it will not funct;on as intended on soft surfaces or at high roll
angles. Also note that efficiencies must be incorporated to ensure achieve-
ment of the assumed G levels.

7.4 LANDING GEAR ANALYSIS

Simple analytical methods for wheel-type gear are merged with detail design
concepts in Section 6.3. Methods of analyzing performance of both wheel- and
skid-type landing gear were surveyed and described in Reference 96. Applic-
able techniques for skid landing gear are summarized below.

As indicated in Figure 12, the skid-type landing gear has been used for many
years on lightweight helicopters. It is a low-cost means of creating small
elastic deflections with energy dissipation efficiencies comparable to those
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of the oleo strut during normal landings. The design problem associated with
skids is that they are nonlinear structural elements. The skid has linearly
related applied force and resulting deformation over the small amount of
'stroke that results in normal landing impact velocities. Beyond that point
it is necessary to consider the plastic deformation of the skid.
The simplest design technique assumes the vehicle is supported by tubular
members that cross horizontally at the bottom of the fuselage. The vehicle
impact is in a horizontal attitude and dissipates all energy by the strain
energy required for bending of the tubes.

The skid stiffness is idealized as a bilinear curve with slope decreasing to
a small value afcer yielding to duplicate the load-deflection curve. This is
derived from an idealized stress-versus-strain curve for the particular mate-
rial used.

Since the load-deflection curve is piecewise linear, it is easily integrated
to determine the potential energy as a function of skid deflection. The
energy absorbed in the elastic region of the gear is

6

E1 - f P(6)dS = C6 y2/2 (53)

0

where P(6) - applied load (lb)

6 - deformation of skid (ft)

6y - deformation at elastic limit (ft)

C - slope of the elastic range of the load-deflection curve
(1 b/ft)

El - energy absorbed (ft-lb).

For the plastic portion of the curve the energy absorbed is

6

- f P(6)dSE2-

Sy

6

" f [CSy + C1 (6 - 6y )] dS
6
y

- C6 (6 - 6 ) + C1 (6 - 6y)2 (54)
y y 2 y
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where C1 - slope of plastic range (lb/ft).

By equating kinetic and potential energies, equations are developed to relate
applied loads, elastic limits, vehicle masses, weights applied per skid, and
impact velocities.

For a perfectly plastic material,

2 (C - C) Rg I (55S - RW - (55

S+ (C - CR)W y

rotor lift
where R a 1 - weight

W - effective weight on skids (lb)

g - gravitational constant (ft/sec2 )

v - impact velocity (ft/sec).

Therefore, for varying impact velocities, rotor lift values, and desired
effective weights on the skids, the deformation can be calculated. The load
factor applied is then the ratio of applied force to effective weight:

naFfl (56)

The procedure requires approximating the stress-strain curve of a material,
then approximating the resulting load-deflection curve for the integration
process in the energy equations. The results of this type of approach have
produced reasonable results when compared with test date

The procedure shown has several distinct steps:

a Establish the stress-strain characteristics of the tube material.

* CaIculate the force-displacement chiaracteristics of the tube.
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* Incorporate the force-displacement characteristics into an energy

relation or set of dynamic response equations.

@ Calculate the vehicle response.

7.5 SEMIEMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF AIRFRAME STRUCTURAL CRASH RESISTANCE

The use of analytical tools to aid designers would be most beneficial during
the preliminary stages of design when meaningful trade-offs can be made among
weight, cost, space, and crash-resistance capability. It is at this time in
the design process that potential changes can be achieved with the least cost
penalty to a project. At this stage in the desigp, only a limited amount of
data exists; usually little more than basic weights, stiffnesses, strengths,
configurations, and sizing are available. To maximize the effectiveness of
preliminary design analytical tools, the crushing characteristics of the
typical vehicle structure must be estimated with reasonable acciracy using
relatively simple techniques. This information is especially essential if
any degree of accuracy is to be achieved with computer simulations described
in later sections.

Reference 97 describes such a procedure for prediction of crushing character-
istics of primary energy-absorbing metal structure and is as summarized
below.

7.5.1 Analysis Procedure

The general procedure for determining the total load-deflection characteris-
tics, including failure and postfailure behavior for a given substructure, is
discussed below. The procedure was demonstrated for a test specimen built to
represent a section of a utility helicopter lower fuselage. The location of
the segment in the lower fuselage and the four-edge support representative of
the manner in which loads are transmitted from the fuselage to the transmis-
sion housing are shown in Figure 93. Included in the procedure is a step-by-
step process with the following sequence:

1. Prediction of failure loads for stiffened panels.

2. Postfailure analysis of stiffened panels.

3. Main beam and bottom skin analysis.

4. Total substructure load-deflection curve.

In predicting the failure load of the model substructure, the work of Needham
(Reference 98) and Gerar'd (Reference 99) was used extensively. For the post-
failure analysis, the co:,*ept of D'Amato (Reference 100) was used as a base;
however, a somewhat different failure mechanism was employed. Subelement
crushing characteristics were superimposed in a piecewise sense to yield the
total load-deflection curve. Depending upon the rivet pitch, spacing, and
strength, a given structure may fail in one of several ways. Therefore, the
procedure described herein takes into account monolithic, wrinkling, and
interrivet failure modes. Although developed for angle-type stiffened
panels, the procedure is reported to be applicable to a variety of panel
types, including T-type stiffeners, formed angle stiffeners, extruded angle
stiffeners, formed multicorner sections, hat-formed stiffened panels, and
extruded-Y stiffened panels.
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Transmission pylon
Pylon four-edge 7, Ne

support(--) .\

Region represented
by test specimens
(xxxxxxx)

of aft landing gear)

F.S. 102

•F.S. 71.6

(Location of forward

**_ F.S. 23 landing gear)

FIGURE 93. LOWER FUSELAGE BULKHEAD AND STIFFENER
ARRANGEMENT. (FROM REFERENCE 97)

The failure loads were estimated using the semiempirical/analytical methods
described in References 98, 101, and 102 for stiffened short panel elements.
The analysis, as outlined, is based on two assumptions: (1) at the threshold
of the failure load, full plastic hinges are developed at the constrained sup-
ports and the midsection of the panels, and (2) the free warping energy of
the flange of the stiffening angles can be neglected.

As is discussed in Section 7.4.3 and in detail in Refer'eric 96, these assurip-
tionis are considered, on the average, reasonable. The analysis neglects the
effect of strain hardening, the influence of the axial force on the plastic
hinge mechanisms of the stiffened panel, the changes in local failure pattern
during the postfailure stage, and the effect of geometrical imperfections
caused by manufacturing and/or damage. In light of the test results and
correlation with analysis, these effects are probably not significant for
this type of substructure.

7.5.2 Substructure Test Results

To verify the analytical results, experimental data were obtained during tile
same study by testing twelve specimens, representative of typical helicopter
lower fuselage structure, under the following conditions: static load, dy-
namic impact (<30 ft/sec), four-edge support, two-edge support, skin web
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thickness from 0.025 in. to 0.064 in., number of angle stiffeners from 12 to
40 ea., and specimen depth of 6.125 in. and 12.125 in. The test specimens
were 46 in. long, included five bays, and were 18 in. wide with a side panel
at each side. Each specimen was supported in its normal manner. All compara-
tive static and dynamic tests on similar specimens were performed at. equal
energy input levels. Instrumentation consisted of several strain gages to
measure compression and bending, a linear variable differential transducer to
measure deflection, accelerometers mounted on the impact head and load cells
installed between the test specimen support and the ground for the dynamic
tests.

The test program results yielded valuable information for future consider-
ation. For example, for these types of structural elements, static testing
to determine load-deflection characteristics should yield sufficiently accu-
rate results when compared to dynamic test results, but in a more economical
manner. A static test can provide the desired information with regard to
shape of the load-deflection curve, peak failure load (in the program de-
scribed herein the dynamically obtained failure loads are between 9 and
24 percent higher than the loads measured in static testing and the loads
from predicted static calculations, respectively), deflection at which
failure load occurs, and energy-absorption capability of the structure.

The test results show that during a dynamic test the amount of springback
from the maximum deflected value is immediately evident. After a static
test, the structure will relax slowly (up to several days) to its permanently
deformed position. The sprinqback in the dynamic test was as high as 40 per-
cent of the rnaximum- deflected value for a test performed with an impact veloc-
ity of 30 ft/-ec. lhis observation could be of consequence in areas such as
doors, where distortion of structure affects occupant egress after a crash.

7.5.3 Correlation of Test and ADalyqis Results

Comparison of test and analytical data showed reasonable agreement with re-
spect to peak failure lad and energy-absorption capability, particularly for
the dynamic tests in which load cells are installed. Figure 94 shows a com-
parison of the analytically predicted load-deflection curves with test data
and illustrates good correlatiun with regard to shape of the curve as well as
peak load and eneryy absurptiun. As can be rnoted in I iyure 94, WtIh LYpica
response of the type of structure tested in this study is a relatively sharp
load build-up in the elastic region up to the peak failure load (at approxi-
mately 0.35 in. or less of deflection). After failure, the load decreases at
a rate less rapid than the initial build-up until the deflection reaches ap-
proximately 0.75 to 1.0 in. Thereafter, the load decreases gradually until
the structure being crushed is confined and once again stiffens. This re--
gion, wherein confined crushing takes place, is very significant because the
stiffness at this point can greatly influence the response of the upper
masses (the transmission and engine of the test vehicle). The initial peak
failure load, while of a substantial level, is of short duration and as such
may not greatly influence the upper mass response.

Figure 95 shows a comparison of test and analytical results for three groups
of specimens. A detailed discussion of the correlatiorn between analysis and
test is presented in Reference 97. The energy absorption was predicted with-
in 8 percent of the test results for three specirmens that were tested
dynamically with load cells installed.
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The results of the correlation studies indicate that it is practical to use
relative-, simple techniques to determine load-deflection characteristics of
multiweb, angle-stiffened panels, typical of the lower fuselage of an exist-
ing utility model helicopter. The overall crushing behavior of the substruc-
ture can be predicted within reasonable accuracy although the failure mode of
each individual stiffener cannot consistently be accounted for. The analyti-
cal procedure described herein is capable of determining satisfactorily the
two most significant parameters for crushable structure, i.e., peak Failure
load and energy-absorption capability. The approach, as developed in this
study, has limitations with regard to accurately predicting the deflection at
which failure occurs and the deflections at which postfailure stiffening is
encountered. Although the predicted failure deflection is a consistently
lower value than that obtained from tests, it represents an extremely small
percentage of the total crushing energy, to the extent that it is not signi-
ficani, as long as the peak failure load and load-deflection characteristics
are properly defined. The analytical assumptions regarding the mode of
failure in the postfailure region and the hinge formation at failure are
considered valid in view of the test results. For example, although test
results indicate that failures can occur in both the asymmetrical and sym-
metrical modes, the predicted energy-absorption capability of the structure,
which considers only the symmetrical mode, is still very close to test re-
sults. Thus, the assumption of a symmetrical failure Is, on the average,
reasonable.

7.5.4 -Example of An!ysis tor Vertico1 impact

lhe example given here is an analysis to predict major structural collapse
for the crash of a medium cargo helicopter. This analysis was performed for
the full-scale crash test of a cargo helicopter conducted on 6 March 1975 at
the NASA Langley Research Center's Impact Dynamics Research Facility, Hamp-
ton, Virginia (Reference 103). The impact velocity components selected for
the test were 40 and 30 ft/sec for vertical and longitudinal velocities,
respectively, producing a 50-ft/sec resultant velocity.

The structural response and failure modes in crash impact conditions are not
easy to proldi• l cinn stal i' analytiarl fechniqups. Initially. the under-
floor structure absorbs energy by crushing, but the amount of energy absorbed
is dependent upon the type of surface impacted. Soft ground or water can
displace and provide a reasonably uniform loading on the base of the struc-
ture, but a rigid surface results in more direct loading of the frame mem-
bers. This difference is illustrated in Figure 96(a), where possible types
of load distribution are shown for soft and hard ground impact planes. Fig-
ure 96(b) illustrates that the subfloor energy absorption is also dependentupon the surface.

The helicopter occupants, assuming otherwise survivable crash impact condi-
tions, must be protected from injury due to the collapse of basic structure
or the penetrati)n of occupied areas by large mass items. The following cal..
culations demonstrate a semiempirical method of predicting overall reduction
in the height of occupied areas.

Data obtained from past major accidents, either actual values or estimated im
p)act conditions, have been used in conjunction with deformation information to
obtain a simplified relationship between the static and dynamic load-carrying
capabilities for structural elements. The case considered here involved the
absorption of 135,000 ft-lb of energy with a 42.2-in. structural collapse.
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LOAD CONCENTRATED TOWARD UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED
VERTICAL MEMBERS LOAD
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AND FRAMES HIGHLY LOADED) SHAPE OF VEHICLE BOTTOM, BELLY
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RIGID SURFACE SOFT SURFACE
(a)

L4-88

::SF + S\

ENERGY ABSORBTION FROM ADDITIONAL ENERGY ABSORPTION
STRUCTURE DEFORMATION ONLY FROM SOIL DEFORMATION

RIGID SURFACE SOFT SURFACE
- (b)

FIGURE 96. LOAD D1STRIBUTIONS ON HARD AND SOFT SURFACES.

The general nature of the energy-absorbing characteristics of an element of
airframe structure can be of the form shown in Figure 97. When stability is
not the limiting criterion, the curve in Figure 97(a) is applicable; Fig-
ure 97(b) represents the response for stability-limited load capability.

In severe impact conditions, stability is the lilniting criterion for many
structural elements of interest. Figure 98 shows simplified load-deflection
characteristics for static load application to a stringer-skin combination
subjected to compressive loading (Reference 104).

ihe area under a load-deflection curve determines the energy-absorption capa-
bility for the structure under consideration.
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FIGURE 98. SIMPLIFIED LOAD-DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS FOR A STATICALLY
LOADED STRINGER-SKIN COMBINATION. (FROM REFERENCE 104)
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The basic section of a typical side frame member is shown in Figure 99. The
crippling stress is computed as follows:

Skin (.025-in.
thick 2024-T4)

Harvey Aluminum Co. 71
113 01-3
7075-T6 extrusion

0,040-in. thick
2024-T4

Alcoa 59574
7075-T6 extrusion

FIGURE 99, TYPICAL FRAME SECTION OF SIDE ELEMENT OF
A MEDIUM CARGO HELICOPTER CENTER FUSELAGE.

For Harvey Aluminum Company extrusion 11301-3,

A 0.210 - 8.59

It2  0.0942 + 0 125 2

FCc = 62,000 lb/in.2 (From Figure 100)

For Alcoa 59574,

A 0.289.67

It2  0.1882 + 0.1252

FCC , 70,000 lb/in. 2
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For the flanged web,

_ (1.5)(2.o40). 18.8
gt 2  (2)(0.0402 )

Fcc = 19,000 lb/in. 2  (From Figure 101)

The total compressive capability of the frame element is computed as follows:

Capability of stringer elements - (62,000)(0.210)

+ (70,000)(0.289)

+ (19,000)(L5)(0.04)

- 34,390 lb

Capability of adjacent skin - (37,000)(0.034)

+ (37,00)(0.032)

+ (19,000)(0.024)

- 2,898 lb (From Figure 102)

Total compressive capability = 37,288 lb

This value is for one section through a typical frame member. For a symmetri-
cal fuselage section, the total compressive capability is twice this value,
or 74,576 lb.

From the photographs of helicopter crashes under known impact conditions, the
average crushing of the typical frame section was 42.2 in. for the impact ve-
locity considered.
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8 EOUIVALENT
HALF MODEL FULL MODEL

37 MASSES 06 MASSES

6 85 ELEMENTS 16e ELEMENTS

24

14 - MAXIMUM PITCHING MOTION"2 SUBSEQUENT TO INITIAL IMPACT
I 27

INIlIAL IMPACI
2 37ATTITJDE

S • IMPACT3411 17

S PLANE

a, HALF MODEL OF EXISTING MEDIUJM t;. iNITIAL IMPACT ATTITUDE AND SUBSEQUENT
CARGO HELICOPTER NOSE SECTION HOSE-DOWN PITCHING MOTION IN MEDIUM

>ARGO HELICOPTER NOSE SECTION DROP TEST

FIGURE 102. EFFECTIVE AREA OF SKIN FOR ALUINUM ALLOY
STRINGER-SKIN COMBINATIONS.

Using this load value and total displacement in conjunction with the typical
stringer-skin compression static characteristic shown in Figure 98, an esti-
mation can be made for the correction required for dynamic energy-absorption
capability. Using Figure 98 data, the energy absorbed is given by:

EA Py y X A

- (74,576) (2) . A (57)
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where A - incremental area under curve in Figure 98

0.0L387 1. 0+0 Q7383S(74576)(3.5) (i.0)(028 + 0 .38)0.037

4 ( 0U..733 .5100)0.0158 + (0.51 + 02019)0.0053
2 2

+ {0.2819 + 0.1879)0.0271 + 0.1879 + 0.143610.02402 2 "

+ (0.1436 +2 0.0309)0.2746 4 (0.0309) ( 0.5275

= 261,016 (0A.A35 + 0.03216 + 0.00986 + 0.00210

+ 0.00637 + 0.00398 + 0.02396 + 0.00892)

= 27,850 ft-lb (STATIC)

This result shows that the static collapse energy computation does not agree
with the empirical value of 135,000 ft-lb.

Assuming rectangular characteristics would produce an overly optimistic
energy-absorption value of 261,016 ft--lb. An assumption of triangular char-
acteristics yields an energy-absorption capability of 130,508 ft-lb, and a
comparison of this value with the actual kinetic energy of 135,000 ft-lb
yields an error of only 3.34 percent, which is well within an acceptable
range for suich an analysis. Figure 103 shows the differences between the
static and assumed dynamic energy-absorption capabilities of a typical
structural element; the result is based on actudl test and accident data.

7.5.5 Example of Analysis for Longitudinal Impact

In the previous example, structural resistance to loading was assumed to be
in the vertical plane of the helicopter. Additional structural crash-
resistance requirements for the primarily longitudinal-lateral impacts are
specified in MIL-STD-1290 (Reference 1) and Section 4.3.1 of this document.

A similar method of analysis. can be employed after defining the primary struc-
tural members assigned to resist the applied loading and after computing load-
cirrying limitations and potential stroking distances.

As a further example, the nose section of a developmental utility helicopter
was used. In the initial design definition phase, the requirements of
MIL-STD-1290 were specified for both the 20- and 40-fL/sec longitudinal
impact conditions (see Table 3, Section 4.1). These requirements delineated
the maximum acceptable intrusions into occupied space for the given impact
velocities for longitudinal imlpacts into a vertical abutment. The basic
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FIGURE 103. ESTIMATED DYNAMIC ENERGY ABSORPTION CAPABILITY
OF TYPICAL FUSELAGE STRUCTURE.

design philosophy is that the kinetic energy involved in a 20-ft/sec crash
impact velocity is absorbed by the 25 in. of structure forward of the rudder
pedals. For a 40-ft/sec crash, energy is absorbed by the structure forward of
Station i6 ksee Figure 104); the area aft of Station 78 constitutes the cabin
area.

7.5.5.1 20-fte impac. Figure 104 shows the basic structural elements
to be considered; the analyses are summarized below:

Longitudinal impact velocity changes - 20 ft/sec

Basic structural weight - 15,587 lb
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energy :1 (r15577" 2

netic energy to be absorbed)= ()X- 7)(202)

- 96,813 ft-lb

Figure 104 shows the basic structural sections that resist longitudinal load-
ing. It should be noted in Figure 104 that these members are stabilized by
formers located at approximately a 6-in. pitch.

Using standard methodology for computing the crushing strength of each sec-
tion yields:

Crushing strength of upper cap, BL 14.5 (left and right
sides) = 25,69 Ilb

Crushing strength cf lower cap, BL 14.5 (left and right
sides) = 17,919 lb

NOTE: When these values are computed, the amount of effective
skin actively participating is dependent on whether inter-
rivet buckling occurs. If interrivet buckling is con-
sidered likely, the effective width of skin must be re-

I F.
U'cPU- a--, 1058)i S

Wcorrected = Weff Fir (58)
efFcs

where Fir = interrivet buckling stress

Fcs - crippling stress of sLringer.

Summation of the strength capabilities of the four longitudinal sections
yields:

Total crushing strength, Station 13 to 38

= 2 (25568 + 17919)

= 8..976 lb
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Energy-absorbing capability

- 0.5 x Ux 8679612

= 90,600 ft-lb

Equivalent Impact Velocity = 19.4 ft/sec

This value, within 3 percent of the desired 20-ft/sec capability, is accept-
able when considering the assumptions made and the use of an empirical dy-
namic factnr of 0.5.

7.5.5.2 40_-ft__ j_ IMot. Similar computations were used for this analy-
sis; but additional structure was involved. After the section from Sta-
dion 13 to 38 has coilapsed, members from Station 38 to 78 picked up the
loads. The members involved are indicated in Figure 104, but the compu-
tations are not given since the process is the same as for the 20-ft/sec
case.

7.5.6 Later-al. mact

urea, ayaiu', V-e.ýs inq stucur is LUL idI UlIIII~'Jlad an' i uegyausrpILll .. ptt

ity computed fo," the frame member sections iPj the crown and floor that resist
volume reduction due to loading in the lateral direction. Summation of the
buckling strengths, as demonstrated in Section 7.5.4, is used to determine
volume reduction for the specified impact velocity to conform with the
IIIL-STD-1290 requirements (Reference 1) sumnarized in, Section 4.3.1.3.

7.5.7 Rollover

Postimpact rollover design require.-,onts for load applications and for struc-
tural areas that nuct withstand that loading are specified in MIL-STD-1290
and surilmarize1 in Section 4.3.,.4. Basically, a 4W requirement is defined;
this can be satisfied by normal static structural analysis techniques.

Since a rollover maneuver is a secondary event occurring after initial im-
pact, an energy-aDsorption analysis is unnecessary. The 4W postimpact
static analysis is ;.idequate fcr substantiating the rollover performance of
the helicopter, because normally the primary ipipact Oill absorb most of the
energy.

Crash resistance technology can be exte;Zed heyond simple concepts by simula-
tion of the crash phenomena. As shov,' in MIL-SlD-1290, there are several
sets of crash conditions that aiust be investigated In support of the design
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process. Additional sets of impact conditions may appear critical for cer-
tain specific systems, and these require examination as well. These condi-
tions may be simulated by analytical models, scale models, and full-scale
tests.

However, during the early design stages of the new aircraft, full-scale
testing is untimely and costly. In fact, the testing of full-scale airframe!
has been confined to technology development, rather than design.

The objective of simuldtion is to provide a rational basis for the sequence
of events and the modes of failure of vital elements of structure during the
crash. Complex interactions of crash, inertial, and structural forces which
contribute to the structural distortion and the acceleration environment
experienced in a crash can be observed. Dissipation cf the potential and
kinetic energy of the aircraft can be studied for conditions that exist in
the crash sequence. Structural distorticn with subsequent ruptures, volu--
metric reductions, and penetration of occupied spaces can be assessed, and
estimates of the acceleration levels on critical components and occupants
obtained.

In terms of fidelity, the dynamic testing of full-scale structures most
closely approximates actual crash conditions, especially if velocit.y com-
ponents and impacted surface conditions can be realistically represented.

7.6 STRUCTURAL& A H RESISTANCE SIMULATION COMPUTER PRU2L

Aidlysis of the L1dUII U II IUa UI aifutGI u -I eu.S s,.- ge Uwi j , o

due to the material and geometric nonlinsarity of the structural response.
Large deflections and rotations in the deformcd structure, regions of intense
curvature (wrinkling), material strain rate effects, and ilnterference arid con-
tact between structural components during a crash are some of the difficul-
ties found in modelirng the crash response of aircraft structures.

A numher of computer programs for analysis of aircraft structures in crash im-
pact conditions have been developed, and some of these are being used in the
design process. The more significant programs have been critically reviewed
by several authors, including Saczalski (Reference 105), Hayduk, et al. (Ref-
erence 106). Mclvor (Reference 107). and Kamat (Reference 108). These pro-
grams, representing different levels of capability and applicability, can be
grouped into two main classes:

* Hybrid programs

# finite element programs.

Hybrid programs combine experimental and numerical methods in which the struc-
ture is divided into a number of relatively large sections and subassemblies.
The crash behavior of individual components is determined by test cr sepa-
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rate analyses. These programs are cost effective and sufficiently accurate
for evaluation of gross vehicle responses, design trends, structural design
and impact parameters, and gross energy dissipation.

Several simple hybrid simulation programs are available where the vehicle is
modeled by one to ten 'lumped masses and up to 50 degrees of freedom. Large
structural assemblies are modeled as nonlinear springs. Typical of these
programs is that authored by Gattlin, et al. (Reference 109). The Gattlin
program (CRASH) simulates the vertical crash impact of the helicopter
fuselage modeled with rigid masses connected to nonlinear axial and rotary
springs in a predetermined arrangement. These simulations are two-
dimensional.

The more advanced hybrid programs employ beam and spring elements atid lumped
masses in either two- or three-dimensional configurations. Typical of the
advanced hybrid programs are those developed by researchers at Lockheed-
California (Reference 110), Calspan (Reference 111), and Philco-Ford (Refer-
ence 112). In the aircraft industry the Lockheed California program, KRASH,
developed by Wittlin, et al., is the most widely used advanced hybrid crash
simlation program.

The finite element programs attempt to surpass the limitations of the lumped-
parameter approach of the hybrid programs by employing more formal approxi-
mation techniques in modeling of t hi structure and a greater reliance on the
fundamental principles of structural mechanics. The stiffness characteris..
tics of the individual elements are calculated by the programs and depend on
the loading path, material properties, and the changing shape and position of
the structure. The finite element programs are suitable for analysis of
designs whe-re the detaileJ behavior of the individual components is critical,
obtaining loads required for input to other analyses, and detailed stress
analysis in sizing structural components. The limitations of the finite
element approach are found in the inherent tendency toward more complicated
and expensive computations.

Finite element programs suitable for crash simulation include WRECKER by
Yeung, et al. (Reference 113), ACIION by Melosh, et al. (Reierence 114),
DYCAST by Plfko, et al. (Reference 115), and PAM-CPLASH by Engineering System
International (Reference 69).

Reference 106 presents the results produced by three programs, KRASH, ACTION,
and DYCAST, used to analyze the dynamic response of a twin-engine low-wing
airplane section subjected to a 27.5-ft/sec vertical impact velocity crash
condition. The report contains brief descriptions of the three computer pro-
grams, the respective aircraft section mathematical models, pertinent data
from the test performed at NASA Langley, and a comparison of analysis results
versus test results. Cost and accuracy comparisons among the three analyses
are presented to illustrate the possible uses of each of the programs. Appli-
cation of PAM-CRASH programs to analysis of helicopter structures including
crushing of stiffened panels and fuel tanks is described in Reference 70.
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While accurate and versatile computer programs are essential for crash-
resistance analyses, particularly for hybrid programs, some expertise in
modeling a vehicle for nonlinear dynamic analysis is also necessary. The
remainder of this section discusses in detail the programs KRASH and DYCAST
that are most widely used in the aircraft industry.

7.6.1 Program KRASH

The computer program KRASH was originally developed by Lockheed-California
Company under U.S. Army support to analyze the dynamic response of helicop-
ters subjected to a multidirectional crash environment. Subsequent to the
U.S. Army-sponsored efforts (Reference 110), KRASH was upgraded under an FAA
contract (Reference 116), and its capabilities were directed toward the
analysis of light fixed-wing aircraft subjected to cyash impact conditions.
The updated version was called KR*Sh79 and contained many new features, while
retaining its original formulation. Recently completed FAA-sponsored
research (Reference 117) has resulted in additional program enhancements.
Although the current version, denoted KRASH85, contains features that are
directed toward the analysis of large transport airplane crash scenarios, it
is also applicable to both helicopters and tilt-rotor aircraft.

Program KRASH is a hybrid program that solves coupled Euler equations of mo-
tion for interconnected lumped masses, each with six degrees of freedom de--
fined by inertial coordinates x, y, z, and Fulerian angles 0., Oi, 04.
The equations of motion are explicitly integrated to obtain !he velocities,
displacements, and rotations of lumped masses under the influence of external
forces such as gravity, aerodynamic and impact forces.

Program KRASH utilizes nonlinear spring and beam elements and lumped masses
arranged in a three-dimensional framework to simulate the fuselage struc-
ture. The nonlinear characteristics needed to describe the structural ele-
menlis are derived from component testing and other analyses and input to
KRASH.

Major features of the KRASH program are summarized below:

( Ircra f t IIFL aUi mIass ItelII andIIV U,,.pUpaIIts areI IIIuut:Ie as luIpeu

masses.

* Nonlinear external spring elements are used to model crushable
structures, tires, and landing gear.

* Linear and nonlinear beam elements are used to model the airframe
structure. Stiffness reduction factors are used to represent the
nonlinear properties. Structural failure can be modeled by speci-
fying forces or displacements at failure.

* Initial conditions of liniear and angular velocity about three axes
and impact into a horizontal ground ahu/or inclined slope can be
specified. Interface to NASTRAN is also available to facilitate ini-
tial equilibrium in the presence of aerodynamic forces.

* Symmetric and unsymmetric impact conditions can be specified.
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4 Large structural displacements and rotations can be simulated.

* Mathematical model can contain up to 80 lumped masses, 50 massless
node points, and 180 nonlinear degrees of freedom.

• Restart capability.

Major output parameters available from program KRASH are as follows:

* Mass point and node point response time histories (displacement,
velocity, and acceleration).

* Beam load time histories.

* Distribution of kinetic and potential energy by mass item, ,s-
tribution of strain and damping energy by beam element, and crushing
and sliding friction energy associated with each external spring.

* Occupant survival indicators: livable volume change, mass pene-
tration into an occupiable volume, probability of injury indicated
by Dynamic Response Index (DRI).

* Overall vehicle center-of-gravity translation velocity.

* Energy distribution by mass, beam, and spring elements.

A comprehensive discussion of theoretical development of program KRASH is pre-
sented in Reference 118. A discussion of program KRASH input-output techni-
ques is presented in References 117 and 119. Reference 120 provides a
discussion of design guidelines which may be used with program KRASH in the
structural crash-resistance analysis of general aviation airplanes. Informa-
tion related to the program's system requirements and functional organization
is contained in Reference 121. Reference 117 applies to the most recent ver-
sion, KRASH85, and References 118 through 121 were published with previous
versions, KRASH and KRASH79. A comparison of the capabilities of three
versions of KR -,:r is presentu in Table 12 , ere,,e iLL. A Nr'J1,, ,,wU,
of the Sikorsky ACAP helicopter is shown in Figure 105 (Reference 123).

The experimental data used in the validation of program KRASH is summarized
in Table 13. Reference 124 describes the use of program KRASH to model a
CH-47A crash test. Recent applications of program KRASH include preliminary
design of helicopter structures (Reference 123 and 125), landing gears
(Reference 126), and evaluation of transport aircraft crash scenarios
(Reference 127).

Figure 106 illustrates the iterative analysis and component test process used
to predict a complete system response with program KRASH. The system design
itself is then modified in an iterative process with the use of the program
to obtain the required system performance.

Figures 107 and 108 show the output of the KRASH model alongside actual test
photos for corresponding tinies in the drop test of an experimental cabin
section and the Bell ACAP helicopter respectively (Reference 128).
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TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF CAPABILITIES OF THREE VERSIONS

OF PROGRAM KRASH (FROM REFERENCE 122)

Vcrsion

Features KRASH KRASH 79 KRASH&5

1. Energy Distribution Yes Yesd Yese
2. Element Rupture Yes Yesd Yesd

3. Injury Criteria (DRI)a Yes Yesd Yes
4. Plot Capability/Surnaries Yes Yes Yese

5. Volume Penetration Yes Yes Yes d

6. Plastic Hinge Algorithm No Yes Yesd

7. Shock Strut No Yes Yes
8. Flexible and/or Sloped Terrain No Yes Yes

S. Acceleration Pulse Excitation No Yes Yes

10 Unsynivetrical Beam Representation No Yes Yes

11. Standard Material Properties No Yes Yes

12. External Spring Damping No Yes Yes

13. Mass Location Plots No Yes Yes

14. Pre- and Post-data Processing No Yes Yes

15. Restart Capability No Yes Yes
16. SyntmnetricaI Model Capability No Yes Yes

17. CG Force Motion History No Yes Yesd

18. Volume Chanoa Calculations NO Yes Yes

19. Standard Nonlinear Curves No 5 6

20. Stiffness Keduction Feature (KR)b No No Yes

Applicable to Damping

21. Combined Failure Load (LIC)c No No Yes

22. Initial Balance Nastran No No Yes

23. Tire Vertical Spring No No Yes

24. Arbitrary Mass Numbering No No Yes

25. External Force Loading No No Yes

26. Oleo Metering Pin No No Yes

27. Addition of Descriptive Names to

Identify Input Data No No Yes

a. Dynamic Response Index d. Enhanced One Level

b. Stiffness Reduction Factor e. Enhanced Two Levels

c. Load Interaction Curve

7.6.2 Program DYCAST

The computer program DYCAST (Dynamic Crash Analysis of Structures) is one
module of the PLANS (Plastic and Large deflection Analysis of Structures)
system of nonlinear finite element structural analysis computer codes. Tnesp
programs have been developed under contract to NASA Langley Research Center
as part of a joint NASA/FAA program in general aviation crash resistance.
The PLANS modules for static analysis of structures are described in
Reference 129 and program DYCAST is described in Reference 115.
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FIGURE 105. PROGRAM KRASH MODEL OF THE SIKORSKY
ACAP HELICOPTER. (FROM REFERENCE 123)

Major features of program DYCAST are as follows:

* Nonlinear material capability. Material types available include
isotropic plane stress, orthotropic with ideal plasticity, and
orthotropic with orthotropic strain hardening.

* Element library that includes stringers, beams, membranes, plates,

and springs.

* Capability to model very large displacements and rotations.

0 Four different numerical integration methods, three with internally
varied time steps.

* Detection of failed members.

• Restart capability.
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TABLE 13. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF PROGRAM KRASH (FROM REFERENCE 122)

Gross Impact Velocities

rest Weight (ft/sec)

No. Aircraft (lb) Vertical Longitudinal Lateral

Rotary Winig

I Utility Type 8.600 23 - 18.5

2 Cargo Type 24,300 42 27.1 -

3 Multi-Purpose 3,800 19.7 19.7 -

4 Multi-Purpose 3,620 32.8 - -

5 Composite Substructure 3,530 30.0 10.3

6 Composite Substructure 3.530 28.2 - 10.3

NA Bell ACAP (Ref 47) 7,279 41.4 26.4 -

NA Sikorsky S75 ACAP

(Ref 48) - 38.0 -

Light-Fixed-Wing

7 Single-Engine, High-Wing 2,400 46 70

8 Single-Engine, High-Wing 2,400 z2 71.3

9 Single-Engine, High-Wing 2,400 49 70

10 Single-Engine, High-Wing 2,400 43 89.9

11 Twin-Engine, Low-Wing

Substructure 2.400 43 - -

Iransport
12 Hedium Size* 159,000 18 - 172

13 Medium Size 195.000 17.3 260 -

*Test performed on soil; all other tests on rigid surface.

DYCAST accounts for two types of nonlinearities: material and geometric.
The nonlinear material behavior, exhibited by materials yielding plastically,
15s accounted for by the stress-st-ral -iin n cr es sp44infie as nnv,+ of Iho innij+

data. Three types of stress-strain curves are permitted: elastic-perfectly
plastic, elastic-linearly hardening, and elastic-nonlinearly hardening.
DYCAST uses a flow theory of plasticity. Basic to this approach is defining
an initial yield criterion as well as flow and hardening rules. The initial
yield criterion used is based on Hill's equations for orthotropic material
behavior which reduces to Von Mises yield criterion for isotropic materials.

The element stiffness during the simulation is determined using the tangent
moduli corresponding to the current stress and strain, generalized for multi-
axial states at various points on the element cross section (Reference 115).

Geometric nonlinearities due to large deformations of the structure change
the effective stiffness of the structure and are treated in DYCAST by an up-
dated Lagrangian formulation (Reference 115). The essentials of this method
are that the solution is obtained incrementally, solving for increments in
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FIGURE 106. PREDICATION OF CRASH BEHAVIOR WITH PROGRAM KRASH.

displacement, stress, and strain at each increment. These quantities are all
referenced to the undeformed initial conditions so that the incremental
stresses and strains represent the second Piola Kirchoff stress and Green's
strain tensor respectively.

The incremental global equations of motion for the system written in matrix
form are:

rMJ'^il 4 [NUiA• = {AP} + (RI (15)

where [K] - Stiffness Matrix

[M] - Consistent Mass Matrix

(Au) and (AU) - displacement and acceleration increments

(AP) - Incremental external load vector

(R) - Vector of equilibrium force corrections
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Both material and geometric nonlinear effects are accounted for in the equa-
tiors of motion through formulation of the stiffness matrix [K]. This system
of equations is numerically integrated to obtain the response of the struc-
tural model.

Both impicit and explicit numerical integration methods are implemented in
DYCAST. Central Difference and modified Adams Predictor-Co;'rector methods
are the explicit algorithms, and Ncwmark-,9 and Wilson-e methods are the
ir~mplicit algorithms. All methods but Central Difference permit a variable
time step throughout the analyý, . .

For solution of nonlinear problems with constant time step, the explicit
methods lead to constant coefficient matrices, but the implicit methods may
require the formulation of coefficient matrices at each time step. The
choice of which method to use involves trade-offs between smaller but com-
putationally less intensive time steps for explicit integrators versus larger
but computationally more intensive time steps for implicit integrators.

The element library consists of the following elemprts:

* Stringers - Two types of stringer elements are available. a two-
node element developed from a constant axial strain assumption and a
three-node- element developed from a linearly varying strain assump-
tion.

* Beams - Twelve d",fferent beam cross sections are available. Dis-
tinct cross sections are required to calculate the extent of the
plastic behavi;'r within the beam cross section.

Membranes - Three types of triangular membrane elements are avail-
able! a three-node constant strain, a six-node linear strain, and
four- and five-node transitional elements. The transitional
elements permi4 mixed strain conditions, i.e., constant strain along
an edge with linear strain along other edges.

0 Springs -. An axial force element with force-defltection characte-is-
tics specified in a tabular form. This element can be used to s-imu-
late structural sections with known force-deflection behavior, to
represent an energy-absorbing device, or as a gap element with zero
stiffness over a certain ranige of deflection and nonzero thereafter.

DYGAST restart feature allows a large problem to be run in several parts.
This reduces the demand on computer resources and allows the user to examine
thc: results of the simulation as it progresses. The output data from DYCAST
irKlude the following:

0 Nodal displacements, velocities, and accelerations.

6 Element strains and stresses through the cross sections.

* System energy distribution.
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a Plots of time histories of displacements, velocities, and accelera-
tions at user-specified nodes.

* Plots of the deformed structure at any time and from any viewing
angle.

Further information on DYCAST is given in References 115, 129, and 130. Ref-
erence 106 presents a comparison of DYCAST and KRASH modeling of the same sec-
tion uf a light aircraft fuselage structure. DYCAST analyses of helicopter
fuselage structures constructed of composite materials are presented in Ref-
erences 50 and 131. A DYCAST model of a helicopter composite cabin section
is shown in Figure 109 (Reference 131). Modeling strategies with DYCAST as
well as program execution times on various computer systems are given in Ref-
erence 131. Reference 132 describes the use of program DYCAST to model
sections of transport fuselage which were drop tested at NASA Langley.

7.6.3 PAM-CRASH

PAM-CRASH is a highly nonlinear explicit three-dimensional finite element
code for analyzing large deformation dynamic response. It has been widely
used in the automotive industry due to its capability to accurately predict
automobile crash impact response. This type of analytical tool has been
applied to problems in the areas of stiffened panel crushing, fuel tank
impact, etc. (Reference 133). Figure 110 shows the correlation of drop test
results with the dynamic analysis of a fuel tank.

7.7 POTENTIAL SOURCES OF BASIC STRUCTURAL DATA FOR CRASH-RESISTANCE ANALYSIS

A major obstacle to analyzing structural crash resistance is the difficulty
of obtaining adequate data concerning the dynamic failure mechanisms of struc-
tural assemblies and elements. Such data are necessary for the analysis t-ech-
niques described earlier, with the possible exception of the finite element
methods. A previous section described semiempirical analysis of airframe com-
ponents which can be used to provide structural characteristics for cormputer
simulation. Data useful for structural analysis can also be obtained from

7.7.1 Estimates

An estimate of the dynamic capability of a structural element or system can
be obtained by using standard static failure criteria and multiplying the re-
sult by a dynamic correction factor. This method has limited usage since the
factor usually specified for the overall failure sequence is representative
of the energy-absorption variation between static and dyna-ivic failure modes.

Consequently, a time history of element failure is not usually considered,
but the net effect, in terms of energy absorption, is used. to determine the
gross capability of the structure considered. Such analyses are useful in
defining the gross crash-resistance contributions of structural layout prior'
to the use of more comple;.M analysis techniques.
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Care must be exercised when using such a technique since structural elements
exhibit differing failure modes, and these modes may vary depending on the
rate of load application. Additionally, the total load-carrying capability
of a member also will be dependent on the rate of load application.

7.7.2 Aircraft Accident Data

Aircraft accidents can provide useful data concerning structural response if
the wreckage can be examined in detail befcre it is disturbed from its post-
impact location. Examination of the wreckage can yield data concerniny th3
failure modes and sequences; the effectiveness of energy-absorbing features,
if any; and the occupant crash impact conditions exp&Žrienced in terms of
space, extremity flailing, acceleration levels, an! injury causes.

Such a relatively subjective review also requires other data to enable the in-
vestigator to determine a complete crash scenario. Some of these data can be
determined from the crash site itself, particularly terrain hardness, ground
obstacles, impact attitude, mass Item breakaway, flammable fluid containment,
egress potential, etc. However, more important parameters that are harder to
obtain include the impact velocity components and the acceleration conditions
in the occupied areas. In fact, these data probably will not be available in
a recorded format unless the crashed aircraft happened to be a test vehicle
with on-board instrumentation. As a result, the velocity components at
impact are often estimated using the gross deformations of the structure and
the motion of the aircraft relative to the ground. Simple energy and momen-
tum techniques are used to do this; and although the resultant velocity and
acceleration estimates are the best available, such an analysis cannot appor-
tion the energy absorption trirough the aircraft, i.e., in the landing gear,
structure, seats, Etc.

Reference 110 describes an examination of 3657 U.S. Army rotary-wing aircraft
accidents that occurred between 1967 and 1971 and a detailed review of 32 of
these. References 134 and 135 describe investigation of general aviation
accidents and the information that can be obtained.

A major contribution to the quest for better aircraft crash resistance made
by crash analyses is the delineation of the good and bad features of a parti-
cular design. By compiling accident data, quaiitative assessment of the
desirable and undLsirable features exhibited by various aircraft types can be
made. Once a reasonable data base is compiled, the desirable features can be
pinpointed and included in future designs or redesigns. Undesirable features
can be suitably identified to ensure their use is not continued.

The most accurate means of validating crash analysis is full-scale crash test-
ing. However, scale-model testing may also be :jsed to advantage. Both are
discussed in the following sections.
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8. TESTING

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Testing is needed to support many phases of the design of a crash-resistant
structure. Initially, crash tests are used to gather data to assist in
development of performance criteria. In analyt;cal work, testing is needed
to evaluate properties of structural component, and to validate analytical
models. in the design process, component tests are essential to proper
sizing and configuration of crash-resistant structures. Finally, qualifi-
cation tests verify that an airframe or components of an airframe will
satisfy the crash-resistance performance requirements.

Tests may be either static or dynamic. A static test is usually performed by
applying force(s) to a structural test conponent anchored to a rigid fixture,
but can also be performed on a centrifuge. It is suitable for many component
design tests. Dynamic tests utilize high-rate deformation typical of a
crash. They are usually conducted by impacting the test specimen into a
mechanism or material which will deform in a controlled manner to simulate
the dynamic response of the appropriate structural interface. For example,
in seat tests the fixture is decelerated in a manner which simulates the
response of the aircraft underfloor structure in a crash.

Tests may be conducted with a full-scale structure or with a scale model of
a structure. A complete structure may be tested, or just a component of the
structure. The type oi. test must be matched to the specific need for infor-
mation. Typical possibilities are shown in Table 14. Scale-model testing is
mostly useful for supporting analytical development efforts.

TABLE 14. TYPE OF TEST POSSIBILITIES

Static Dynamic

Full scale ScalQ V I 5cale 1 bcale
Complete Complete Complete Complete

Application Structure ernt Struemtur Compo•ent Structure Lorn on.et

Performance

Criteria Development X

Analysis - Component

Characterization X X

Analysis - Validation X X

Design Support X X

Qual if ication X
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Full-scale component tests are primarily useful for design support including
analytical component characterization. Full-scale complete structure tests
are appropriate for criteria development and system qualification.

0.2 STRUCTURAL STATIC TESTING

Compatibility is important at the structural interfaces between the airframe
arid all attached components. The design of the fuselage structure, including
the hard points and load distribution structure around the hard points, must
be coordinated with the design of the attaching components. Structural
properties for all loading conditions and design features, such as structural
releases, must be coordinated to achieve the desired compatibility.

A comprehensive system design approach requires that such compatibility be
demonstrated. Ideally, static tests of components attached to the fuselage
structure by their normal attachment provisions should be performed to demon-
strate compatibility. Components such as seats, cargo restraints, engines,
and transmissions mounts, landing gear, and attachments for any ancillary or
heavy equipment located in an area which could create a hazard for the occu-
pants if freed during a crash should be tested. The ultimate design crash
loads should be applied in all hazardous loading directions to demonstrate
that the attachment points as well as the load-bearing sections of the fuse-
lage are capable of maintaining structural integrity during a crash. As a
minimum, all components and their attaching hardware should be tested on
suitaole fixtures and hardpoints for their mounting, and the fuselage should
be verified by a combination of analysis and complete aircraft system
qualification testing.

8.3 LANDING GEAR CRASH TESTING

Instrumented drop tests should be conducted: (1) to verify landing gear
crash force attenuation and crash loading strength characteristics analyti-
cally predicted and (2) to substantiate the capability of the aircraft
landing gear to meet the criteria of Section 4.2.1.7. Drop testing of wheel
and skid landing gear should be conducted in accordance with paragraph 9-2.3
of AMCP 706-203 (Reference 136). The 20-ft/sec sink speed drop test should
be conducted with the landing gear oriented in a 5-degree nosedown and
1n-dmgre• trell attitude anA drop fac1-l nnfn n laxial rinid suirfacr with n

sink speed of 20 ft/sec at ground contact. Landing gear should also be drop
tested in a O-degree roll, pitch, and yaw attitude onto a level, rigid sur-
face with a sink speed of 42 ft/sec at ground contact to demonstrate crash
impact energy-absorption capability. Simulated rotor lift for all drop tests
should not exceed one DGW. Tests with a pair of gear mounted on an "iron
bird" fixture simulate the aircraft crash conditions more accurately than do
tests on a single gear.

8.4 CARGO RESTAINT

Design loads are srecified in Section 6.2.7. Static tests to these loads are
recommended. All deformation measurements are to be made at the floor level.
Sufficient dynamic tests should be made to assure that design predictions can
be accurately based on static test results.
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8.5 SEAT AND RESTRAINT SYSTEM

Since proper performance of these items is c'itical for occupant survival,
extensive qualification testing is reqUireO by MIL-S-58095 and MIL-S-85510.
Testing requirements for seats and occupant retention systems are also
described in Volume IV.

8.6 FUEL SYSTEM

Testing requirements for fuel systems are described in Volume V.

8.7 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT RETENTION

Design loads are specified in Section 6.2.7.8. As a minimum, static tests to
these levels are recommended. If appreciable dynamic overshoot is likely,
dynamic tests should be conducted.

8,8 FULL-SCALE TESTING

instrumented, full-scale crash test(s) may be conducted: (1) to verify analy-
ses performed. (2) to substantiate the capability of the aircraft system to
meet crash-resistance specifications, and (3) to gather further engineering
data on the impact response of aircraft structures.

The present state of the art in analysis of structural behavior under crash
i,,pacL -IJti"----s suchL 4La predictions of l t a-d - of collapse

irV-pac co - L. ~ -1 1 111L U0' 1 IU'.Q 1~l Q U %A0~) 1 '0

and failure and predictions of impact forces, accelerations, and deformations
have limited accuracy. For this reason, full-scale dynamic crash testing to
complement and substantiate analytic simulation of airframe behavior is
highly recommended. Such crash tests should be conducted under conditions
representative of a severe survivable crash, and testing should demonstrate
that the required design specifications are met.

Full-scale tests of the complete aircraft can demonstrate proof of compliance
for fuselage and related structures such as landing gear, engines, transmis-
sions, seat tiedown provisions, and fuel tanks and systems. Full-scale
testing will validate that the entire energy absorption system of landing
gear, fuselage structure, and seats operate satisfactorily.

When full-scale crash tests are conducted, test results should also be care-
fully studied to provide information for design improvement and for back-
ground to improve future designs.

Controlled testing has been done in the past on a variety of aircraft to
demonstrate the capabilities of structure, landing gears, fuel systems, etc.,
in typical crash impact conditions. (See, for example, References 78, 102,and
137 through 140.) Initially, such tests were often performed using powered
aircraft that were remotely controlled or prealigned for impacts into selec-
ted terrain conditions. Useful data were obtained from many of these tests,
although some resulted in postimpact fires and information loss.

A more recent approach for vertical impacts has been to drop test specimens
from a fixed site or a moving carrier. Structural assemblies, small air-
craft, and helicopters have been tested in this manner. Representative
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impact conditions and velocities can be achieved by adjusting the vertical
drop heignt and/or the longitudinal velocity of the carrier as well as roll
and yaw attitudes.

The largest facility used for full-scale crash testing of light aircraft and
helicopters is the Impact Dynamics Research Facility at NASA Langley Research
Center (Reference 141), shown in Figure 111. Here aircraft are allowed to
swing on cables that are preset to determine the overall impact attitude.
Velocity components are controlled by varying the drop height, cable length,
and cable anchor locations. Immediately prior to impact, the aircraft is
released from the cables by pyrotechnic means. The ground impact and sub-
sequent motions are then completely unrestrained. A schematic of the NASA
Lanqley crash facility is shown in Figure 112, where the test setup is that
used For the full-scale drop test of the YAH-63 helicopter.

The sequence of photographs in Figure 113 shows the drop test of the YAH-63
helicopter impacting at a pitch angle of +9.25 degrees and vertical and hori-
zontal velocities of 48.0 and 26.2 ft/sec, respectively. The test provided
data for a helicopter with designed-in crash resistance, including energy-
absorbing seats, fuselage structure, and landing gear. Test results are
detailed in References 137 and 125.

The primary advantage of testing full-scale aircraft is that there is no need
to interpret the data or attempt to extrapolate the results to other struc-
tural formats. All data such as velocities, attitudes, accelerations, and
structural strains are measured directly as functions of time from impact.
In addition, high-speed cameras can record displacements from various
locations inside and outside the aircraft in order to provide visual time
histories of structural and occupant response during the crash sequence.
Instrumented anthropomorphic dummies positioned and restrained in seats with
actual restraint systems aid in the evaluation of the occupant's potential
for impacting the aircraft interior and for occupant survival. Postcrash
review of damage also provides a direct indication of the aircraft's per-
formance with respect to occupied volume penetration, seat and landing gear
performance, large mass item retention, and flamable fluid containment.

For very small helicopters, such as the R-22 where seats are not separable
but are part of the fuselage, full-scale testing may be the only way to
obtain an assessment of the system's crash performance. The above
description of full-scal- testing may imply that this is the only technique
worth using to attain realistic crash simulation. However, such tests are
expensive to run, and a.-craft, especially new design prototypes, are
difficult to obtain. ;r addition, such tests require careful planning with a
redundancy of recording Nquipment because of the probability that data may
not be obtained from all instrumentation channels.

8.9 SCALE-DEL TESTIMO,

Scale-model testing has been used extensively when investigating the aero-
dynamic characteristics of aircraft, bridges, buildings, etc. Scale-model
testing for structural strength and deflection verification also has been
used where material sizes allow. For evaluating crash resistance, however,
scale-model testing becomes a more difficult problem, especially wheo severe
plastic deformation and element rupture occur.
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MOVEABLE CARRIAGE OVERHEAD CAMERAS
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FIGURE 112. NASA LANGLEY CRASH FACILITY LAYOUT AND FIXED
CAMERA POSITIONS. (FROM REFERENCE 137)

Scale modeling of major structural members may provide data that can be used
for crash-resistance studies; however, when semimonocoque construction is
considered, stringers and skin are often made from relatively thin sheet
material, measuring from approximately 0.015 to 0.06 in. Depending on the
structure being modeled, certain nondimensional parameters must be satisfied
for both the model and the aircraft. Examples of these are:

X- i, 2 , ;t, AL 607- C r t (60)
L E" L

where Xi = spatial coordinate

L = characteristic length

S= strain

a = stress

E - Young's Modulus

; = strain rate

t = time

v - velocity
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FIGURE 113. FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST OF A YAH-63 HELICOPTER.
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FIGURE 113 (CONTD). FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST OF A YAH-63 HELICOPTER.
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Some of these narameters involve the thickness of the material, and for exam-
ple, scaling O.015-in.-thick sheet metal for a one-tEnth scale poses major
problems in the manufacture, handling, and tolerance effects when using
0.0015-in. shim material.

Reference 143 presents a discussion of scale-modeling techniques applied to
structural crash resistance. Practical considerations in geometric scaling
are discussed and illustrated using barrier tests of two different automobile
front-end structures and an impulsively loaded section of semimonocoque cylin-
der similar to an aircraft fuselage.

A conclusion of that study was that for prototype structures in the 1,000- to
10,000-lb weight range, and for scale factors of from 3 to 8, a model test
can be performed at less than half the cost of a corresponding full-scale
test, depending on the scale factor, as demonstrated by Figure 114. It was
concluded that scale model tests can meet the same objectives and could
therefore replace many full-scale tests in a crash-resistance research and
development program. Model tests are particularly useful for screening new
concepts, for performing parametric experimental studies, and for the initial
optimization of a given concept. Full-scale tests are still required for
proving the concept and for making detailed measurements such as those of
occupant response.

Full scale
1 } IFIFFI

1/2 -- - - i/3 scale

0
S1/3

S1/4o 1/8

0 .1 I I I t I I t
1 2 4 6 8 10

Scale factor

FIGURE 114. COST RATIO (SCALE MODEL TEST COST/FULL-SCALE TEST
COST) VERSUS SCALE FACTOR FOR STRUCTURES WEIGHING
LESS THAN 10,000 LB. (FROM REFERENCE 144)
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Also, in another recent study 1/3-scale models of various configurations of
stiffened sheet panels, like that shown in Figure 115 (Reference 144), were
tested in order to determine the influence of the following parameters:

* Variation of the stiffener pitch (d) with respect to the height (h)

* Variation of the stiffener c.ection (S) with respect to the panel
sheet section

o Variation of the lightening hole diameters (0) with respect to
the. stiffener pitch

o Ty;pe of stiffener (2 sEctirns, angles, stiffening beads)

( Load influence (distributed !oad, load concentrated at the ends)

0 bottom shape influence (flat bottom, curved bottom).

Comparison of todel-t.st results with those of fifll-scale tests showed that
the models exhibited the same failure modes avid predictable failure loads.

e

.'1

FIGURE 115. STIFFED.D PANEL SPECIMEN.
(FRI1M kEFERENCE 132)

"!he techniques of dyni&rmc test'rti •ecorae more involved as the required quan-
tirty of d&ta increases. For insiance, ii the fkal deformation shape is the
only result needed, the instrumentation and data handling requirements ran be
iminirnizec. Since a test is of short dr-ation, even for flill-scale specimens,
specialized equipment is required if data requiremepits are expanded to in-
clude time hisiories of structural response, acceleretinn, stress, etc. This
equipment must have rapid response c:haracteristics and maintain high-fidelity
measuring capability when subjected tc high-G levels.
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